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Abstract 

Phylogenetics is the study and identification of evolutionary patterns and struc-

. tures in nature; this thesis explores the mathematics of these structures. The basic 

objects of study are the leaf labelled tree and its substructures: quartets, splits, 

clusters and rooted triples, among others. We present fundamental theorems and 

characterisations, as well as efficient algorithms for a range of phylogenetic problems. 

It is often possible to deduce phylogenetic information not in the original data. 

We characterise an intriguing system of inference 'rules' that arise in this way, and 

prove that there exist rules of every order that cannot be reduced to lower order 

rules. 

We describe a polynomial time algorithm that extracts maximum weight bounded 

degree trees from a given binary character set. The algorithm enables compatibil

ity analysis of large data sets, in this case the daunting "Out of Africa" human 

mtDNA sequences. Other applications include consensus, quartet puzzling and split 

decomposition. 

We accelerate the Minimum Evolution method with an optimal O(n2
) time algo

rithm for calculating OLS edge lengths and fast algorithms for vVLS and GLS edge 

lengths. We show how a Minimum Evolution tree can be efficiently extracted from 

a collection of splits. 

Consensus methods are surveyed, characterised and classified. A new intuitive 

consensus method for edge weighted trees is introduced, together with an efficient 

algorithm for constructing it. 

We present an algorithm for the Maximum Agreement Subtree problem that 

is based on rooted triples and is much simpler than existing algorithms. We also 

provide algorithms for obtaining agreement subtrees with the largest number of 

edges, rooted triples or quartets. 

Issues of complexity are discussed throughout the thesis, with several new NP

completeness results and a list of standard NP-complete phylogenetic problems. 
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Most of Chapter 3 and parts of Chapter 2 appeared in the paper "Extension oper

ations on sets of leaf labelled trees" written jointly by Dr Mike Steel and me. The 

paper was published in Advances in Applied Mathematics, volume 16, 1995 (pages 

425-453). 

The Hunting for Trees algorithms in Chapter 4, as well as the human mtDNA 

analysis appeared in the paper "Hunting for trees in binary character sets: efficient 

algorithms for extraction, enumeration, and optimization" written by me. The paper 

was published in the Journal of Computational Biology, volume 3, number 2, 1996 

(pages 275-288). 

The remainder of this thesis is, unless otherwise indicated, my own work. In 

accordance with mathematics protocol I will endeavour to use the personal pronoun 

'we' to indicate the reader and the writer, rather than the 'royal we'. 

David Bryant, March 13, 1997. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Phylogenetics needs mathematicians. It needs them for handling large data sets. 

It needs them for developing new methods, and analysing old ones. It needs them 

because mathematics is the art of being systematic. 

Advances in molecular biology have led to an explosion in the amount of data 

available for analysis, and in the size of these data sets. It is no longer possible to 

assemble data and build trees by hand. There is a growing need for sophisticated new 

techniques to analyse and understand the data, balanced by the need to recognise 

which problems are simply too big and too difficult for our current resources. 

Mathematicians are not only good for solving overgrown problems. A mathe

matician or statistician brings a new degree of rigour, or perhaps we should say 

a new type of rigour, to the field. Mathematicians can turn vague guidelines into 

systematic methods. They can break a technique or model down into its basic struc

tures and building blocks for the purpose of critique, or extension, or to demonstrate 

equivalence to some other technique. They can help identify when a result is signif

icant, and when it is simply the outcome of systematic error. 

There is a two way exchange, though. Ask not what mathematics can do for 

biology, but what biology can do for mathematics. Research into phylogenetics has 

given birth to a new field of mathematics that is only slowly crystallising. One part 

of it has been given the name 'T-theory' by Dress et al. [43]. It seems that the theory 

of quartets and splits that we extend in this thesis is a new type of mathematics, 

with only loose connections to graph theory, algebra and logic. 

However the emphasis of this thesis is on application. In each part of the research 

1 



2 Chapter 1. Introduction 

the final product tends to be a useful, practical technique or algorithm, rather than 

a theorem or observation. It is with this in mind that we conclude the first chapter 

with a brief discussion of computational complexity. It is not enough to be able to 

encode an algorithm on a computer: we must know whether the program will be 

completed by the due date of the research report, or indeed in the lifetime of the 

universe. 

In Chapter 2, Compatibility and the Information in Trees, we discuss what 

kinds of information are contained in a phylogenetic tree, with particular emphasis 

on the problem of determining when one tree contains all the information contained 

in another tree or set of trees. The meanings ascribed to facets of a tree diagram 

have been a major source of conflict between the various schools of systematics. The 

underlying mathematics in each school, from taxonomy to cladistics to evolutionary 

systematics, is almost identical. We take a mathematical approach. 

The definitions and framework for this research come from the biomathematics 

communityh in particular the work of Bunemann [28], Estabrook et al. [46], McMorris 

[80], Estabrook and McMorris [47], Bandelt and Dress [9], Dekker [40], Dress and 

Steel [42] and Steel [101]. It also extends work on phylogenetics algorithms for the 

discussion on compatibility [22, 33, 88, 113]. We introduce new characterisations of 

compatibility, explore the mathematics of trees, subtrees, quartets and splits, and 

prove related NP-completeness results. Though there is always a concern for direct 

biological applications, and assembling many trees into one tree is a real biological 

problem, the main contribution of this chapter is a theoretical framework for the 

remaining chapters. 

The third chapter, Building Trees-Inference Rules, is the most unashamedly 

theoretical chapter of the thesis. We develop further the mathematics of quartets 

and trees, greatly extending the work of Dekker [40] on inference rules and the 

quartet results in [9) and [101). We introduce and study closed sets, in both the 

rooted and unrooted contexts, and show that closed sets and inference rules exhibit 

a surprising level of complexity. The mathematics of quartets is particularly elusive, 

and we raise several intriguing unanswered questions. This is applied mathematics 

in the long term sense. It is an exploration of a new area of mathematics, albeit an 

area with considerable potential for useful application. 

The main result of Chapter 4, Hunting for Trees-Character Data, began 
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life as solution to an innocuous theoretical problem. This solution turned out to 

be directly applicable to character analysis, subsequently leading to a whole host of 

interesting and useful applications. 

Given a set of binary characters we show how to determine whether the set 

contains enough characters to build trees with bounded degree. We can also find 

which of these trees has maximum summed edge weight. Our algorithm is applied 

to the analysis of large data sets, in particular the human mtDNA data set, as 

well as to Split Decomposition, Quartet Puzzling, Quartet Compatibility, Minimum 

Evolution trees (in Chapter 5), and consensus problems (in Chapter 6). 

The problems solved in Chapter 5, Hunting for Trees-Distance Data, come 

directly from the biology literature, starting with the problem of simplifying the 

mathematics in (95]. There is a brief survey of distance based tree building methods, 

and an exploration of links with linear algebra. We describe a very fast algorithm 

for calculating edge lengths, a hybrid algorithm of Minimum Evolution and Hunting 

for Trees, and an improved local optimisation method for the minimum evolution 

problem. 

In Chapter 6, Comparing Trees-Consensus and Agreement, we address 

an important biological problem: given a set of conflicting trees on the same leaf set, 

find a tree that best represents all of them. This is the consensus tree problem and 

has multiple applications in systematics. We discuss and classify existing methods, 

uncovering new links between the consensus techniques. We introduce new consensus 

methods designed for edge weighted trees, along with polynomial time algorithms 

to construct them. 

It may be that the most representative trees do not have the same leaf sets as the 

input trees. This is the approach taken with agreement subtree methods. Agree

ment subtrees have been the subject of considerable interest, particularly among 

computer scientists. Our contribution is a simplified algorithm for the Maximum 

Agreement subtree problem and polynomial time algorithms for variations of Max

imum Agreement Subtree that overcome deficiencies of the Maximum Agreement 

Subtree method. 

To summarise, we list the major results of this thesis. 

• Fundamental results in the new mathematics of trees, quartets and splits 

(Chapters 2 and 3). 
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• A proof that there are irreducible quartet inference rules of any order (Chapter 

3). 

• A polynomial time algorithm for determining whether a set of splits contains 

the splits of a tree with fixed degree bound, as well as polynomial time algo

rithms for finding which of these trees has maximum summed weight (Chapter 

4). 

• An optimal O(n2 ) time algorithm for calculating edge weights under ordinary 

least squares (OLS) for a binary or non-binary tree with n leaves. An O(n3) 

time algorithm for the same problem with weighted least squares (WLS) and 

an O(n4) time algorithm for generalised least squares (GLS) where the inverse 

of the weighting matrix is given (Chapter 5). 

• A polynomial time algorithm for finding the binary tree with the smallest 

minimum evolution score over all binary trees with splits contained in a given 

set of splits (Chapter 5). 

• An O(n24·5r-6) time algorithm for finding a binary tree with a minimum evolu

tion score at least as small as the score for any binary tree T' within symmetric 

difference distance r from a given binary tree T (Chapter 5). 

• A consensus method with polynomial time construction algorithm that takes 

account of edge weightings in the input set (Chapter 6). 

• A simplified algorithm for the Maximum Agreement Subtree problem with 

bounded degree (Chapter 6). 

• A polynomial time algorithm that finds a bounded degree agreement subtree 

with the largest number of internal edges (Chapter 6). 

• A polynomial time algorithm that finds a bounded degree agreement subtree 

compatible with the largest number of rooted triples (Chapter 6). 

• NP-completeness results for a wide range of phylogenetics problems (Chapters 

2-6 and Appendix A). 
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1.1 Basic concepts and definitions 

1.1.1 Trees 

This thesis is all about trees, in particular the trees used in phylogenetic analysis. It 

is therefore appropriate to start everything off with the formal definition of a tree. 

We define an unrooted phylogenetic tree or unrooted leaf-labelled tree or 

just unrooted tree to be an acyclic connected graph with no vertices of degree two 

and every leaf (vertex of degree one) labelled uniquely. Internal vertices (vertices 

that are not leaves) are usually left unlabelled. This corresponds to a phylogenetic 

tree in [42, 101], to a semilabelled tree in [103], an S-labelled tree in [7] and a fully 

resolved tree structure in [9]. 

A rooted phylogenetic tree is defined in the same way, except that one in

ternal vertex, which can have degree two, is distinguished and called the root. The 

remaining internal vertices all have degree three or greater. In this thesis, the root 

will be labelled p. 

(1) (2) 
a 

a b 
f 

b 
c 

f 
e c 

d 

e 
d 

(3) (4) 
p p 

c 

a a e f 

b 

Figure 1 : Four examples of phylogenetic trees. (1) and (2) are unrooted. (3) and ( 4) are 

rooted. (2) and (4) are binary. 
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In a binary unrooted phylogenetic tree every internal (i.e. non-leaf) vertex 

has degree three. This is called a non-degenerate tree structure in [9]. In a binary 

rooted phylogenetic tree, all internal vertices have degree three, except the root 

which has degree two. In an unrooted d-tree every vertex has degree at most 

d, where the degree of a vertex equals the number of incident edges. In a rooted 

d-tree every vertex has at most d children. 

One standard example of a binary tree is the caterpillar tree. An unrooted 

caterpillar tree has one central path with leaves branching off it, like tree (1) of 

Figure 2. The rooted caterpillar has leaves appended to a single path from the root 

to a single leaf, like tree (2) of Figure 2. 

b c d e f 

Figure 2 : Unrooted and rooted caterpillar trees. 

Given any tree T, let £(T) be the leaf set ofT. If 7 is a set of trees, let £(7) 

be the union of the leaf sets of the trees in /. 

If two leaves in a rooted or unrooted tree are adjacent to a vertex that is not 

adjacent to any other other leaves then the pair of leaves is called a pendant pair. 

A rooted binary tree with more than one leaf has at least one pendant pair, and 

an unrooted binary tree with four or more leaves has at least two. Caterpillar trees 

have the minimum number of pendant pairs. 

A vertex a in a rooted tree is a descendant of a vertex b if the path from a to the 

root p passes through b. In this case, we say that b is an ancestor of a. The vertices 

adjacent to a vertex that are descendants of the vertex are called the children of 

the vertex, and an adjacent vertex that is an ancestor is called the parent of that 
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vertex. The lowest common ancestor of a set of vertices X is the unique ancestor 

of X that is a descendant of all the ancestors of X. 

Sometimes the internal vertices of a phylogenetic tree are labelled, or a vertex 

might have more than one label (40, 42]. (These trees are also called 'S-labelled 

Trees' (113], or 'Tree Structures' [9]). 

Rooted phylogenetic trees can be displayed with a vertical axis representing the 

time each branching point occurred. These diagrams are called dendrograms. In 

this thesis we are only concerned with the underlying branching tree structure. 

1.1.2 Subtrees 

Let e1 be an internal edge in an unrooted tree T, and let a and f3 be the endpoints 

of e1. Choose any other edge adjacent to a and remove it, giving two connected 

subgraphs. If we root the subgraph not containing e1 at the point of the cut then 

we obtain the subtree of T branching off e1 at a. We sometimes examine the 

set of such subtrees. 

Now let T be a rooted tree and choose a vertex v in T. Removing the edge 

between v and the parent of v gives two connected subgraphs. Root the subgraph 

containing v at the vertex v, this is then the subtree of T rooted at v. Let 

w1, .•. , Wk be the children of v. The subtrees ofT rooted at w1 , w2, .•• , Wk are 

called the subtrees of T branching off at v. If p is the root of T then the 

subtrees ofT branching off at pare called the maximal subtrees ofT. 

1.1.3 Rooting and unrooting 

There is a natural correspondence between rooted trees and unrooted trees. Given 

a rooted tree T and a new leaf x, append x to the root ofT and 'unroot' the tree, 

that is, construct the unrooted tree with the same underlying graph. We denote this 

tree by ROOT(T, x). The operation is invertible. Given an unrooted tree T' with 

a leaf x, root T' at the vertex adjacent to x and then remove x together with its 

incident edge. This tree is denoted UNROOT(T', x) (Figure 3). 
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T unroot(T,x) 

~ 
T' 

X 

~ 
root(T',x) 

Figure 3 : The operations ROOT() and UNROOT(). The circles denote subtrees. 

1.1.4 Splits and Clusters 

LetT be an unrooted tree and let e be an edge ofT. If we remove e then we divide up 

T into two components. Let A be the leaves in one component and B be the leaves 

in the other component. Then AlB is a partition of £(T) into two blocks, called a 

split or bipartition of £(T). The split AlB is said to be the split corresponding 

to the edge e. The set of those splits corresponding to edges in T is called the set 

of splits ofT or just the splits in T and is denoted f3(T). We say that a split 

AlB is in T if AlB corresponds to an edge ofT. If IAI = 1 or lEI= 1 then AlB is 

trivial, otherwise it is non-trivial. The trivial splits correspond to external edges. 

A tree can be reconstructed in linear time from its set of splits [29, 83, 60]. 

Now consider a rooted tree T. If we choose a vertex v then the set of leaves in T 

that are descendants of v is called a cluster. The set of those clusters corresponding 

to vertices ofT is called the set of clusters ofT and is denoted a(T). We say that 

A is a cluster in T if A E C7(T). A cluster A is trivial if IAI = 1 or A= £(T). The 

maximal clusters of a tree T are the maximal non-trivial clusters in C7(T), that 

is, the leaf sets of the maximal subtrees. Note that a rooted tree is uniquely defined 

by its clusters, and can be reconstructed from these in linear time [60]. 

1.1.5 Quartets, rooted triples and fans 

For every three leaves a, b, c there is only one unrooted tree with leaf set {a, b, c }, 

though there are four unrooted trees for any set of four leaves (Figure 4). The three 
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binary trees with four leaves are called quartets. The quartet with two pendant 

pairs {a, b} and { c, d} is denoted abicd. 

a bled aclbd adlbc 
a c a b a b 

>-< >-< >-< b d c d d c axe 
b d 

Figure 4 : The four unrooted trees with four leaves. 

We say that a quartet ablcd fits a tree T if the path from a to bin T does not 

share any vertices with the path from c to dinT. The quartet set of a tree or 

just the set of quartets in a tree is the set of quartets that fit T, and is denoted 

q(T). Any tree with at least one internal edge can be reconstructed from its quartet 

set [9]. 

A\ b !I\ 
b 

a b a c b c 

able aclb bela (a,b,c) 

Figure 5 : The four rooted trees with three leaves. 

For every three leaves a, b, c there are four rooted trees with leaf set {a, b, c} 

(Figure 5). The binary rooted trees on three leaves are called rooted triples and 
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able denotes the rooted triple with a pair of leaves {a, b} connected to a third leaf c 

via the root. A rooted triple fits a rooted tree T if the path from a to b does not 

share any vertices with the path from c to the root. The set of rooted triples that 

fit are tree is denoted r(T) and called the rooted triple set ofT, or just the set of 

rooted triples in T. 

Non-binary rooted trees with three leaves are called fan triples. We let (a, b, c) 

denote the fan triple with leaf set {a, b, c}. A fan triple (a, b, c) fits a tree if the 

lowest common ancestors of a, b and a, c and b, c are equal. The set f (T) is the set 

of fan triples that fit a rooted tree T. 

1.2 The scourge of complexity 

One of the declared aims of this thesis is the construction of practical algorithms 

for solving problems in phylogenetics. The algorithms must not only work cor

rectly, they must be fast enough to be useful. There is little point implementing an 

algorithm that will take millions of years to run. 

Computational complexity is a measure of the efficiency of an algorithm or the 

difficulty of a problem, principally in terms of the time and resources required. 

Throughout this thesis we will be discussing the complexity of problems and al

gorithms in phylogenetics, so it is appropriate that we review the basic principles. 

Refer to [55, 37, 112, 59] for more detailed surveys of complexity theory. 

A function f is O(g(n)) if there exists r > 0 such that f(n) < r · g(n) for all 

but finitely many n. We say that an algorithm takes O(g(·)) time if the maximum 

possible number of operations it requires is 0 (g( ·)), where g is a function of the 

parameters of the algorithm. The complexity of a problem is defined to be the 

complexity the most efficient algorithm that solves it. 

A polynomial time algorithm has complexity O(g(·)) for some finite degree 

polynomial g. Polynomial time algorithms generally run faster than non-polynomial 

time algorithms. Compare, for example, the rate of growth of n2 to the rate of 

growth of 2n. For this reason problems with polynomial time solutions are said to 

be tractable while those without polynomial time solutions are intractable. The 

set of polynomial time decision problems is denoted P. A decision problem is one 

that has an answer of "yes" or "no". 
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There are two parts to solving any problem: finding a solution and checking that 

it is valid. The set of problems with polynomial time algorithms for the second part 

is denoted NP, short for non-deterministic polynomial. For example, the perfect 

phylogeny problem is in NP because we can quickly test whether a given tree is a 

perfect phylogeny for the set of input characters. Clearly P C NP. It is not currently 

known whether P:f:NP, but it is generally accepted. 

Another important concept in complexity theory is that of polynomial re

ducibility. A polynomial transformation or reduction from one problem into 

another problem is a polynomial time algorithm for solving the first problem that 

assumes there is a polynomial time algorithm for the second problem. So if there is a 

polynomial time transformation from problem A into problem B then a polynomial 

time algorithm for B will give a polynomial time algorithm for A. Hence finding a 

polynomial time algorithm for B is at least as hard as finding a polynomial time 

algorithm for A. 

In 1971, Cook [34] showed any problem in NP could be transformed to a problem 

called the "satisfiability problem". If the "satisfiability" problem can be solved 

in polynomial time then so can all problems in NP. Hence if any problem in NP 

does not have a polynomial time solution then "satisfiability" problem does not 

have a polynomial time solution. There are hundreds of well-known problems that 

share this characteristic, including problems in graph theory, logic, programming, 

language theory and, as we will show, phylogenetics. These problems are called 

NP-complete. They are the hardest problems in NP. 

Though it has not been proven, it is generally accepted that NP-complete prob

lems do not have polynomial time solutions. The justification for this assumption 

is that, so far, thousands of talented researchers have failed to find polynomial 

algorithms for these problems. Moreover a polynomial time algorithm for one NP

complete problem implies a polynomial time algorithm for all NP-complete prob

lems. As more and more problems are added to the list of NP-complete algorithms 

this eventuality becomes less and less likely. 

The theory of NP-completeness is a useful tool. If we can show that a problem is 

NP-complete then we need not waste time searching for a polynomial time solution, 

under the assumption that NP=rfP. 

There are two steps to proving that a problem is NP-complete. First we have to 
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show that the problem is in NP. This is typically not difficult. Second we have to 

describe a transformation of a known NP-complete problem into the given problem. 

That is, we have to prove that if our problem has a polynomial time algorithm 

then an NP-complete problem has a polynomial time algorithm, and hence all NP

complete problems have polynomial time algorithms. This step is usually tricky. 

A related class of problems is the set of NP-hard problems. A problem is NP

hard if a polynomial time algorithm for the problem gives a polynomial time algo

rithm for some NP-complete problem. The difference is that NP-hard problems do 

not have to be in NP. This includes many problems that are not decision problems, 

but cannot be solved in polynomial time unless P=NP. 

Special consideration must be given to problems involving real numbers. Many 

irrational numbers are not computable, meaning that they cannot be represented in 

a finite string so must be approximated for computer calculation. Hence problems 

with real numbers are not formally members of the classes NP and P. For reasons 

of simplicity, we choose to ignore this fact during this thesis. Technically we assume 

that all real numbers are approximated infinitely closely by a computable rational 

and that all rational numbers take only one unit of memory. 

Phylogenetics is full ofNP-complete problems, many of which we list in Appendix 

A. This tendency towards intractability is depressing. Polynomial time algorithms 

for problems are much more useful than proofs on NP-completeness. However, as 

noted by (55], proving a problem NP-complete does not make the problem go away. 

It just calls for a change of strategy. Three possible approaches are: 

(i) Modify the problem. This is not an unrealistic option. Often we can place 

bounds on some of the parameters. The Perfect Phylogeny Problem is NP-complete, 

but can be solved in polynomial time with a bound on the number of character states 

[69, 4, 67]. This bound is well suited to the analysis of four state genetic data. 

In Chapter 4 we modify the NP-hard Maximum Compatible Subset Algorithm by 

putting a degree bound on the output tree. 

Note that even though a problem might be polynomial when one parameter is 

fixed we might still not get a practical solution. There are different degrees of diffi

culty even among problems that become polynomial with a bounded parameter. A 

problem that has complexity O(nm), where n is large, is generally much more diffi

cult to solve than a problem with complexity O(n2m). The theory of parameterised 
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complexity explores which problems have these types of solutions [41]. 

(ii) Heuristic or approximation algorithm. We may not be able to solve a problem 

exactly, but we can at least get very close. Heuristic algorithms find good solutions, 

rather then the 'best' solutions. They find, for example, a local optimum instead 

of a global optimum. This is often the most practical approach to an intractable 

problem. However there are some problems, like the Maximum Agreement Subtree 

problem, that are so hard that even approximating a solution is NP-hard [63]. 

(iii) The third approach is to go ahead and use whatever algorithm you have, even 

if it is not polynomial. This is the default approach of phylogenetics practitioners. 

Naturally this restricts the size of the problems that can be tackled, but sometimes 

that is not too much of a constraint. While two weeks of computing time might be 

intolerable for a algorithm designer obsessed with efficiency, it is totally reasonable 

to a researcher that has spent several years, and large research grants, collecting the 

data. 
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Chapter 2 

Compatibility and the Information 

in Trees 

2.1 Introduction 

Evolutionary trees contain information and some trees are more informative than 

others. 

These are trivial observations, but together they motivate the study of compat

ibility and, particularly, the study of when one tree contains all the information 

present in another tree. They also force us to address the question: "What is the 

information contained in a tree?" 

If we take an 'applied' perspective then the answer to this question depends on 

one's school of phylogenetics. To a cladist, the information in a tree ( cladogram) 

is the set of nested groups or clades. To a evolutionary biologist the information 

in a tree is the evolutionary history it describes, particularly the various common 

ancestors of different species. In other contexts a tree is simply a convenient repre

sentation of proximity or degree of similarity. 

Taking a 'theoretical' perspective we would also find a number of different ways 

to describe the information in a tree. We have already seen (Chapter 1, section 1.1) 

that an unrooted tree can be characterised as a partially labelled acyclic connected 

graph, or a collection of splits, or a set of quartets. Likewise, a rooted tree can be 

described in terms of a graph, a collection of clusters, or a set of rooted triples. In 

addition we will also present a nested set characterisation and a partial order on 

15 
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pairs of leaves characterisation. 

Before that we define the concepts of extension and compatibility. The origi

nal definitions are made in terms graph theoretic operations. We show how these 

concepts translate over to the various tree characterisations. 

We discuss the problem of determining whether there exists a tree that extends 

each tree in given set of trees. In the unrooted case, this problem has already 

been shown to be NP-complete [101, 22]. We extend this result by showing that 

even determining whether there is a split compatible with a set of quartets is NP

complete. Accepting that a polynomial time algorithm for the problem is unlikely, 

we investigate exponential time algorithms. 

In the rooted case, the problem of determining whether there exists a rooted tree 

that extends a set of trees can be solved in polynomial time using an algorithm 

dating back to 1981 [6]. The algorithm forms the basis of a new graphical represen

tation of rooted triple sets. We can describe compatibility in terms of this graphical 

representation (Theorem 2.14). 

Even though rooted tree compatibility is easy there are several variations of the 

problem that are not so easy. We show that finding a maximum compatible subset 

of rooted triples is NP-Hard, as is finding a tree not compatible with any of a given 

set of rooted triples, and also finding the most resolved tree that extends a set of 

rooted triples and fans. 

2.2 Introducing Compatibility 

Extension and compatibility are based on two operations on trees, edge contraction 

and pruning. 

2.2.1 Contraction 

. Let T be a rooted or unrooted tree. A contraction ofT is obtained by deleting an 

internal edge and identifying its endpoints. Repeating the process for other edges 

gives additional contractions. 

Consider Figure 6. The horizontal edge in the tree on the left is contracted to 

give the tree in the centre. The process is repeated to give another contraction on 
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Figure 6 : An example of edge contraction. 

the right. If all the internal edges are contracted then the resulting tree will be the 

star tree with one internal vertex and edges from the central vertex to all the leaves. 

The converse of contraction is refinement. A tree T refines a tree S if and only 

if Sis a contraction ofT [42, 101]. 

Contraction gives a natural partial order on the set of unrooted trees on a given 

leaf set. A tree S is a descendant of a tree T if and only if S is obtained by 

contracting edges ofT. It was observed in [15] that this partially ordered set is a 

meet-semi-lattice and the meet of two trees is equal to their strict consensus tree 

(see Chapter 6). 

If we restrict the set to those trees that are contractions of some tree T then the 

poset becomes a boolean algebra, since there is a one to one correspondence between 

contractions of a tree and subsets of its internal edge set. 

2.2.2 Pruning and Induced Subtrees 

Let T be a rooted or unrooted tree, and let A be a subset of its leaf set £(T). 

Consider the minimal subgraph T(A) of T that connects elements of A. If T is 

unrooted then delete all vertices of degree two in T(A) and identify their adjacent 

edges, thereby obtaining an unrooted tree with leaf set A, denoted 'IIA· If T is 

rooted then we distinguish the vertex of T(A) that is closest to the root in T and 

make it the new root, and then delete any remaining vertices in T(A) of degree two, 
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identifying their adjacent edges. We obtain a rooted tree with leaf set A, denoted 

11A· In both cases the tree YjA is called the subtree ofT induced by A . The 

process of removing leaves not in A is called pruning [107, 53]. 
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Figure 7 : Induced subtrees of unrooted and rooted trees. In the unrooted case we include 

the intermediary step. Note that in the rooted case the root of the induced subtree is different 

from the root of the original tree. 

For example, consider Figure 7. The three stages of obtaining an induced subtree 

are outlined. Note that in the rooted case the induced subtree had a different root 

from the original tree. 

Other names for the induced subtree TjA are the restriction ofT on A [63] and 

the homeomorphic subtree ofT on A [88]. 

The set of unrooted trees can be partially ordered by making one tree S a 

descendant of another tree T if and only if S is an induced subtree of T. The 

partially ordered set is not a meet-semilattice: the two trees in Figure 8 have no 
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greatest lower bound. However the set of induced subtrees of a given tree do form 

a boolean algebra. Each induced subtree corresponds to a subset of £(T), the leaf 

set ofT. 

a c d a b d 

b e e c 

Figure 8 : These two trees have no greatest lower bound under the induced subtree partial 

ordering and also the compatibility partial order ::::!· The quartet ablcd and the tree with leaves 

{a, c, e} are both maximal lower bounds for these trees. 

2.2.3 Compatibility Definitions 

The concepts of extension and compatibility combine contraction and pruning. A 

tree T extends a tree S, denoted S ~ T, if Scan be obtained by contractions of an 

induced subtree ofT, or equivalently, if S is an induced subtree of a contraction of 

T. Clearly :::1 gives a partial order on the set of trees. We call it the compatibility 

partial order. 

A set 7 of trees is compatible if there exists a tree T that extends 7, that 

is, if there exists a tree T that extends every tree in 7. We say that a tree T1 is 

compatible with a tree T2 if there is a tree that extends them both. 

Let 7 be a set of trees and let L = £(7) be the union of the leaf sets of trees in 

7. If T is a set of rooted trees, then the span of 7, or < 7 > is the set of rooted 

trees with leaf set L that extend /. Likewise, if 7 is a set of unrooted trees, then 

the span of 7 is the set of unrooted trees on leaf set L that extend 7. Hence 7 is 

compatible if and only if< 7 >f. 0. 
The underlying assumption made when choosing this type of compatibility is that 

the tree structures we are trying to model are binary. A non-binary tree corresponds 

to incomplete knowledge. If a vertex in an unrooted tree has degree greater than 

three it is because we are unsure how that vertex is resolved. The same applies for 
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vertices in rooted trees with more than two descendants. Fan trees are considered 

to be non-informative. 

Compatibility and extension appear under a number of different guises in the 

literature. Our definition of compatibility is the same as [101], except that we 

will use the word 'extends' where Steel uses 'compatible'. See [33, 7, 88] for other 

definitions, some of which ignore contractions and others that do not incorporate 

pruning. 

The set of trees partially ordered by ~ does not form a meet-semilattice: the 

two trees in Figure 8 have no greatest lower bound under ~. Given some tree T the 

set of trees { S : S ~ T} does not form a lattice under ~. Consider the tree T1 in 

Figure 9 and the set of trees { S : S ~ T1} partially ordered by ~. The two trees T2 

and T3 have no meet in { S : S ~ T1}: the star tree with leaf set {a, b, c, d, e} and 

the quartet ablcd are both maximal elements of {S: S ~ T2 and S ~ T3}. 

a c 

b e d 

a c a c 

b e d b e d 

Figure 9 : The two trees Tz and T3 do not have a unique meet in the set of trees { S : S ::::) T1} 

partially ordered by ::::). 
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2.3 Tree Characterisations and Compatibility 

2.3.1 Quartets and Rooted Triples 

Earlier (section 1.1.5, page 8) we defined the quartet set of an unrooted tree T to be 

the set of quartets ablcd such that the path from a to b does not intersect the path 

from c to d. Clearly then, a quartet is in the quartet set of a tree T if and only if T 

extends the quartet, and hence q(T) = { ablcd: ablcd :S) T}. Likewise, if Tis rooted 

then r(T) = {able: able :S) T}. 

If unrooted tree T has any internal edges then T can be reconstructed from 

q(T) (32, 9] so, in some sense, q(T) contains the 'information' ofT. We show that 

compatibility can be defined in terms of this quartet information. 

Theorem 2.1 Let S and T be unrooted phylogenetic trees. T extends S, that is 

S :S) T, if and only if q(S) ~ q(T) and C(S) ~ C(T). Similarly, let S and T be 

rooted phylogenetic trees. S :S) T if and only ifr(S) ~ r(T) and C(S) ~ C(T). 

Proof 

Suppose first that S :S) T. If ablcd E q(S) then ablcd :S) S. Since :S) is transitive, we 

have that ablcd :S) T and so ablcd E q(T). The definition of::::! gives C(S) ~ C(T). 

Conversely, suppose that q(S) ~ q(T) and C(S) ~ C(T). To prove that S::::! T 

we need to show that S is a contraction of 1J.c(S)· Let AlB be a split of S. Then 

ablcd E q(S) for all a, b E A and c, d E B [9]. Since q(S) ~ q(T) we have q(S) ~ 

q(1J.c(s)) and ablcd E q(1J.c(s)) for all a, bE A and c, dE B. Hence AlB is a split of 

1J.c(S)· By Theorem 1,(1) in [42], S is a contraction of 1J.c(S)· 

An analogous argument applies for the rooted case. D 

Note that q(S) ~ q(T) implies C(S) ~ C(T) whenever S has any internal edges. 

A consequence of Theorem 2.1 is that when calculating the span < T > of a set 

of trees T we can assume without loss of generality that all of the trees in T have 

exactly four leaves. In practice, we can replace each tree T E T by q(T), or by a set 

of quartets that determines T [101]. 
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2.3.2 Splits and Clusters 

Given two unrooted trees 8 and T on the same of leaves, 8 is a contraction of 

T if and only if /3(8) ~ f3(T) [42). If 8 and are rooted trees on the same set of 

leaves then 8 is a contraction ofT if and only if a(8) ~ a(T) [26]. We extend these 

results to characterise compatibility in terms of splits. 

For a set of splits S on a leaf set L, and X <; L, define 

s1x :={An XIB n x: AlB E s, An x f= f/J, B n X f= f/J}. 

Note that f3(11x) = f3(T)IX· 
Given a set of clusters C of L, put C1x :={An X: A E C, An X f= f/J}. As with 

the unrooted case, a(Tjx) a(T)IX· 

Corollary 2.2 Let 8 and T be unrooted phylogenetic trees. 8 :s1 T if and only if 

/3(8) <; f3(T)jc(s) and J:..(S) £(T). Similarly, let 8 and T be rooted phylogenetic 

trees. S :s1 T if and only if a(S) <; a(T)IC(S) and £(S) <; £(T). 

Proof 

S :s1 T if and only if .C(S) <; .C(T) and S is a contraction of 1lc(s), and S is a 

contraction of Tjc(s) if and only if f3(S) <; f3(1lc(s)) f3(T)Jc(S)· 
An analogous argument applies for the rooted case. 0 

2.3.3 Nestings 

Adams [2] defines a relation <Ton sets ofleaves in a rooted tree T (see also [116]). 

Let A and B be subsets of .C(T). We write A <T B if A c Band the lowest common 

ancestor of A is a proper descendant of the least common ancestor of B. In this 

case we say that A nests in B, and A <T B is a nesting ofT. This nesting order 

defines the tree uniquely, and Adams [2] presents a characterisation of when a given 

ordering equals the nesting order of a tree. We show that compatibility corresponds 

to one tree containing all the nesting information of another tree. 

Corollary 2.3 LetS and T be two rooted phylogenetic trees. S :s1 T if and only if 

A <s B implies A <T B. 
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Proof 

Note that {a,b} <T {a,b,e} if and only if able E r(T). Suppose that A <s B 

implies A B. Clearly C(S) ~ C(T). If able E r(S) then {a,b} <s {a,b,c} so 

{a,b} <T {a,b,e} and able E r(T). By Theorem 2.1, S ~T. 

Conversely suppose that S ~ T. If A <s then A c B and the least common 

ancestor of A is a descendant of least common ancestor of B. This will still be true 

if we add leaves and expand contracted vertices. Hence A <T B. 0 

2.3.4 n-taxon Statements 

Wilkinson (116] introduces a new class of tree information, the n-taxon statement. 

Clusters and rooted triples are both extreme examples of n-taxon statements. If A 

and B are subsets of C(T) for some rooted tree then (A)B is ann-taxon statement 

forT if n lA U Bl and the leaves in A are more closely related to each other than 

any are to leaves in B. That is, there is some cluster X in a(T) such that A ~ X 

and B n X = f/J. A triple able corresponds to the 3-taxon statement (a, b)c, and a 

cluster A E a(T) corresponds to then-taxon statement (A)B, where B = C(T)- A. 

As noted in [116), (A)B is ann-taxon statement forT if and only if able E r(T), 

Va, bE A and e E B. We utilise this relationship to characterise compatibility using 

n-taxon statements. 

Corollary 2.4 LetS and T be rooted trees. S ~T if and only if (A)B is ann-taxon 

statement ofT whenever (A)B is ann-taxon statement for S. 

Proof 

Suppose that (A)B ann-taxon statement forT for all n-taxon statements (A)B of 

S. Given able E r(S), (a, b)e is an n-taxon statement of S, so it is also one ofT 

and able E r(T). Clearly (C(S))f/J is ann-taxon statement of S, so it is an n-taxon 

statement ofT and C(S) ~ C(T). By Theorem 2.1, S ~ T. 

Conversely if S ~ T and (A)B is an n-taxon statement of S, then able E 

r(S), Va, b E A and e E B. Hence able E r(T), Va, b E A and c E B, so (A)B 

is an n-taxon statement ofT. 0 
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2.3.5 Partial Order on Pairs 

Every internal vertex in a rooted tree equals the least common ancestor of at least 

one pair of leaves. Hence the partial ordering on vertices in a rooted tree given 

by the descendance relation induces a partial order on pairs of leaves. We write 

{a, b} -< { c, d} if the least common ancestor of a and b is a proper descendant of 

the least common ancestor of c and d, and {a, b} { c, d} if the two pairs share the 

same least common ancestor in T. We can choose whether to include the minimal 

pairs {a, a}. Ng and Wormald [87] characterise when a given partial ordering on 

pairs equals the partial ordering of pairs of leaves in a tree. 

Given a tree T, we have able E r(T) if and only if {a,b} -< {a,e}. That's 

fine, but there is no collection of rooted triples corresponding to the statement 

{a, b} -< { c, d}, nor a collection of nestings or n-taxon statements. As a consequence, 

our characterisation of compatibility goes only one way. 

Corollary 2.5 LetS and be rooted trees. If C(S) ~ C(T), and {a, b}-< {c, d} in 

S implies {a, b} -< { c, d} in T then S ~ T, but the converse is not true. 

Proof 

Suppose that £(8) ~ C(T), and {a, b} -< { c, d} in S implies {a, b} -< { c, d} in T. If 

able E r(S) then {a, b} -< {a, c} inS, so {a, b} -< {a, c} in T and able E r(T). By 

Theorem 2.1 we haveS~ T. 

To show that the converse is not true consider the two trees in Figure 10. The 

tree T extends the tree S. But {a, b} -< { c, d} in S even though we don't have 

{a,b}-< {c,d} in T. 0 

s T 

d 

a b a b c d 

Figure 10 : Counterexample for proof of Corollary 2.5. 
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2.3.6 Direct Extensions 

We mentioned earlier that some people use different versions of compatibility. One 

common variant excludes contractions. Under this version of compatibility, which 

we will call direct extension, a tree T directly extends a tree S if and only if S is 

an induced subtree ofT, that is, if Tis the same asS with extra vertices and edges 

added on. 

For such extensions, fan trees and star trees become informative. Requiring that 

a tree directly extends a fan tree forces a multifurcation in the tree. 

Given a rooted tree T recall that 

f(T) ={(abc): Tj{a,b,c} =(abc)}. 

When T is unrooted we define 

s ( T) = { (abed) : 7l { a,b,c,d} = (abed)} 

where (abed) is the unrooted tree with no internal edges and leaf set {a, b, c, d}. It 

only seems fair to characterise direct extensions in all the ways that we characterised 

standard extensions, though we omit the proof. 

Theorem 2.6 LetS and T be rooted trees. The following are equivalent: 

1. T is a direct extension of S. 

2. S = Tj.c(S)· 

3. r(S) = r(T)j.c(s) ( = { abjc E r(T) : a, b, c E .C(S)}) 

4. r(S) ~ r(T) and f(S) ~ f(T). 

5. a( S) = a(T) j.C(S). 

6. A <s B if and only if A <r B, all A, B ~ .C(S). 

'l. (A)B is ann-taxon statement of S if and only (A)B is ann-taxon statement 

ofT, all A, B ~ .C(S). 

8. {a, b} < { c, d} in S if and only if {a, b} < { c, d}, for all a, b, c, d E £( S). 
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Let S and T be unrooted trees. The following are equivalent: 

1. T is a direct extension of S. 

2. S = 71.c(S). 

3. q(S) = q(T)I.c(s) ( { abicd E q(T) : a, b, c, d E £(S)}) 

4- q(S) s;;; q(T) and s(S) s;;; s(T). 

5. (3(S) = (3(T)I.C(S)· 

2.4 When is a set of unrooted trees compatible? 

Throughout the discussion so far we have been building up to the big question: 

when can the information extracted from a given collection of trees be combined and 

assembled into one larger tree? This problem appears in many places. Any attempt 

to incorporate the many existing phylogenies into one all encompassing phylogeny 

will come up against this problem, as will any 'divide and conquer' technique for 

large classifications. 

In an ideal world there would exist a fast and efficient algorithm to solve this 

problem. Unfortunately, the general tree compatibility problem was shown to be NP

complete by Steel [101], making the existence of a fast and efficient tree compatibility 

algorithm unlikely. 

We mentioned above (section 1.2, page 10) that NP-completeness is not neces

sarily cause for despair. Even when the general problem is NP-complete there are 

often special cases that have polynomial time solutions. This is true for tree com

patibility. Sometimes it is easy. If a set of quartets contains two quartets on the 

same leaf set, then clearly the set is not compatible. If all the trees in the input set 

have the same leaf set, then compatibility can be determined in linear time [113]. 

Tree compatibility can also be determined in polynomial time if the input trees are 

rooted or all share a leaf in common (see below, section 2.5, and [6]). 

2.4.1 Splits and Quartets 

One of the earliest problems solved in this field was the problem of split compatibility. 

Given a set of splits S, determine whether there is a tree T such that S s;;; f3(T) (in 
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which case we say that S is compatible). The solution comes in the form of two 

results that are now part of the folklore. 

Theorem 2. 7 1. Two splits AlB and CID are compatible if and only if at least 

one of An C, AnD, B n C orB n D is empty. {73, 28, 45} 

2. A set of splits S is compatible if and only if it is pairwise compatible. {28, 80} 

We said earlier that it is easy to determine the compatibility of a set of trees 

with the same leaf set. The reason for this is that a set of trees T on a leaf set L 

is compatible if and only if UTErfJ(T) is compatible (47]. We extend these folklore 

results by exploring links between splits and quartets. 

Given a split AlB define 

q(AjB) := { ablcd: a, bE A, c, dEB}, 

the quartet set of the split AjB. It follows that AlB E fJ(T) if and only if 

q(AIB) ~ q(T). As well, q(T) = UAIBE/3(T) q(AIB). There is an attractive link 

between split compatibility and quartet compatibility. 

Lemma 2.8 1. Two splits AlB and CID are compatible if and only if q(AjB) U 

q(C!D) contains no quartet conflicts {i.e. two different quartets on the same 

leaf set). 

2. A set of splits Sis compatible if and only ifUAIBes q(AIB) contains no quartet 

conflicts. 

Proof 

1. Two splits AlB and CID are incompatible if and only if 3w, x, y, z such that 

wEAn C, x E AnD, y E B n C and z E B n D if and only if ,x, y, z 

such that wxjyz E q(AjB) and wylxz E q(CID) if and only if q(AlB) Uq(C!D) 

contains a quartet conflict. 

2. A set of splits S is compatible if and only if every pair of splits AlB, CjD 

inS are compatible if and only if \1AIB, C!D E S, the set q(AIB) U q(CID) 
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contains no quartet conflicts if and only if UAIBEsq(AIB) contains no quartet 

conflicts. D 

We have reduced split compatibility down to quartet conflicts. But wait there's 

more. We say that a quartet ablcd contradicts a split AlB if aclbd E q(AIB) or 

adlbc E q(AIB). This gives rise to a useful set of quartets corresponding to a split 

AlB: the set of quartets that do not contradict it. Define 

q(AIB) := { ablcd: aclbd ¢ q(AIB) and adlbc ¢ q(AIB) }. 

Note that there is at least one quartet in q(AIB) for every set of four leaves. We 

can now recast Lemma 2.8. 

Lemma 2.9 Two splits AlB and CID are compatible if and only if q(AIB) C 

q(CID). 

Proof 

Suppose that AlB is compatible with CID. Then q(AIB) U q(CID) contains no 

quartet conflicts. Given any ablcd E q(AIB), neither aclbd nor adlbc is in q(CID). 

Hence ablcd does not contradict the split CID, and ablcd E q(CID). 

Conversely if AlB and CID are incompatible then there is w, x, y, z such that 

wxlyz E q(AIB) and wylxz E q(CID). Hence wxlyz ¢ q(CID) and q(AIB) g; 
q(CID). o 

We extend this result to sets of splits. 

Theorem 2.10 A set of splits S is compatible if and only if 

U q(AIB) ~ n q(AIB). 
AIBES AIBES 

Proof 

A set of splits Sis compatible if and only if AlB is compatible with CID for all pairs 

of splits AlB and CID inS, if and only if q(AIB) ~ q(CID) for all AlB, CID E S if 

and only if 

U q(AIB) ~ n q(AIB).o 
AIBES AIBES 

When does equality hold? Exactly when the splits correspond to the splits of a 

binary tree. 
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Corollary 2.11 A set of splits S equals {3(T) for some binary tree if and only if 

U q(AIB) = n q(AJB). 
AjBES 

Proof 

Let T be a binary tree and put S = {3(T). Since S is compatible, Theorem 2.10 

gives UA!BES q(AJB) ~ nA!BESq(AIB). Let abJcd E nAIBESq(AlB). Because T is 

binary, q(T) has a quartet for every set of four leaves and there is a split AlB E 

{3(T) such that either abJcd E q(AIB) or acJbd E q(AJB) or adJbc E q(AJB). But 

abJcd E q(AJB), so acJbd ¢ q(AJB) and adJbc ¢ q(AJB). Hence ab!cd E q(AJB), 

proving UAIBES q(AJB) = nA!BES q(AJB). 
Conversely, suppose that Sis not the set of splits from some binary tree T. If Sis 

not compatible then UA!BEsq(AJB) ~ nAIBEsq(AJB). Suppose that Sis compatible, 

and letT be the non-binary tree such that S {3(T). 

Since Tis non-binary, there is a, b, c, d such that none of abJcd, acJbd or adJbc are 

in q(T) = UA!BEsq(AJB). That means that none of abJcd, acJbd or adJbc contradict 

any of the splits inS and so abjcd E q(AJB), VAJB E S. Therefore UAIBEsq(AJB) =1-

nA!BEsq(AJB). 0 

One useful consequence of these results is that for any conflict free set of quartets 

Q there is a unique maximal tree Ton the same leaf set such that q(T) ~ Q. 

Corollary 2.12 Let Q be a set of quartets containing at most one of abJcd, acJbd, adJbc 

for each set of four leaves a, b, c, dE L. PutS= {AJB: q(AJB) ~ Q}. Then S is 

compatible. 

The tree T containing splits S together with the trivial splits is clearly maximal 

in {T : q(T) C Q, C(T) = C(Q)} with respect to We call it the Bunemann 

(quartet) tree because the Bunemann tree for a distance metric d equals the 

Bunemann quartet tree for Q = { abJcd : min{ dac + dbd, dad+ dbc} > dab+ dcd} [29]. 

2.4.2 Compatible Splits 

We say that a split AlB is compatible with a set of quartets Q if Q ~ q(AJB), 

that is, if Q contains no quartets that contradict AJB. Therefore a consequence of 
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Corollary 2.11 is that a binary tree T is compatible with a set of quartets Q if and 

only if all the splits in f3(T) are compatible with Q. This motivates us to study the 

set of all splits that are compatible with a set of quartets Q, denoted CS(Q). We 

can break the tree compatibility problem into two parts: 

1. Calculate the set of splits CS(Q) ={AlB: Q ~ q(AIB)}. 

2. Determine if there is a binary tree T such that f3(T) ~ CS(Q). 

It turns out that there is an efficient algorithm for the second part (section 4.3, 

page 89), but there are several problems with carrying out the first part. After all, 

Quartet Compatibility is an NP-complete problem. The main difficulty is that there 

can be an exponentially large number of splits in CS(Q): consider CS(0). As well, 

we now show that the general problem of determining whether CS(Q) contains any 

non-trivial splits is NP-complete itself! 

Recall that a split AlB of a leaf set Lis non-trivial if IAI =/= 0, 1, ILl- 1, ILl. 

SPLIT-QUARTET COMPATIBILITY. (SQC) 

INSTANCE: Set Q of quartets on a leaf set L. 

QUESTION: Is there are non-trivial split compatible with Q? 

Theorem 2.13 SQC is NP-complete, even when Q contains at most one quartet 

on each set of four leaves. 

Proof 

It is easy to see that SQC E NP since a non-deterministic algorithm need only guess 

a non-trivial split of Land check in polynomial time whether that split is compatible 

with Q. 

We transform 3SAT to SQC. 

3-SATISFIABILITY (3SAT) 

INSTANCE: Collection C = { c1 , c2 , ... , cm} of clauses on a finite set U of variables 

such that lcil = 3 for 1 :::; i :::; m. 

QUESTION: Is there a truth assignment for U that satisfies all the clauses in C? 
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Let U be a set of variables and C = { c11 c2 , ... , em} be a set of clauses making 

up an arbitrary instance of 3SAT. To construct the equivalent instance for SQC we 

use the leaf set: 

L = {T, T', F, F'} U { wi : i = 1, ... , m} U U U U 

where {T, T', F, F'} and the wi's are new leaves, and U ={a: a E U}. vVe construct 

the quartet set in four steps. 

Step 1 

QTF {TT'Ixy: x, y E L {T, T'}} 

U{FF'Ixy: x, y E L- {F, F'}} 

U{Tx!Fy: x E L- {F, F'}, y E L- {T, T'}.} 

If AlB is any non-trivial split of L compatible with QTF and T E A then T' E A) 

F E B and F' E B. 

Suppose that AlB is compatible with QTF, T E A and T' E B. Since AlB is 

non-trivial there is x, y E L- {T, r} such that X E A andy E B. But then A!B is 

not compatible with TT'Ixy, which is in QTF· 

In a similar way, both F and F' have to be on the same side of any such split 

AjB. 

If TEA and FE A then also T', F' EA. Choose x, y E B. Then AlB is not 

compatible with the quartet Tx!Fy E QTF· 

Step 2 

Qneg {TalaT', FalaF': a E U} 

If AlB is any non-trivial split of L compatible with QTF U Qneg! and TEA then 

X E A{:} X E B. 
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If x and x are both in A then AlB is not compatible with FxlxF'. If x and x 

are both in B then AlB is not compatible with TxlxT'. 

Step 3 

For 1 ::::; i ::::; m write ci = (xi, Yi, zi) where xi, Yi, zi E U U U. Construct 

If AlB is any non-trivial split compatible with QrF U Qneg U QiJ and TEA then at 

least one of Xi, Yi or Zi is in A. 

If Yi E B and Zi E B then Wi E B since AlB is compatible with WiYilziT· Hence 

xi E A because otherwise AlB would not be compatible with TxilwiT'. 

Step 4 

m 

Q = QrF U Qneg U (U Qi)· 
i=l 

Clearly both L and Q can be constructed in polynomial time. 

There is a non-trivial split AlB of L compatible with Q if and only if there is a truth 

assignment for U that satisfies C. 

Let AlB be a non-trivial split of L compatible with Q such that T E A. For 

x E U put t(x) =TRUE if x E A, and t(x) =FALSE if x E B. We have already 

seen that if ci = (xi, Yi, zi) is a clause then at least one of xi, Yi, Zi is in A. Hence t 

satisfies ci, and sot satisfies C. 

Conversely, suppose that t: U -t {TRUE, FALSE} is a truth assignment for 

U that satisfies C. Put 

A' {T, T'} U {x: t(x) =TRUE} U {x: t(x) =FALSE} 

B' {F, F'} U {x: t(x) =FALSE} U {x: t(x) =TRUE}. 

A A' U { Wi : Yi E A' or Zi E A'} 

B B' U { wi : Yi E B' and Zi E B'} 
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so that AlB is a split of L. Clearly AlB is compatible with Qyp U Qneg· Choose 

i from 1 to m. The assignment t satisfies Ci so at least one of Xi, Yi, Zi is assigned 

TRUE, and is hence in A. 

If t(xi) =TRUE and at least one of t(yi) or t(zi) (w.l.o.g. t(yi)) equals TRUE, 

then xi, Yi, wi E A, so AlB is compatible with Qi. 

If t(xi) =TRUE and t(y1) t(zi) = FALSE then wi, Yi, zi E B and Xi E A, so 

AlB is compatible with Qi. 

If t(xi) FALSE then at least one of t(yi) or t(zi) (w.l.o.g. t(yi)) equals TRUE 

so wi, Yi E A and Xi E B, so AlB is compatible with all four quartets in Qi. 

These are the only possibilities, and in all three cases AlB is compatible with 

Qi. Hence AlB is a non-trivial split compatible with Q, completing the proof. 0 

Note that the problem is NP-complete in the general case. If Q is compatible 

then finding a non-trivial split compatible with Q is not difficult, since a set is 

compatible if and only if there is a binary tree that extends it and every binary tree 

contains a split AlB such that lAI = 2. These correspond to pendant pairs in the 

tree. Hence to find a non-trivial split we need only go through O(n2) splits AlB 

with lAl = 2, checking each one to see if it is compatible with Q. This observation 

is incorporated into our tree building algorithm in the following section. 

2.4.3 So how can we build trees? 

Suppose that we are given a set of quartets that is not covered by the special 

cases listed at the beginning of section 2.4. We do not have any polynomial time 

algorithms for building a tree from quartets, so the set of quartets would have to be 

small. Here are three algorithms for determining compatibility of small to medium 

sized quartet sets. 

The first method is about as inefficient as we could hope for: construct all possible 

binary trees on that leaf set and check to see if any of them extend the quartet set. 

The problem with this approach is that, for n leaves, there are 1.3.5 · · · (2n 5) = 

(2n-4)! d'.tr t b' t (92 98] (n-2)!2n 2 1ueren mary rees , . 

The second method is well suited to determining compatibility by hand for quar

tet sets having up to 10 leaves, depending on the structure in the set. We conduct a 

recursive depth first search. First order the leaves L = {a1, ... , anL put k 3 and 
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let T3 be the tree with leaves a1 , a2 , a3 joined to a central vertex. Pass k, Tk and the 

quartet set Q to the procedure CONSTRUCTTREE (Algorithm 1, below). 

Procedure CONSTRUCTTREE(k ,Tk, Q) 

1. FOR all edges e in Tk DO 

2. Construct Tk+l from the tree Tk by subdividing e with a 

new internal vertex and appending ak+l to this vertex. 

3. IF Tk+l extends Ql{a1 , ... ,ak+d THEN 

4. IF k + 1 = n THEN output this tree 

5. ELSE CONSTRUCTTREE(k+1,Tk+l•Q) 

6. END(IF) 

7. END(FOR) 

END. 

Algorithm 1 : CoNSTRUCTTREE 

The algorithm will output every tree in < Q >. If Q is incompatible then it 

will terminate without outputting a tree. In practice it is often possible to improve 

the efficiency of the algorithm by ordering the leaves carefully, or taking one of the 

quartets as the initial tree. The basic idea still applies. 

Even if we stop as soon as we find a tree in < Q >, this method can, in horri

ble cases, take as long as the crude 'search all trees' method, sometimes searching 

through almost all the possible trees. 

In section 2.4.2 we hinted at a third method: construct CS(Q), the set of splits 

that the quartets in Q do not contradict, and then run this set through the tree 

hunting algorithm of Chapter 4. For any given set of n leaves, there are 2n-l possible 

splits. By checking each split we can construct CS(Q) in O(IQI2n-l) = O(n42n-l) 

time. Extracting a tree from these splits, if there is one, takes at most 0(3n) time 

by Theorem 4.5 in section 4.2.6. 

This approach might give an improved worst case complexity, but is a bit heavy 

handed in practice. We describe a more refined version later, in Chapter 4 (sec

tion 4.6). For now we again put quartet compatibility aside and concentrate on 

rooted triples. 
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2.5 When is a set of rooted trees compatible? 

Aho et al. [6] describe an algorithm that takes as input a collection of constraints of 

the form (a, b) < ( c, d) where (a, b) < ( c, d) means that the least common ancestor 

of a and b is a proper descendant of the least common ancestor of c and d. The 

algorithm quickly constructs a tree satisfying the constraints, if such a tree exists. 

They originally applied the algorithm to a problem in relational databases. They 

had also effectively solved the tree compatibility problem for rooted trees: given 

a collection of rooted trees determine whether there is a rooted tree that extends 

every tree in the collection. 

Aha et al. 's algorithm has been extended and modified [33, 88, 66]. Constanti

nescu and Sankoff [33] present an algorithm SUPERB that takes a set of constraints 

and returns all of the binary trees that extend them, if any such trees exist. N g and 

Wormald [88] give two tree construction algorithms: ONETREE and ALL TREES. 

These take both rooted triples and k-leaved fan trees as input, where a tree T is 

defined to be compatible with a fan tree S if Sis an induced subtree ofT. Hence the 

algorithms can determine whether there exists a tree that directly extends the trees 

in the input set. The algorithm ONETREE constructs a single such tree. ALL TREES 

lists all of them. Henzinger et al. [66] modify Aho et al. 's algorithm to make it run 

even faster. 

Algorithm 2 is the same ONETREE (88] except that it has been restricted and 

simplified by removing the capability to handle fan trees. At each stage we construct 

the graph [R, S] as follows: take the leaves in S to be the vertices of the graph; add 

an edge between two vertices a and b if there are any triples in R of the from able 

where a,b,c E S; label each edge (a, b) with the set ofleaves {x: ablx E R,x E S}. 

For example, consider the graph [R, S] when 

R ={able, bejd, belc, af!g, ef!b, bfla, bflc, cdia, cdjj, cgjb} 

and S = {a, b, c, d, e, f}. The triples ajjg and cgjb are ignored, because g ¢ S. The 

graph has six vertices and five edges. Note that the edges (b, f), (b, e) and (c, d) have 

multiple labels (Figure 11). 
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r a,c 
d,c 
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e 

Figure 11 : The graph [R, S] for R = { abjc, bejd, bejc, af!g, eflb, bjja, bjjc, cdja, cdjj, cglb} and 

S = {a,b,c,d,e,f}. 

Once the graph is constructed we calculate its components and recurse. The 

algorithm takes as input a set of rooted triples Rand a leaf set S = {x1, ... , Xn}· 

Procedure ONE TREE (R, S) 

1. IF n=l THEN RETURN a single vertex labelled by x1 . 

2. IF n=2 THEN RETURN a tree with two leaves labelled x1 and 

X2· 
3. Otherwise, construct [R,S] as described. 

4. IF [R,S] has only one component THEN RETURN 'No Tree'. 

5. FOR each component Si of [R, S] DO 

6. IF 0NETREE (R, Si) returns a tree THEN call it Ti, ELSE 

RETURN 'No Tree'. 
7. END(FOR) 

8. Construct a new tree T by connection the roots of the 

trees Ti to a new root r. 
9. RETURN T. 

END. 

Algorithm 2 : ONETREE 

The algorithm takes time O(mn) where m is the number of rooted triples in R. 
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2.5.1 Characterisation of Compatibility 

The algorithm ONETREE takes a set of rooted triples and returns a tree if and only 

if the set is compatible. Looking at the algorithm, the only way that a tree wouldn't 

be returned is if the graph [R, S] is connected (step 4), where R and S are the 

original sets or those constructed during recursion. This gives rise to an important 

characterisation of compatibility for rooted triples, which we shall use frequently. 

Theorem 2.14 A set of rooted triples R with leaf set L is compatible if and only if 

for each subset S ~ L with at least three elements, the graph [R, S] is disconnected. 

Proof 

If R is compatible then there is a tree T such that R ~ r(T). Choose S ~ L such 

that lSI 2: 3, and consider the subtree 7ls· The subtree has a greatest element in 

T, say M. Each child x of M determines a subset of S given by those leaves that 

are descendants of x. The collection of these subsets partitions S into two or more 

blocks (see Figure 12). 

M 

c d h c h 

Figure 12 : Given the rooted tree on the left, take S = { c, j, h, i, k, l}. The induced subtree 

on the right has the corresponding partition { {c, !}, {h, i}, {k, l} }. 

If a and b are elements from different blocks of this partition then there is no 

c E S such that able E R. Therefore there is no edge in [R, S] between elements in 

different blocks of the partition, and so [R, S] is disconnected. 
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Conversely, suppose that R is incompatible. The algorithm ONETREE will re

turn a null tree when applied to R. The algorithm acts recursively on different 

subsets S ~ L, and constructs the graph [R, S]. It only returns a null tree when for 

some leaf set S such that lSI ~ 3, this graph is connected. 0 

2.5.2 What is so special about the ONETREE tree? 

We have so far only looked at the ONETREE algorithm as a means of determining 

compatibility. It is time to investigate the properties of the particular tree that the 

algorithm constructs. Given a set of rooted triples R the tree returned by ONETREE 

is called the Aho et al. tree for R. The question is whether the Aho et al. tree is 

representative of the information in R in a way that the other trees in < R > are 

not. 

The first surprising result is that Aho et al. tree is not minimal with respect to 

the number of vertices in a tree, or the number of rooted triples. 

Consider the set of rooted triples R ={bela, bdla, efla, egla}. The left hand tree 

in Figure 13 is the Aho et al. tree for R, the tree on the right is a another tree 

extending R, and that tree contains fewer vertices and fewer rooted triples. 

a a 

b c d e f g bcdefg 

Figure 13 : Two trees that extend R ={bela, bdla, efla, egia}. 

The Aho et al. tree is closely linked to the well-known Adams consensus tree. 

We leave the definition of the Adams consensus tree and the proof of the following 

theorem to Chapter 6, sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5. 

Theorem 2.15 Given a set of rooted triples R on leaf set L, the Aho et al. tree for 

R equals the Adams Consensus tree for < R >. 
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It was proved in [2] that the Adams consensus tree contains the nesting informa

tion common to all the trees in the input set (see section 2.3.3 for a description of 

nesting). We use this property to show that the Aho et al. tree does satisfy another 

minimisation criteria. 

Theorem 2.16 Let R be a compatible set of rooted triples and let AT be the Aha 

et al. tree for R. LetT be any other tTee in < R >. Choose any leaf a E .C(T). The 

distance from a to the root in T is greater than or equal to the distance from a to 

the root in AT, where all edges have equal edge weights. 

Proof 

Consider the vertices on the path from a to the root in AT. Each vertex corresponds 

to a cluster ofT, so we have a series of clusters Co c C1 c C2 c · · · c Cm where 

Co= {a}, Cm = £(T), and m equals the distance from a to the root in AT. 

Now AT is the Adams consensus tree for< R >so for any T E< R >we have 

Co <T cl <T ... <T Cm. For each i = 1, ... 'm let q denote the smallest cluster 

in a(T) containing Ci. Then Co = Cb c Cf c · · · c c:n = Cm. Each cluster 0: 
corresponds to a different vertex on the path from a to the root of T. Hence the 

distance from a to the root is at least as much as the distance in the Aho tree AT. D 

Note that the Aho et al. tree is not strictly minimal in this respect, a counter 

example being the trees in Figure 13 above. 

The Aho et al. tree is also minimal with respect to the partial ordering If T 

is the Aho et al. tree for R than there is no contraction ofT that is also compatible 

with R. Note that given R there is not always a tree TR such that T R > if and 

only if TR:::] T, an example being the rooted triple set in Figure 13. Nevertheless, if 

such a tree does exist then it will equal the Aho et al. tree for R, by virtue of the 

fact that the Aho et al. tree is minimal. It follows that, given T, the Aho et al. tree 

for r(T) equals T. 

2.6 Some rooted tree problems that aren't easy 

Rooted tree compatibility is easy, but there are minor variations on rooted tree 

compatibility that are NP-complete or NP-hard. 
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2.6.1 Maximum compatible subset of a rooted triple set 

Suppose that we are given a set of rooted triples that is not compatible. Since 

we can't construct a tree on the whole set the best compromise is to construct a 

tree that extends the largest subset of the set. This problem, like the Maximum 

Compatible Subset of Splits Problem [39] is NP-Hard. The proof of this result was 

suggested by Tandy Warnow (personal communication). 

MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE SUBSET OF ROOTED TRIPLES 

INSTANCE Set R of rooted triples. Number 0 ~ K ~ JRJ. 
QUESTION Is there a subset R' of R such that R' is compatible and JR'J ?: K? 

Theorem 2.17 MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE SUBSET OF ROOTED TRIPLES is 

NP-Complete. 

Proof 

Clearly the problem is in NP, because we can just choose a subset of R and check 

in polynomial time if it is compatible and has more than K members. 

We transform FEEDBACK ARC SET [55] into MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE 

SUBSET OF ROOTED TRIPLES. 

Let G = (V, A) ;K ~ JAJ make up an arbitrary instance of FEEDBACK ARC 

SET. Put L = V U {x0}, where x0 is a new element. Construct R = { ax0 Jb: (a, b) E 

A}. We claim that a subset A's:;;; A contains one arc from every directed cycle in G 

if and only if R- {ax0 Jb: (a, b) E A'} is compatible. 

Suppose that A' contains one arc from every directed cycle in G. Then G' = 
(V, A - A') is acyclic so there exists an ordering x1 , x2 , ... , xw1 of V such that 

(xi, Xj) E A- A' implies i < j. Construct the rooted caterpillar tree T' as in Figure 

14. This tree is compatible with R' = {ax0 Jb: (a, b) E A- A'} because xixolxj E R' 

means (xi, Xj) E A- A' and so i < j and x0xiJxj E r(T'). 
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Figure 14 : The caterpillar tree that extends R'. 

Conversely suppose that R' { ax0 I b : (a, b) E A - A'} is compatible. There is 

T such that R' ~ r(T). Now able E r(T) implies {a, b} -< {a, c} in T (see section 

2.3.5), so if there is a directed cycle (x1 , x2, ... , xk, xt) in G' = (V, A- A') then 

{xox1Jx2, xox2Jx3, ... , xoxk!xi} ~ R' ~ r(T) so {xo, x1} -< {xo, x2} -< {xo, xa} -< 
· · · -< {x0,xk}-< {x0,xr}, a contradiction. Therefore A' does contain an arc from 

every directed cycle in G. 

It follows that there is a subset A' ~ A with JA'I s:; K such that A' contains at 

least one arc from every directed cycle in G if and only if there is a subset R' ~ R 

with !R'I ~ IRI- K that is compatible. This completes the reduction and the proof. 

0 

An extension of the MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE SUBSET OF ROOTED TRIPLES 

problem is to assign a weight to each of the rooted triples and then find the com

patible subset with the greatest summed weight. This problem is clearly also NP

complete, because we could just choose a uniform weight and transform the original 

problem to it. 

2.6.2 Forbidden Triples 

Finding the maximum compatible subset of a set of splits is NP-hard [39] but we 

can quickly find a maximum compatible subset that corresponds to a binary 

(see Chapter 4). Does the same hold for the maximum compatible subset of rooted 
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triples problem? Given a set of rooted triples R, can we determine whether there is 

a binary tree T with leaf set £(R) such that r(T) :;;; R? This is clearly equivalent 

to the following problem, which we call FORBIDDEN TRIPLES. 

FORBIDDEN TRIPLES 

INSTANCE: A collection R of rooted triples whose leaf sets are subsets of a label 

L. 

QUESTION: Is there a binary tree Ton leaf set L such that r(T) n R = 0. 

A related problem, FORBIDDEN SUBTREES, was shown to be NP-complete 

by Ng, Steel and Wormald [87]. 

FORBIDDEN SUBTREES 

INSTANCE: A collection S of rooted binary trees whose leaf sets are subsets of a 

label set L. 

QUESTION: Is there a binary tree T with leaf set L having no subtree homeomor

phic to a tree in S? 

Their proof involved a transformation from BETWEENNESS. However the set 

S that they constructed contained trees with four leaves, so their proof cannot 

be simply extended to prove the NP-completeness of FORBIDDEN TRIPLES. An 

implication of the proof in [87) is that determining whether there is a caterpillar tree 

T having no subtrees homeomorphic to a tree inS is NP-complete. This result does 

not hold if S contains only rooted triples, as Theorem 2.19 shows. For its proof we 

require: 

Lemma 2.18 Let R be a set of rooted triples on leaf set L and let AlA' be any split 

of L such that for all able E R we have 

a, bE A ~ c E A (1) 

a, b E A' ~ c E A'. ( 2) 

Then there exists a binary rooted tree T with leaf set L such that r(T) n R 0 
if and only if there exist binary trees T1 and T2 with leaf sets A and A' such that 

r(T1) n R = 0 and r(T2) n R = 0. 
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Proof 

If there exists such a tree T then take T1 TjA and T2 11A'. Conversely if there 

exist such trees T1 and T2 construct a tree T by attaching a root to the roots of T1 

and T2. Then 

r(T) = r(T1) U r(T2) U {abjc: a, bE A, c E A'} U {able: a, bE A', c E A} 

so r(T) n R = 0. o 

Theorem 2.19 Given a set of rooted triples R on leaf set L we can determine 

in O(ILI2IRI) time whether there is a a caterpillar tree T on leaf set L such that 

r(T) nR = 0. 

Proof 

Given a split AlB of L and a set of rooted triples R it takes O(IRI) time to check 

whether AlB is an allowed split, as defined in Lemma 2.18. Therefore all trivial 

splits can be checked in O(ILIIRI) time. If none of these splits are allowed then 

there is no caterpillar tree, and if one of the splits is allowed, say xjL - x then 

recurse with leaf set L x and rooted triple set RIL-x· There are at most ILl levels 

of recursion, so this method takes O(ILI 2 IRI) time. 0 

Despite the potential for a dynamical programming type algorithm based on 

Lemma 2.18 the general FORBIDDEN TRIPLES problem is NP-complete. 

Theorem 2.20 FORBIDDEN TRIPLES is NP-complete. 

Proof 

Clearly FORBIDDEN TRIPLES is in NP. vVe use a similar approach to the proof of 

Theorem 2.13 by describing a polynomial transformation from 3SAT to FORBID

DEN TRIPLES. 

Let U be a set of variables and C = { c1, c2 , ... , em} be a set of clauses making 

up an arbitrary instance of 3SAT. To construct the equivalent instance for FOR

BIDDEN TRIPLES we use the leaf set: 

L = {T, F} U { wi : i = 1, ... , m} U U U U 
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where T, F and the wi's are new leaves, and = {u: u E U}. 

Construct 

RTF= {TFix: x E L- {T,F}} 

and 

Rne9 {uuiT, uuiF: u E U}. 

and put 
m 

R RTF U Rneg U U ~ 
i=l 

Clearly R and L can be constructed in polynomial time. We claim that there is 

a truth assignment for U satisfying C if and only if there is binary tree T with leaf 

set L such that r(r) n R = 0. 
Let r be a tree satisfying these conditions. The tree T has two maximal subtrees. 

Let A and B be the leaf sets of these subtrees, where T E A. Consider the truth 

assignment for U given by 

t(x) {
TRUE 

FALSE 

if X E A 

ifx E B 

The triples in RTF force F E B, and the triples Rne9 force u and u to be in different 

subtrees, all u E U. 

If (xi, Yi, Zi) E C and Xi, Yi E B then wi E B because of the triple Xiy£iwi. Hence 

zi E A because of the triple ziwiiT. It follows that at least one of Xi, Yi, Zi are in A, 

so at least one element in the clause is assigned true. 

Conversely, suppose that t : U --+ {TRUE, F ALB E} is a truth assignment for 

U that satisfies C. Put 

A' {T} u {x: t(x) TRUE} u {x: t(x) =FALSE} 

B' {F} U {x: t(x) =FALSE} U {x: t(x) =TRUE}. 

Write ci = (xi, Yi, zi) for 1 ::::; i ::::; m, where Xi, Yi, Zi E U U U. Then put 

WA {wi:YiEA'orziEA'} 

vV B { Wi : Yi E B' and Zi E B'} 
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wB·· ... 
F 

Figure 15 : The tree r 

Construct a binary tree r as in Figure 15. It is clear that r(r) n RrF 0 and 

r(r) n Rne9 (/). For each i the fact that r(r) n 14, = 0 follows from our choice of 

whether to place wi in WA or WB. Hence r(r) U R = 0. D 

The proof of Theorem 2.20 also provides us with an alternative proof for the 

NP-completeness of FORBIDDEN SUBTREES. 

2.6.3 Maximum Resolved Tree 

We mentioned (above, page 35) that Aho et al. 's algorithm has been used to de

termine if there exists a tree that directly extends the trees in the input set. Given 

a set of fans F and a set of rooted triples R we can determine if there is a tree T 

such that R <; r(T) and F <; f(T). The question is, what is the most resolved tree 

T such that R <; r(T) and F f(T)? IfF=(/) then clearly the most resolved tree 

is any binary tree in < R >. But when F =I= 0 the problem becomes more difficult, 

even when R = 0. 

MOST RESOLVED COMPATIBLE TREE 

INSTANCE Set R of rooted triples and set F of fans. Number K;:::: 0. 
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QUESTION Is there a tree T with K or more internal edges such that R ~ r(T) 

and F ~ f(T). 

Theorem 2.21 MOST RESOLVED COMPATIBLE TREE is NP-complete, even 

when R = 0 and there is a leaf common to all fans. 

Proof 

It is easy to see that MOST RESOLVED COMPATIBLE TREE is in NP. We 

transform GRAPH K-COLORABILITY into MOST RESOLVED COMPATIBLE 

TREE. 

Let G = (V, E); K > 0 make up an arbitrary instance of GRAPH K-COLORABILITY. 

We can assume that G is connected. We construct a set of fans F on the leaf set 

VU {x}, where xis a new vertex. Initially put F = 0. For every edge (a, b) in G 

add the fan (a, b, x) to F. We claim that G is K-colourable if and only if there is a 

tree strictly compatible with F with n- K internal edges, where n = lVI. 
Let f : V ---+ {1, 2, ... , K} be a K-colouration of G. For each i = 1, 2, ... , K 

construct an arbitrary binary tree Ti with leaf set f- 1 (i). Assemble the tree T by 

appending the roots of the trees Ti to a new root r, and then appending the vertex 

x to this root (Figure 16). Given any fan (a, b, x) in F, the vertices a and b are 

adjacent in G so receive different colours. Hence a, b and x are in different subtrees 

descending off the root r, and T directly extends (a, b, x). The number of internal 

edges in each subtree Ii,, including the edge connecting it with the root, equals 

lf-1 (i) I - 1. Hence the number of internal edges in T equals n- K. 

r 

X 

Figure 16 : The tree T, constructed from a K-colouring of G. 
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Conversely, letT be a tree with n- K internal edges that directly extends F. If 

there is a vertex a such that a and x are both contained in a subtree branching off 

the root ofT, then every leaf b adjacent to a in G is also in the same subtree, since 

(a, b, x) E F. It follows that all the vertices of G are contained in that subtree, since 

G is connected. A contradiction. Hence x must be in a maximal subtree by itself. 

Let T1, T2 , ... , T1 be the remaining subtrees branching off the root ofT. vVe let 

ni equal the number of leaves in ~ and let ei equal the number of internal edges in 

~' including the edge connecting the root of~ to the root ofT. Then ei :5 ni - 1 

so we have 

J J 

n K = I: ei :5 L.:(ni - 1) = n- J 
i=l i=l 

and J :5 K. 

Given any two leaves a and bin a subtree~' the fan (a, b, x) is not in F, so there 

is no edge between a and bin G. Let f be the function from V to {1, 2, ... , J} such 

that f(a) = i if and only if a is a leaf in~. Then f is a ]-colouring of G and can 

easily be modified to give a K colouring of G, since K 2: J. 0 
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Chapter 3 

Building Trees - Inference Rules 

3.1 Introduction 

Phylogenetics is often described as tree reconstruction, the assumption being that 

there exists a 'true tree' that researchers are trying to recover, in whole or in part. 

This assumption alone has significant ramifications, even if we do not know anything 

about the true tree. 

For example suppose that a particular biologist is convinced that a collection of 

trees is 'true', that is, the 'true tree' is an extension of the trees in the collection. 

One necessary condition for this belief to be logically consistent is that the trees 

are compatible. But we can often infer more. Suppose that every tree extending a 

given collection also extends an additional tree. Then the statement that the initial 

set is true implies that the additional tree is also true. This is the basic idea behind 

inference rules. 

We showed in the previous chapter (section 2.3.1) that any question relating to 

the compatibility of unrooted trees can be converted into a question about quartets, 

likewise for rooted trees and rooted triples. Therefore we can, without loss of gen

erality, discuss compatibility rules, or inference rules, in terms of sets of quartets or 

rooted triples, rather than in terms of general rooted and unrooted trees. 

To study inference rules we introduce the closure operator and closed sets, those 

sets to which no additional quartets (or rooted triples) can be added by application 

of inference rules. We characterise closed sets, and discuss several situations where 

they arise. 

49 
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Focusing on rooted triple rules, we show that the graphical characterisation of 

compatibility in the previous chapter (Theorem 2.14, page 37) leads to a graphical 

characterisation of closed sets and several elegant properties of closed sets of rooted 

triples. In particular, we show that there exist rules of every order that cannot be 

reduced to repeated application of lower order rules and that no finite set of rules 

will suffice to determine compatibility. 

Many of the elegant properties of closed sets of rooted triples do not hold for 

closed sets of quartets. It is possible, however, to extend the result about irreducible 

rooted triple rules to show that there exist quartet rules of every order that cannot 

be reduced to repeated application of lower order rules. 

3.2 Introduction to inference rules and closed sets 

A quartet rule or inference rule is a statement of the form "If Q ~ q(T) then 

abJcd E q(T)" and is denoted Q f- abJcd. Hence Q 1- abJcd is true if every tree that 

extends Q also extends abJcd, that is 

abJcd E n q(T). 
TE<Q> 

Consider some simple examples. If we take the quartets Q = { abJcd, abJce} and 

run one of the tree-building algorithms of section 2.4.3, then we see that there are 

exactly four trees in the span of Q (Figure 17). All of these trees extend the quartet 

abJde. Hence { abJcd, abJce} f- abJde. 

There is only one tree in the span of Q2 = { abJcd, acJde }, (Figure 17) and this tree 

has quartet set {abJcd,abJce,abJde,acJde,bcJde}. Hence Q2 1- abJce and Q2 f- abJde 

and Q2 f- bcJde. 
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Figure 17 : The four trees in the span of { ab)cd, ab)ce}. The bottom tree is the only tree in 

the span of {ab)cd,ac)de}. 

There are six trees in the span of Q3 = { abjcd, abjej, cejdj}, (Figure 18), and 

abjdj is a quartet in all of them. Hence Q3 f- abjdj. 

c f c c 

e 

f f 

c 

a a c 

b b d 

f f f 

Figure 18 : The six trees in the span of {ab)cd,ab)ef,ce)df}. 

The order of a quartet rule Q f- q equals the cardinality of Q. The rules 

{ abjcd, abjce} f- abjde and { abjcd, acjde} f- abjce have order two. Dekker (40] calls 

these rules the dyadic rules and shows that they are the only fundamentally distinct 

rules of order two. 
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A rule is irreducible if it cannot be derived from repeated application of rules 

with lesser order. The rule { abJcd, abJef, ceJdf} 1- abJdf is an irreducible rule of order 

three [40], but the rule {bcJdf, aeJdf, belcf} 1- abJdf can be reduced to the dyadic rules 

{bcJdf, beJcf} 1- beldf and {beJdf, aeJdf} 1- abJdf (see Section 3.4.3). 

Given a compatible set of quartets define 

Q = n q(T). 
TE<Q> 

Thus Q 1- abJcd is a rule if and only if abJcd E Q. The set Q is called the closure of 

Q. A set Q is closed if every rule Q 1- abJcd implies that abjcd E Q. 
So far we have only defined rules and closure and closed sets for quartets. The 

definitions can be easily extended to rooted triples. Given a compatible set of rooted 

triples R, we have that R 1- abJc is a rule if and only if abjc E nTE<R> r(T). The 

order of R 1- abJc equals JRJ, and the closure of R is given by 

= n r(T). 
TE<R> 

There are two fundamentally distinct rooted triple rules of order two: { abjd, acJd} 1-

bcJd and { abJc, bcJd} 1- abJd. These are called the rooted triple dyadic rules. 

3. 3 Properties of Closed Sets 

We present a number of basic properties of closed sets and the closure operator, all 

of which follow immediately from the definitions of closure and closed sets. 

Theorem 3.1 Let X, Y both be two compatible sets of quartets (or rooted triples}. 

1. X is the minimal closed set containing X. 

2. X=X. 

3. If X ~ Y then ~ Y. 

4. X is closed if and only if X = X. 

5. If X and Y are closed sets then X n Y is also closed. 

6. T extends X if and only if T extends 
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1. <X>=< Y >if and only if X= Y. 

8. XUY=XUY. 

The definition of closure suggests a link between closed sets and quartet sets of 

trees. In fact, the quartet sets of binary trees are the maximal closed sets, and all 

other closed sets can be written as the intersection of them. 

Theorem 3.2 X is closed if and only if X = q(T1) n q(T2) n ... n q(n) for some 

trees T1 , T2, ... , Tk. Furthermore we can assume that T1 , T2, ... , Tk are binary. 

Proof 

If T is a tree then q(T) = q(T) so q(T) is closed. If X = q(TI) n q(T2) n ... n q(Tk) 

for some trees T1, T2, ... , Tk then X is closed, by Theorem 3.1 (5). 

Conversely if X is closed then X = X which is, by definition, the intersection 

of the quartet sets of all the trees that extend X. We can restrict our attention 

to binary trees because the quartet set q(T) of any non-binary tree T equals the 

intersection of the quartet sets of the binary trees that extend T. D 

Theorem 3.3 If X andY are both compatible sets of quartets and .C(X)n.C(Y) = 0 
then XU Y is compatible and XU Y =XU Y. 

Proof 

First assume that there are unrooted trees T1 and T2 with disjoint leaf sets such that 

X= q(TI) andY= q(T2). We can combine T1 and T2 into a single tree by identifying 

an internal vertex of T1 with an internal vertex of T2 . Any tree constructed in this 

way extends q(T1) U q(T2), so XU Y is compatible. Each different pair of internal 

vertices gives rise to a different tree. Let T be the collection of all these trees. Then 

q(T1) U q(T2) = n q(T) 
TET 

so X U Y ( = q(T1) U q(T2)) is closed by Theorem 3.2. 

Suppose that X andY are any two compatible sets such that .C(X) n .C(Y) = 0. 
By the definition of closure, 

T1E<X> 
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Hence 

XUY ( n q(TI)) U ( n q(T2)) 
T1E<X> T2E<Y> 

n (q(Tl) U q(T2)) 
T1E<X>,T2E<Y> 

which is closed by the first part and Theorem 3.1 (5). Now U ~ XU Y, and 

is the minimal closed set containing X U Y. Since XU Y is closed, it follows 

=XU Y, as required. D 

Our definition of closed sets fulfils the criterion of a general closure property of 

Birko:ff and MacLane [21]. The maximal closed sets are exactly the quartet sets 

(rooted triple sets) of binary trees. The meet of any two closed sets equals their 

intersection, and the join of two closed sets, if it exists, equals the closure of their 

union. Given a closed set Q, the set of closed subsets of Q form a complete lattice 

[21]. 
The closure operator for quartets and rooted triples defined here is not a ma

troid closure operator. For example, abice E { abicd, acide} { abicd} but acide ¢ 

{ ablcd, abice} { abicd}. Nevertheless we can still pilfer ideas and concepts from 

matroid theory. As an example, consider the concept of an independent set. 

A set Q of quartets (rooted triples) is independent if there is no proper subset 

Q' c Q such that Q' = Q. 

Theorem 3.4 1. If X is independent and Y ~ X then Y is independent. 

2. X is independent if and only if A B implies A = B for all A, B ~ X. 

Proof 

(1) Suppose that X is independent, but Y c X is not independent. There is Z C Y 

such that Z = Y. But then 

(X Y) U Z =(X- Y) U Z (X- Y) u Y:) (X- Y) U Y = 

even though (X- Y) U Z C X. 

(2) If X is independent, A, B ~X and A= B then 

AUB=AU =AUA=A. 
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But A U B s; X so A U B is independent. Therefore A A U B. By symmetry 

B = AU B, so A = B. 

If X is not independent then there is A C X such that = X. Put B = X, 

then A but A B. D 

A set Q is fully closed if X s; Q implies X closed. For example, if no two 

quartets in Q share any leaves, then Q is closed by repeated application of Theorem 

3.3. Hence every subset of Q is closed and Q is fully closed. 

We give extensive treatment to fully closed sets later (section 3.4.1), but for now 

we will settle with an attractive characterisation in terms of independent sets. 

Theorem 3.5 A set X of quartets {rooted triples) is fully closed if and only if X 

is independent and closed. 

Proof 

Suppose that X is fully closed, then A = A and = B for all A, B S"; X, so X is 

independent by Theorem 3.4. 

Conversely, suppose that X is independent and closed. Given any Y X we 

have that c X since Y is closed. Then = Y so Y = Y and Y is closed. Hence 

X is fully closed. 0 

3.3.1 Applications of closed sets 

Closed sets in consensus 

Let T be a collection of trees T1, T2 , .•• , Tk and let Q q(T1) n q(T2) n ... n q(Tk)· 

The set of quartets Q is often taken to be the consensus information shared by all 

the trees in T (See below, Chapter 6). By Theorem 3.2 any such set is closed. As 

well, if Sis any consensus tree such that S :::1 'n,, i = 1, ... , k, then q(S) s; Q. Note 

that other consensus methods are in use. Some consensus trees, like the Adams 

consensus tree for rooted trees [2], preserve more information than is contained in 

the intersection the rooted triple sets. 
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Closed sets to represent tree sets 

Let Q be a set of quartets or trees and let n = 1£( Q) I· The number of trees that 

extend Q can be exponentially large with respect to n, so it is often impractical to 

list every possible tree. Instead we could use the closed set Q to represent the set 

of possible trees. The set Q contains exactly those quartets that can be directly 

deduced from Q. 

Defining a tree 

A natural question to ask is "When does a set of quartets define a tree?" That is, 

when does the span of a set of quartets Q contain exactly one tree? An answer 

is provided by the closure operator. If < X > consists of just one tree T then 

X = q(T). Conversely if X = q(T) for some binary tree T then 

<X >=<X >=< q(T) >= {T}. 

Therefore a set of quartets X determines a tree T if and only if T is binary and 

X = q(T). Of course the fact that we do not have a polynomial time algorithm for 

calculating the closure of a set means that this observation is primarily of theoretical 

interest. It is still unknown whether the problem is actually NP-complete (see 

Appendix A). Note that the equivalent problem for rooted trees is easy to solve 

[101]. 

Quartets from multi-state characters 

Phylogenetic information is often given by sets of characters. Each character gives 

a partition of the set of species, that is, a partition of the leaf set. The states of a 

character correspond to the blocks in the partition. 

There is a corresponding notion of compatibility with partitions. A tree is com

patible with a partition if edges can be removed from the tree to give subtrees with 

leaf sets equal to the blocks of the partition. The problem of determining whether 

such a tree exists for a given collection of partitions is called the Perfect Phylogeny 

Problem. It is NP-complete in general [101, 22] though can be solved in polynomial 

time if the number of partitions is bounded [82], or the number of states in each 

character, that is, the number of blocks in each partition, is bounded [4, 67]. 
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Given a partition A1 JA2 1 ... IAk define the set of quartets 

It can be shown that a tree Tis compatible with the partition A1IA2l· . . !Ak if and 

only if q(A1IA2I· .. JAk) ~ q(T). Given a set of quartets Q, q(A1IA2l· . . JAk) ~ Q if 
and only if every tree in < Q > extends the partition A1IA2I· . . JAk. The inference 

rules of [40] involving partitions can therefore be reduced to inference rules involving 

quartets, giving additional motivation for studying sets of quartets. 

We prove that for any partition A1jA2j .. . JAk, the set of quartets q(A1!A2I· . . JAk) 

is closed. In order to do so we consider quartet sets of graphs that are not necessarily 

trees. 

Lemma 3.6 Let G be any connected graph and let L be a set of labelled vertices in 

G. 

Define 

{ 
a, b, c and d are distinct elements of L } 

q( G) := abjcd : 
no path from a to b intersects a path from c to d 

Then q( G) is compatible and closed. 

Proof 

We can assume that every vertex in G is on a path between two elements of L since 

removing these vertices does not change the set q(G). 

Consider first the case when G is acyclic. Suppose that G has an internal vertex 

labelled a. If we attach a new leaf adjacent to this vertex and transfer the label 

a from the internal vertex to the leaf a then q( G) will not change. Repeat this 

procedure until all labelled vertices of G are leaves. If we delete those vertices that 

have only two remaining adjacent vertices and identify their incident edges then 

we obtain a phylogenetic tree T with q(T) = q( G). Hence q( G) is compatible and 

closed. 

Suppose now that G is not acyclic. LetT be a spanning tree of G. The subgraph 

T is acyclic so q( T) is the quartet set of some phylogenetic tree . If abjcd E q( G) then 

no path from a to b intersects a path from c to d in G and because T is a subgraph 

of G, the same applies for T. Hence q( G) ~ q( T) and q( G) is compatible. 
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Let 7 be the collection of spanning trees of G. We will show that 

q(G) = n q(r) 
rET 

proving that q(G) is closed (Theorem 3.2). If abicd ~ q(G) then there is a path P1 

from a to b that intersects a path P2 from c to d. Let x be the first vertex on the 

path P2 that is also on the path P1 . Let y be the last vertex on the path P2 that 

is also on the path P1 . Construct the subgraph of G containing all of P1 , the part 

of P2 going from c to x and the part of P2 going from y to d. This subgraph is an 

independent set of the graph matroid so can be extended to a spanning tree T of G 

for which abicd ~ q(r) [114]. Hence abicd ~ nrETq(r). D 

Unfortunately not every compatible closed set equals q(G) for some graph G, a 

counterexample being the set { abicd, abief}. 

Theorem 3.7 If A1 IAzl· . . !Ak is any partition then q(A1 IA2 I .. . !Ak) is compatible 

and closed. 

Proof 

Consider the graph G of Figure 19. Clearly q(G) = q(A1 IA2 1 .. . !Ak) so, by Lemma 

3.6, the set of quartets is compatible and closed. D 

Figure 19 : The graph G with the same quartet set as A1IA2I· .. jAk· 
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3.4 Closed sets and Rooted Triples 

The graphical characterisation of compatibility introduced in Chapter 2 (Theorem 

2.14, page 37) has proved to be extremely useful for exploring properties of rooted 

triple sets. vVe can not only characterise compatibility, but rooted triple inference 

rules and closure as well. The characterisations lead to several properties of closed 

sets of rooted triples, properties that do not hold, or at least do not appear to hold, 

for closed sets of quartets. 

We also obtain proofs for two longstanding conjectures by Dekker [40]: that there 

are irreducible rooted triple rules of any order and that no finite collection of rooted 

triple rules suffices to determine compatibility. 

3.4.1 Graphical characterisation of closure 

Consider the rule R f- able, where R is an arbitrary set of compatible rooted triples. 

Since every tree that extends R also extends abl c the sets R U { acj b} and R U {bel a} 

must both be incompatible sets. Even though R is itself compatible, if we add the 

triples bela or aclb then the set is incompatible. We characterise when this situation 

occurs, and then describe rooted triple rules in terms of the graphical representation. 

Theorem 3.8 If R is a compatible set of rooted triples and RU{ able} is incompatible 

then {a, b, e} ~ £ ( R) and there is a leaf set S with {a, b, e} ~ S such that the graph 

[R, S] has exactly two components, one containing a and the other containing b. 

Proof 

Let T be a rooted tree that extends R. If any of a, b or care not in .C(R) then we 

can add these extra leaves toT in such a way to give a tree that extends RU {able}, 

contradicting the incompatibility of R U {able}. 

By Theorem 2.14 (above, page 37) there is a set S with lSI ;?: 3 such that the 

graph [RU{ablc}, S] is connected. The graph [RU{ablc}, S] is the same as the graph 

[R, S] with one extra edge connecting a and band labelled by c. Hence [R, S] has at 

most two components and since R is compatible, the graph must have exactly two 

components. Adding the edge (a, b) gives a connected graph, so a and b must be in 

different components of [R, S]. 0 
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Corollary 3.9 R f- able if and only if there is S such that [R, S] has exactly two 

components, one containing a and b, and the other containing c. 

Proof 

If R f-able then R U bela is incompatible even though R is compatible. Hence there 

is S such that {a, b, c} ~ S and [R, S] has two components, one containing b and 

the other containing c. If a is in the component containing c then [R U {able}, S] has 

only one component, making R U {able} incompatible by Theorem 2.14 (page 37), 

and contradicting the fact that R f- able. Hence a and b are in the same component, 

and c is in the other component. 

Conversely, if there is S such that [R, S] has two components, one containing a 

and band the other containing c, then [R U {bela}, S] and [R U {aelb}, S] are both 

connected, so R U {bela} and R U {aclb} are both incompatible. Since R itself is 

compatible, R U {able} is compatible and R 1- able. 0 

Now that we have characterised rooted triple rules we can characterise closed 

sets of rooted triples. 

Theorem 3.10 Let R be a compatible set of rooted triples. R is closed if and 

only if for each setS: lSI ~ 3 for which [R, S] has exactly two components, these 

components are cliques and the label set of each edge contains every label in the other 

component. 

Proof 

Suppose that R is closed. LetS be a subset of C(R) such that [R, S] has two com

ponents. Choose any a and b in one component and any c in the other component. 

By Corollary 3.9, R 1- able. Since R is closed, able E R so there is an edge between 

a and b with c in its label set. The result follows. 

Conversely suppose that R is not closed. There is a rooted triple able not con

tained in R, even though R f- abjc. There is S ~ C(R), lSI > 3, such that [R, S] 

has two components, with a and bin one component and c in the other. But since 

able is not in R, the edge from a to b does not have c in its label set. 0 

One implication of this result is that if R is compatible and [R, S] has more than 

two components for all S : lSI > 3 then R must be closed by default. We can say 
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more than that. Any such set R is fully closed, which means that R is closed and 

every subset of R is closed (section 3.3, above). This condition is both necessary 

and sufficient for fully closed sets of rooted triples. 

Theorem 3.11 A compatible set R is fully closed if and only if for all S ~ £(R) 

with lSI :2 4, the graph [R, S] has at least three components. 

Proof 

Suppose that for all S ~ £(R) with lSI ;;::: 4 the graph [R, S] has at least three 

components. Let R' be a subset of R. Choose any S ~ £(R) such that lSI :2 3. 

If lSI > 3 then [R', S] has at least three components, since [R', S] is a subgraph of 

[R, S]. Alternatively, if lSI = 3 then either there is no triple in R' with leaf set S, 

in which case [R', S] contains three components, or there is one triple in R' with 

leaves S, in which case [R', S] has one edge, labelled by the vertex in the second 

component. By Theorem 3.10, R' is closed. We conclude that R is fully closed. 

(1) (2) 

b c a de b d 

··'I I··b bd.•V. I··b·· 
a d c e 

b c a d,e b d 

·I I··b b.··r I·b·· 
a d c e 

(3) (4) 

Figure 20 : If R is closed and [R, S] has two components, then either both components have 

two vertices (1), or one component has three or more vertices (2). In (3) we have removed the 

triple abjd from R giving a set that is not closed. In ( 4) we have removed both bcjd and bcje, 

giving a subset of R that is not closed. 

Conversely, let R be fully closed. Consider any subset S ~ £(R) with lSI > 3. 

The set R is compatible, so by Theorem 2.14 on page 37, the graph [R, S] has at 
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least two components. Suppose that [R, S] has only two components. Either both 

components have exactly two vertices, or one component has at least three vertices. 

In the first case both components have exactly one edge and this edge is labelled 

by the two vertices in the other component (Figure 20 (1)). Removing one triple 

from R that has leaves in S will remove one of the labels from one of the edges, 

giving a set that is not closed by Theorem 3.10 (Figure 20 (3)). In the second case 

(Figure 20 (2)), removing an edge will still leave a graph with two components that 

corresponds to a subset of R that is not closed (Figure 20 ( 4)). In either case, R is 

not fully closed. D 

3.4.2 Properties of closed sets of rooted triples 

A conflict in a set of quartets or rooted triples is a pair of different quartets or 

rooted triples with the same leaves. Clearly if a set of quartets or rooted triples 

contains a conflict then the set is incompatible. Dekker [40] observed that if sets 

of rules are applied to a set of quartets and a conflict is derived, then the set of 

quartets is incompatible. This is also true for sets of rooted triples. We prove, 

in the rooted triple case, that if we apply all possible rooted triple rules then the 

converse of Dekker's observation is also true (Theorem 3.12 (2) below). 

Theorem 3.12 1. If R is a closed set of rooted triples containing no triple with 

the leaves {a,b,c} thenRU{able}, RU{aelb} andRU{bela} are all compatible. 

2. If all possible rooted triple rules are applied to the compatible subsets of a 

set R of rooted triples then a conflict is derived if and only if the set R is 

incompatible. 

3. If R is a set of at least three rooted triples and every proper subset of R is 

closed (and therefore compatible), then R is compatible. 

Proof 

(1) Suppose that one of R U {able}, R U {aelb} and R U {bela} is incompatible, say 

R U {able}. By Theorem 3.8, there is S : lSI ~ 3 such that [R, S] has exactly two 

components, with a and b in different components. 
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If e is in the same component as a then [RUbcla, S] is connected so RUbcla is in

compatible (Figure 21). Since R U able is also incompatible we have, by elimination, 

that every tree that extends R also extends aelb. That is, aelb E R. Similarly, if c 

is in the same component as b then bela E 

(1) 
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(2) 
' -----,,\ 

' I I I 

\ b ; 
\_ ...................... _ .. ; ........... 

INCONSISTENT 

In either case we obtain a contradiction. 

(3) 

/;" 

' 

---

:, b 
\, .. __ .... , ....... -- ..... 

INCONSISTENT 

(4) 

a ... c .. 

CONSISTENT 

Figure 21: The components of [R,S]. The dotted lines indicate the components of [R,S] (1). 

If we add an edge between a and b, (2), or between c and b, (3), then we get a connected graph. 

Hence the only triple with these leaves that is compatible with R is aclb (4). 

(2) If R is compatible then R is also compatible, so applying all possible rules 

to R will give a compatible set that contains no conflicts. 

Conversely, suppose that R is incompatible. Let RM be a maximal compatible 

subset of Rand choose able in R- RM· Then RM U {able} is incompatible, so by 

(1) either aclb E RM in which case RM 1- aclb, or bela E RM and RM 1- bela. In 

both cases we derive a triple conflicting with able. 

(3) Let able E R. Then R- {able} is compatible and closed. Every subset of R 

is compatible, so R contains at most one of able, aclb, bela. Hence aeib ¢:. R- {able} 

and bela¢:. R- {able} so R = (R {able}) U {able} is compatible by part (1). D 

3.4.3 Irreducible Rooted Triple Rules 

Contemplate the rule {beld, aeid, bejc} 1- bejd. It has order three, but it can be 

inferred directly from the dyadic rule {bcld, belc} 1- bejd. The same applies to the 
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rule {bcjd, aejd, bejc} f- abjd except that this time we apply the dyadic rule twice: 

first on {bejd, beje} to obtain the rooted triple bejd as above, and then on {bejd, aejd} 

to obtain abjd. It was this kind of reduction that our definition of irreducibility 

describes (above, 50). Recall that an inference rule is irreducible if it cannot be 

derived by repeated application of lower order rules. 

Dekker found irreducible quartet. rules of orders three, four and five, and then 

conjectured that there exist irreducible rules of every order. We prove this result, 

first for rooted triple rules and then later (below, section 3.5.3) for quartet rules. 

The result is intriguing: there is an unexpected level of complexity stemming from 

such a simply defined concept. 

Our proof is constructive. Given any n > 3 we describe a set R consisting of n 

rooted triples that is compatible and not closed, even though every subset of R is 

closed. Because R is not closed there is abJe tf. R such that R !- abJe. Because every 

subset of R is closed applying any rule of order n - 1 or less will not add any extra 

triples. Hence the ruleR f-able can not be derived through repeated application of 

lower order rules. 

We begin with an example of a fully closed set that forms the basis of the 

construction. Note the heavy dependence on graphical characterisation. 

Theorem 3.13 LetA {alla2, ... ,ap}, B = {b1,b2, ... ,bq}, andG {c1,c2, ... ,cr}, 

be disjoint sets of leaves. Let R be any set of rooted triples each of which is of the 

form aiajjbk or bibjjck or CiCjjak, and which has the further property that for each 

z E AUBUG there is at most one triple in R of the form xyjz. Then R is compatible 

and fully closed. 

Proof 

The tree T in Figure 22 extends R, so R is compatible. We will use Theorem 3.11 

to show that R is fully closed. Let S be a subset of C(R) with lSI 2:: 4. 
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T 
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p •••• c, 

Figure 22 : The tree Ton the left extends the set R from Theorem 3.13, so R is compatible. 

On the right is the graph [r(T), .C(T)], consisting of three disjoint cliques on p, q and r vertices 

respectively. Note that [R, S] is a subgraph of [r(T), .C(T)] for any S. 

Consider three cases: 

Case 1: S contains at least one element from each of B and C. 

Now R ~ r(T) so [R, S] is a subgraph of [r(T), .C(T)] (Figure 22). The elements in 

A, Band C must be in different components of [R, S]. Therefore [R, S] has at least 

three components. 

Case 2 : S intersects Band C. 

By symmetry, we can assume without loss of generality that Sis contained in AUB. 

The graph (R, S] has at least two components because R is compatible (Theorem 

2.14, page 37). Suppose that [R, S] has only two components. As in Case 1, the 

elements in A and the elements in Bare contained in different components of [R, S]. 

Since [R, S] has only two components, the vertices inS n A are connected and the 

vertices of S n B are connected. 

If there is more than one vertex in S n B then there is an edge in this component. 

However any such edge would be labelled by a vertex from C, giving a contradiction. 

On the other hand if there is only one vertex in the S n B component, then there 

must be at least three vertices in the S n A component, since [S[ ~ 4. Hence there 

are at least two distinct edges in the S n A component. We required R to have the 

property that for each z in .C(R) there is at most one triple in R of the form xy[z. 

Each of these edges in S n A is therefore labelled by a different element of S n B, a 

contradiction. We conclude that [R, S] has at least three components. 
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Case 3: Sis a subset of A, B or C. 

Without loss of generality, assume that S ~ A. If [R, S] has less than three com

ponents, then there must be an edge in [R, S], simply because S has at least four 

elements. However all edges connecting vertices in A are labelled by vertices in B, 

so S must contain an element of B as well, a contradiction. 

In all three cases, [R, S] has three components so R is fully closed by Theorem 3.11. 

0 

Back to the construction. It turns out that we actually construct not one but 

three sets of rooted triples. 

Ro ·- {a1a2Jb1, a2a3Jb2, ... , amam+Ilbm, 

b1b2Jc1, b2b3Jc2, ... , bm-lbmJCm-1, (3) 

clc2Jal, c2c3Ja2, ... 'CmCm+llam, 

am+lblJcm+l}, m?. 1 

R1 ·- {a1a2Jb2,a2a3jb3, ... ,amam+Ilbm+l' 

b1b2Jc1, b2b3Jc2, ... , bmbm+Ilcm, (4) 

c1c2Ja1, c2c3Ja2, ... , CmCm+llam, 

am +I b1 Jcm+I}, m?. 1 

R2 {a1a2Jb1, a2a3Jb2, ... , amam+Ilbm, 

b1b2Jc1, b2b3Jc2, ... , bm-lbmJcm-1, (5) 

c1c2Ja1, c2c3Ja2,. · · , Cm-lcmJam-1, 

am+lblJcm}, m?. 2 

Lemma 3.14 For each i E {0, 1, 2}, the set~ is compatible. Furthermore, if S is 

a proper subset of£(~), i E {0, 1, 2}, and JSJ ?. 4 then [~, S] has at least three 

components. 

Proof 

We prove the case of i = 1. The remaining cases are proved in a similar way. 

Let R = R 1. The tree in Figure 23 extends R so R is compatible. Let A = 

{ a1, a2, ... , am+1}, B = {b1, b2, ... , bm+l}, C = { c1, c2, ... , Cm+l}· 
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By Theorem 3.13, the set R { am+1b1 !Cm+I} is fully closed, so by Theorem 3.11, 

the graph [R- {am+lbtiCm+I}, S] has at least three components. If one of am+1,b1 

or Cm+l is not in S then [ R, S] is the same graph as [ R { am+l b1 l Cm+l}, S] and so 

also has three components. 

Assume that {am+I,bl,cm+l} C S. Since S ~ C(R), the graph [R,S] is a 

subgraph of [R, C(R)] (see Figure 23). The elements of S n C and the elements 

of S n (AU B) are in different components in [R, C(R)], so they are in different 

components of [R, S]. Because S contains elements of both AU B and C, the graph 

[R, S] has at least two components. Suppose that [R, S] has only two components. 

Then all of the vertices in S n (AU B) are connected, and all the vertices inS n C 

are connected. 

a I b c 
m+l 1 

b2 c al m 
a b c 

2 m 2 

b3 a2 

a3 c 
3 

c2 
a b em m 2 

b m+l c I a 
b b b m a a ... a ... c c ... c a b, I 2 m+l I 2 m+l I 2 m+l m+l em+ I c 

m+l 

Figure 23 : The tree on the left extends R, so that R is compatible. On the right is the 

graph [R, .C(R)] and associated edge labelling. 

There are at least four elements in S, so there is at least one additional element 

x inS other than am+l, bt and Cm+l· Consider the cases of x E A, x E Band x E C. 

Case 1: x E A 

Let x = ai. The vertices ai and am+l are in the same component of [R, S], so 

there is a path in [R, S] going from ai to am+l· Now the only path in [R, C(R)] 

(Figure 23) from ai to am+l passes through ai, ai+11 ••• , am, and am+l· Since [R, S] 
is a subgraph of [R, .C(R)], the only possible path from ai to am+l in [R, S] passes 

through these same vertices. Therefore ai, ai+l, ... , am, am+l and the labels of the 

edges connecting them in [R, S] are also inS. In particular the edge connecting am 
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and am+l is in [R, S], so bm+l E S. 

But bm+l is in the same component of [R, S] as b1 and ai. Therefore there is a path 

in [R, S] from bm+l to b1. Referring to the graph [R, £(R)] we observe that the only 

path from bm+l to b1 in [R, L(R)], and hence in the subgraph [R, S], passes through 

every vertex of B. Therefore all the vertices in B are also in S, as well as the labels 

of the edges connecting them in [ R, S]. In particular the edge connecting b1 and b2 

is in [R, S], so c1 E S. 

But c1 is in the same component of [R, S] as Cm+l· Therefore there is a path in 

[R, S] from c 1 to Cm+l· All the vertices in C are also in S, as well as the labels of 

the edges connecting them in [R, S]. In particular the edge connecting c1 and c2 is 

in [R, S], so a1 E S. Therefore there is a path from a1 to am+l in [R, S] and all 

the vertices in A are also in S. We have shown that S = £( R), giving a contradiction. 

Case 2: x E C 

Let x = ci. The vertices ci and Cm+l are in the same component of [R, S]. Therefore 

there is a path in [R, S] from ci to Cm+l· This is only possible if ci, Ci+l, ... , Cm and 

the labels of the edges connecting them in [R, S] are also in S. In particular the 

edge connecting Cm and Cm+l is in [ R, S], so am E S. Hence am+l is not the only 

element of A in S. Referring to the first case we obtain a contradiction. 

Case 3: x E B 

Let x = bi. The vertices bi and b1 are in the same component of [ R, S]. Therefore 

there is a path in [R, S] from b1 to bi. This is only possible if b2 , b3 , ... , bi - 1 and 

the labels of the edges connecting them in [R, SJ are also in S. In particular the 

edge connecting b1 and b2 is in [R, S], so c 1 E S. Hence Cm+l is not the only element 

of C in S. Referring to the second case we obtain a contradiction. D 

At last we are ready to prove the result. We define the set R(n) for n > 3, as 

follows: 

If n = 0 mod 3 then put m = n/3 and R(n) = R0 • 

If n = 1 mod 3 then put m = (n- 1)/3 and R(n) = R1 . 

If n = 2 mod 3 then put m = (n + 1)/3 and R(n) = R2 . 

The sets R0 , R1 and R2 are given by equations 3, 4 and 5 on page 66. 
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In all three cases, R( n) has n triples. 

Theorem 3.15 Given any n > 3 there is a compatible set of n rooted triples that 

is not closed even though every proper subset is closed. Thus there is a rooted triple 

rule of order n that cannot be derived by repeated application of rules of order less 

than n. 

Proof 

Put R R(n), then R is compatible by the preceeding Lemma. We will use Theorem 

3.11 to prove that every proper subset R' of R is fully closed. Choose R' ~ Rand 

s ~ £(R') with lSI 2:: 4. 

Suppose that C(R') C(R). By Lemma 3.14 the graph [R, S] has at least three 

components. Now [R', S] is a subgraph of [R, S] with the same vertices, so it must 

also have at least three components. 

In a similar way, if £(R') = £(R) and S # C(R') then [R', S] has at least three 

components. 

Finally, if C(R') £(R) and S = £(R') then [R', S] is a subgraph of [R, C(R)] 

with the same vertices and edges missing. Examining the diagram of [R, £(R)] in 

Figure 23 reveals that any such subgraph has at least three components. 

By Theorem 3.11, R' is fully closed. We show that R is not closed. The graphs 

[R U { atcdbt}, £(R)] and [R U {b1c1 la1}, £(R)] are both connected so by Theorem 

2.14 (page 37), the sets R U {a1c1 lbl} and R U {b1c1la1} are incompatible. Hence 

R f- a1b1lcb even through a1bdc1 ¢: R. 

It follows that R f- a1b1lc1 is a rule that cannot be reduced to repeated applica

tion of rules to subsets of R. 0 

An earlier attempt at proving Theorem 3.15 led to a related result, that for any 

k 2:: 1 there exists a set of rooted triples that is incompatible even though every 

subset of size at most k is compatible and closed. Of course, by Theorem 3.12 (3), 

if every proper subset of a set of rooted triples is compatible and closed then the 

entire set is compatible, so we cannot expect a full analogue of Theorem 3.15 to 

apply here. 
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Let m = 3k + 1 and put 

R3 := {a1a2lb1, a2a3lb2, ... 'am-1amlbm-1, 

b1b2lc1, b2b3lc2, ... , bm-1bmlcm-1, 

The structure of R3 is revealed by the associated graph [R3 , .C(R3)], represented in 

Figure 24. 

c 
a1 

m c 
b 

1 

b1 
c m a1 m-1 

a b c 
2 m-1 2 

b2 a2 

a3 c 
3 

c2 

a 
m-1 

b c m-1 2 
b 

m-1 c 1 a 
m-1 

a 
b1 em m 

b 
m 

Figure 24: The graph (R3,£(R3)]. The edges are labelled in italics. The graph is connected, 

so R3 is incompatible by Theorem 2.14. 

Using arguments similar to the proofs of Lemma 3.14 and Theorem 3.15, it can 

be shown that every subset R' of R 3 with I.C(R')I < m is both compatible and closed. 

Hence every subset of R3 with k or fewer triples is also compatible and closed, and 

yet the set R3 is incompatible, by Theorem 2.14, (and Figure 24). It follows that 

the set of rooted triple rules of order k or less is insufficient to determine not only 

the closure of a set (Theorem 3.15), but also the compatibility of a set. This proves 

another conjecture of [40]. 
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3. 5 Closed sets and Quartets 

So far as compatibility goes, we have already mentioned how quartets are more 

difficult to work with than rooted triples. A true pessimist would expect that the 

attractive properties of rooted triple sets would not hold for quartet sets, and that 

the unattractive properties of rooted triple sets would hold for quartet sets. And 

they would be right, though of course who is to say what is attractive? In this case, 

the properties of rooted triples listed in Theorem 3.12 do not transfer to quartets, 

at least, two of them do not and the other is uncertain. But the irreducibility result 

for inference rules does transfer to quartets, though not directly. 

3.5.1 Properties (and non-properties) of Quartet Sets 

There are exactly two trees compatible with the quartet set Q = {12/36, 23/45, 14/56} 

as shown in Figure 25. The intersection of the quartet sets of these trees equals Q, 
so Q is closed. 

1 52 3 1 34 5 

)--1--L< )--1--L< 
4 6 2 6 

Figure 25 : The two trees in < 12136, 23!45, 14156 >. 

Note however that neither of these trees are compatible with the quartet 13/24. 

Hence the set QU{13/24} = {12/36, 23145,14/56, 13/24} is incompatible, even though 

Q is compatible and closed, and there is no quartet with leaf set {1, 2, 3, 4} in Q. 
We have shown that property (1) of Theorem 3.12 does not hold for quartets. 

The maximal proper subsets of Q U {13/24} are Q and {12/36, 14/56, 13/24} and 

{12/36, 23/45, 13/24} and {12/36, 23/45, 14/56}. Each of these sets are compatible 

and closed, even though Q U {13/24} is incompatible. We have shown that property 

(3) of Theorem 3.12 does not hold for quartets. 

Property (2) is a bit of an enigma. If we apply inference rules to a set of rooted 

triples then we obtain a conflict (two triples on the same leaf set) if and only if the 
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set is incompatible. The question is whether the same applies for quartets. The 

answer is that we don't know, despite a lengthy and frustrating investigation. We 

pose two related conjectures, one equivalent to property (2) of Theorem 3.12 and 

the other a natural extension. 

Conjecture 3.16 1. A set Q is an compatible if and only if for all compatible 

subsets Q' ~ Q and rules Q' f- ablcd, the set Q U { ablcd} does not contain a 

quartet conflict. 

2. A set Q is compatible if and only if we cannot obtain a quartet conflict by 

repeatedly extending Q using inference rules. 

Note that (1) implies (2) but not vice versa. 

3.5.2 Links between Quartets and Rooted Triples 

Suppose we have a rooted tree T. Recall from chapter 1, section 1.1.3 that we can 

convert T into an unrooted tree UNROOT(T, p) by attaching the leaf p to the root of 

T and unrooting the tree. This operation can be reversed using ROOT(T, p) which 

removes the leaf p and makes the adjacent vertex the root ofT. 

Using the same principle we can convert a rooted triple able into a quartet ablcp. 

In fact a rooted tree T extends a rooted triple able if and only if UNROOT(T, p) 

extends ablcp. This correspondence has a number of useful properties. 

Theorem 3.17 Let R be a set of rooted triples. Let Q be the associated set of 

quartets: 

Q := {xylzp: xylz E R} 

then 

1. < Q >= {UNROOT(T, p) : T E< R >} 

2. Q is compatible if and only if R is compatible. 

3. If Q is closed then R is closed. 

4. If Q 1- ablcp then R f- able 
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Proof 

For (1) and (2) we observe that a tree T extends R if and only if UNROOT(T, p) 

extends Q. 

(3) If Q is closed then, by Theorem 3.1, there are binary trees T1 , ... , Tk such that 

Put Tf = ROOT(Ti, p) for i = 1, ... , k. Then each Tf extends R so R ~ r(T{) n 
r(TD n · · · n r(Tt). Suppose able E r(T{) n · · · n r(Tfc). Then abjcp E q(Ti) for all i, 

and so ablcp E Q. Hence able E R, R r(T{) n r(T~) n · · · n r(Tk) and R is closed 

by Theorem 3.1 . 

(4) If Q 1- ablep then ablep E q(T) for all T E< Q >. Hence by (1), able E r(T'), 

VT' E< R >,and so R 1- abje. D 

Thus, if a set of quartets all share one leaf, one can convert the set into a 

corresponding set of rooted triples and determine in polynomial time whether or 

not the quartets are compatible. 

Note that the converse of Theorem 3.17 (3) is not true. For example, {able, abjd} 

is a fully closed set of rooted triples, but { abJep, abldp} is not a closed set of quartets. 

3.5.3 Irreducible Quartet Rules 

To extend Theorem 3.15 to quartets, we take the set of rooted triples ~ used to 

prove the rooted triple case, and convert it into a set of quartets Qi, as described 

in Theorem 3.17. We show that this set is compatible and not closed, even though 

every proper subset is closed. The fact that the whole set is compatible and not 

closed follows directly from Theorem 3.17. The fact that each proper subset is closed 

doesn't. We have already observed that a set of rooted triples can be closed when 

the corresponding set of quartets is not. To prove our quartet result we take a 

different route, exploring additional properties of rooted triples. 

Lemma 3.18 Let R be any compatible set of rooted triples and suppose that R U 

{ abje} and R U { abld} are both compatible. Then R U { abjc, abld} is also compatible. 

Proof 

LetS be any subset of C(R) U {a,b,c,d}. The sets RU {able} and RU {abld} are 
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both compatible, so by Theorem 2.14 on page 37 the graph [R U {able}, S] and the 

graph [R U {abld}, S] are both disconnected. 

If a~ Sorb~ S then the graph [RU {able, abld}, S] is the same as the graph [R, S], 

so is disconnected (Theorem 2.14). 

If c ~ S then the graph [RU {able, abld}, S] is the same as the graph [RU {abld}, S], 

so is disconnected. By symmetry, if d ~ S then [R U {able, abld}, S] is disconnected. 

Finally, if a, b, e and dare all inS, then the graph [R U {able, abld}, S] is the same 

as the graph [RU {ablc},S] with an extra label don the edge (a, b), so the graph 

is still disconnected. In any of these five cases, the graph [R U {able, abld}, S] is 

disconnected. Hence R U {able, abld} is compatible, by Theorem 2.14. D 

Theorem 3.19 Given any n 2: 1 there is a compatible set of n quartets that is not 

closed even though every proper subset is closed. Thus there is a quartet rule of 

order n that cannot be derived by repeated application of rules of order less than n. 

Proof 

When n = 1, 2 the proof is trivial. Ifn = 3 then a suitable example is { ablcd, able!, celdf} 

[40]. When n > 3 define the set R(n) as follows: 

If n = 0 mod 3 then put m = n/3 and R(n) = R0 . 

If n = 1 mod 3 then put m = (n- 1)/3 and R(n) = R1. 

If n = 2 mod 3 then put m = (n + 1)/3 and R(n) = R2. 
The sets R0 , R1 and R2 are given by equations 3, 4 and 5 on page 66. Note that 

this definition of R(n) is identical to the definition of R(n) on page 68. 

Construct the set of quartets 

Q := {xylzp: xylz E R}. 

For example, when n = 1 mod 3: 

Q := {a1a2lb2p, a2a3lb3p, ... , amam+llbm+IP, 

b1b2le1p, b2b3lc2p, ... , bmbm+llcmp, 

By Theorem 3.17, Q is not closed. We claim that every proper subset of Q is closed. 
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Let Q' be a proper subset of Q and let R' be the corresponding subset of R. 

Consider any four leaves a, b, c and d in £(R') = £( Q') {p }. First of all we show 

that there is no quartet with leaves {a, b, c, d} in the closure of Q'. 

No two triples in R have more than one leaf in common so there is at most one 

triple in R, and therefore in R', with all its leaves in {a, b, c, d}. If there is such a 

triple in R' we assume, without loss of generality, that this is the triple ab/c. Hence 

there are no triples in R (and hence in R') with leaves {a, c, d}, { b, c, d} or {a, b, d}. 

Of course this also applies if there is no triple in R' with leaves in {a, b, e, d}. 

By Theorem 3.12 (1) we have 

(i) R' U { cd/a }, R' U { cdjb }are both compatible 

and 

(ii) R' U { adjc}, R' U { ad/b }are both compatible 

Applying Lemma 3.18 to (i), the set R'U{ cd/a, cdlb} is compatible, so by Theorem 

3.17 (2), the set Q' U { cd/ap, cd/bp} is compatible. But { cd/ap, cdjbp} 1- cdlab, so 

Q' U { cd/ab} is compatible. 

By Lemma 3.18 and (ii), the set R' U { ad/e, ad/b} is compatible, so by Theorem 

3.17 the set Q' U {adlcp, ad/bp} is compatible. But {ad/ep, adjbp} 1- ad/be, so Q' U 

{ ad/cb} is compatible. Since Q' U { ed/ab} is also compatible, there is no quartet with 

leaves {a, b, c, d} in the closure of Q'. 

Thus, to prove that Q' is closed we only need to show now that there are no 

quartets of the form ab/cp in the closure of Q' that are not already contained in Q'. 
If Q' 1- abjcp then by Theorem 3.17 ( 4), R' 1- abjc. As R' is closed, this implies that 

able E R', and so abjcp E Q'. 

Hence Q' is closed. We show that Q itself is not closed. Recall from the proof of 

Theorem 3.15 that R 1- a1bdc1 . By Theorem 3.17 (4), Q 1- a1b1 jc1P· It follows that 

Q 1- a1b1 /c1p is a rule of order n that cannot be derived through repeated application 

of rules with order less than n. 0 
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Chapter 4 

Hunting for 'Irees - Character 

Data 

4.1 Introduction 

There is no shortage of tree-building methods and each has its advantages and 

disadvantages, advocates and critics. The methods fall roughly into two categories: 

those applied to discrete character data and those applied to distance data [84]. In 

this chapter and the following we look at examples of both types. We describe new 

and efficient algorithms for existing methods, as well as proposing variants and new 

techniques. 

First we consider the methods for character data, in particular, binary (two-state) 

character data. · Binary characters are a common starting point for phylogenetic 

analysis. They can be obtained, for example, from purine/pyrimidine genetic data 

or morphological distinctions like vertebrate/invertebrate. However the characters 

need not come from molecular or phylogenetic data at all. The characters can be 

derived from distances (see Chapter 5) or extracted from profiles of trees as part of 

consensus methods (see Chapter 6). 

A set of binary characters is compatible if the corresponding set of splits is 

compatible. If the characters are compatible then we can append the trivial splits 

and represent the character set exactly using a single tree. More often, the characters 

are not compatible and we have to chose a tree that is 'best' according to some 

criterion. This might involve some measure of how well each character fits a tree, 
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as in parsimony, or a measure of how many of the input characters fit into a tree, 

as in the various compatibility methods. 

Compatibility methods are employed throughout systematics. They appear un

der a number of guises: in cladistics [115], numerical taxonomy [73], evolutionary 

systematics [44], and molecular biology [69]. One common method is to infer phylo

genies by finding those phylogenies compatible with the largest number of characters, 

or, if the characters are weighted, finding the phylogenies compatible with a sub

set of characters of largest combined weight. Unfortunately this general problem is 

NP-hard, even for binary characters [39]. Researchers have used the method only 

on small data sets, or resigned themselves to heuristic algorithms that do not guar

antee the best solution. A number of related algorithms and programs are available 

(see [83]). Our approach is to slightly modify the problem, giving a compatibility 

method that is useful, non-trivial, and has a polynomial time algorithm. 

We first describe the algorithm not for binary characters and unrooted trees but 

for clusters and rooted trees. A simple transformation then gives us an algorithm 

for the unrooted case. We then discuss a variety of extensions to the algorithm, 

together with applications and examples. We call this collection of algorithms the 

Hunting for Trees algorithms. 

4.2 A special case: sets of clusters 

It is time for a formal declaration of the problem solved. Recall from Chapter 1 that 

a rooted d-tree is a rooted tree in which no vertex has more than d children. 

HUNTING FOR TREES IN CLUSTERS 

INSTANCE: Collection C of subsets of a leaf set X such that X E C. Number 

d "2. 2. 

PROBLEM: Determine if there is a subcollection C' ~ C such that C' = a(T) for 

some rooted phylogenetic d-tree T with leaf set X. 

Our solution is based on the following: 

Observation A given collection C of clusters contains a subcollection corresponding 
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to a d-tree with leaf set X if and only if X E C and X equals the union of at most 

d disjoint clusters in C, which in turn equal the union of at most d disjoint clusters 

in C and so on, right down to the level of singletons. 

{ a,b,c,d,e,f) 

{a} 

a b c 

{ e,f) 

e f 

(d} 

d 

{f) 

Figure 26 : A rooted binary phylogenetic tree with leaf set {a, b, c, d, e, f}. 

Consider the tree in Figure 26. The internal vertices are labelled with their 

respective clusters. The leaf set {a, b, c, d, e, f} is the union of two disjoint clusters, 

{a, b, c, d} and { e, f}, which in turn equal the union of two disjoint clusters and so 

on, until we reach the leaves of the tree. 

4.2.1 Principal algorithm 

Let k be the number of clusters inC and n be the number of taxa in X. We assume 

that C contains all the single element clusters. In practice these can simply be 

appended to the input data. 

The procedure CREATETABLE (Algorithm 3) creates a table D, called the de

composition table, which is later used to count and optimise the d-trees with 

clusters in C and leaf set X. 

Steps 1, 2 and 3 can be completed in O(nk) time using a radix sort [60, 5]. 

For arbitrary {p1,p2 , ... ,pi}, (j ::; d), determining whether Cp11 ••• CPi are pairwise 

disjoint, and calculating Cp1 U · · · U CPi takes at most O(nd) time. Since Cis well

ordered it takes just O(log K) time to determine whether Cp1 U· · ·UCPi is inC, which 
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Procedure CREATETABLE(C ,d) 

1. Represent each cluster inC by ann-digit binary number, 

with a 1 for the ith digit if the ith taxon is in the 

cluster, and a 0 otherwise (as in a characteristic 

vector). 
2. Sort the clusters into ascending order of their associated 

binary numbers. 
3. Remove duplicates and label remaining clusters 

{C1, ... ,CK}· 
4. Create a table D consisting of }( empty lists labelled 

D[1), ... , D[}(]. 
5. FOR all subsets {p1,p2 , ... ,pj} of {1, ... , }(} with at least 

two and at most d elements DO 
6. IF Cpu ... , CPi are pairwise disjoint AND Cp1 U · · · U CPi 

Cq for some q E {1, ... , }(} THEN append {p1,p2 , ... ,pj} to the 

list D[q] 
7. END(FOR) 

END. 

Algorithm 3 : CREATETABLE 

is just O(n) time since }( ::::; 2n. Hence steps 5 to 7 can be completed in O(nd](d) 

time, where}( is the number of distinct clusters inC; the procedure CREATETABLE 

takes at most O(nk + nd](d) time. Note that }(is often significantly smaller than 

k. 

To illustrate the algorithm we consider a simple example. Put 

c = {{1},{2},{3},{1,2,3},{4},{5},{4,5},{1,2,3,4,5}}, 

a set of clusters on the leaf set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. When d = 3, Algorithm 3 generates 

the following decomposition table. 
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i ci D[i] 

1 {1} 0 
2 {2} 0 
3 {3} 0 
4 {1,2,3} {{1,2,3}} 
5 {4} 0 
6 {5} 0 
7 {4,5} {{5, 6}} 

8 {1,2,3,4,5} {{ 4, 7}, { 4, 5, 6}} 

4.2.2 Counting the Trees 

For each i 1, ... , K Algorithm 4 below calculates the number m[i) of d-trees with 

leaf set Ci and clusters contained in C. 

Procedure COUNTTREES(D) 

1. FOR i from 1 to K DO 

2. IF Ci is a singleton THEN m(i] t- 1 

3. ELSE IF D(i] is empty THEN m(i) r- 0 

4. ELSE 

m(i] r-
{Pr ,pz, ... ,pj }ED[i] 

5. Remove from D[i] all tuples {p11 ••• , Pi} such that one of 

m(p1], ... , m(pj] equals 0. 
6. END(FOR) 

END. 

Algorithm 4 : CouNTTREES 

Theorem 4.1 After completion of Algorithm 4, m[i] equals the number of distinct 

rooted d-trees with clusters inC and leaf set Ci. 
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Proof 

We proceed by induction. The theorem is clearly true when i = 1. Suppose that it 

is true when i = 1, ... , j - 1. Let 0 be the set of rooted d-trees with leaf set Cj 

and clusters contained in C. We will show that m[j] = 101· 
Let T E 0, and let q be the number of maximal subtrees in T. The leaf sets 

of these subtrees are equal to a set of q pairwise disjoint clusters { Cp1 , ••• , CPq} in 

O'(T), and therefore inc, such that CPl u ... u Cpq = cj. The tuple {pl, ... ,pq} is 

therefore contained in D[j]. It follows that we can partition 0 so that each block 

in the partition corresponds to a different tuple in D[j]. Hence 

101 = I: (#trees in 0 containing the clusters Cpp ... , Cpq). 
{Pl , ... ,pq }ED[j) 

Fix any such tuple {p1, ... ,pq} E D[j]. The number of trees in 0 that contain 

clusters Cp1 , ••• CPq equals the product 17;1 1 x · · · x l7;q I· By the induction hypothesis 

this equals m[p1] x · · · x m[pq]· Therefore, 

101 I: m[pl] x m[p2] x · · · x m[pq] 
{PI,··· ,pq}ED(j) 

m[j] 

as required. D 

Each tuple {Pl,P2, ... ,pj} in D[i] satisfies CPl u ... u CPj = ci, so there are at 

most 0 ( Kd-l) such tuples in each list D [ i]. Hence calculating m[ i] for all i takes 

O(Kd) time. 

In the previous section (page 80) we constructed the decomposition table for 

c = {{1},{2},{3},{1,2,3},{4},{5},{4,5},{1,2,3,4,5}}, 

with d = 3. If we now apply Algorithm 4 to this decomposition table we can 

calculate the entries of m[i]. 
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't ci D(i) m[i) 

1 {1} 0 1 
2 {2} 0 1 

3 {3} 0 1 

4 {1,2,3} {{1,2,3}} 1 
5 {4} 0 1 

6 {5} 0 1 

7 {4,5} {{5,6}} 1 

8 {1,2,3,4,5} {{4,7},{4,5,6}} 2 

Thus there are exactly two 3-trees with clusters in C. 

4.2.3 Tree extraction 

It is now a simple matter to list the subcollections C' that correspond to d-trees. 

Given a collection of clusters C, we say that a particular cluster Ci E C is unre

solved if there is no cluster Ci E C such that Ci C Ci, Ci =/= Ci· The following 

non-deterministic recursive procedure, GETSUBCOLLECTIONS, returns an arbitrary 

one of these subcollections. At each level it chooses from the list an unresolved 

cluster ci and adds to the list pairwise disjoint clusters CPl' ... ' Cpj such that 

cP1 u · .. u cPj = ci. 
The first parameter is the list being built up, initially just { C K}, and the second 

parameter is the tableD constructed by the procedure CREATETABLE and pruned 

by the procedure COUNTTREES. 

Procedure GET8UBCOLLECTIONS(C' ,D) 

1. IF the only unresolved clusters in C' are singletons THEN 

2. Output the subcollection C' 
3. ELSE 

4. Choose any unresolved cluster Ci E 

singleton 
5. Choose {p1, ... ,pj} in D[i] 
6. GETSUBCOLLECTIONS(C'U{Cpp··· ,CpJ,D) 

7. END(IF-ELSE) 

C' that is not a 
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END. 

Algorithm 5 : GETSUBCOLLECTIONS 

If C' is the set of clusters of some tree T, then the graph of T can be easily 

retrieved directly from C' in O(niC'I) = O(n2) time [60]. Since it takes only O(IC'I) 

time to construct C', extracting a single d-tree takes only O(n2
) time. 

It is not always practical to list all of the subcollections of C that correspond to 

binary trees, as the following theorem illustrates. 

Theorem 4.2 Given a set X with n taxa, there exists a collection C with (n2 +n)/2 

clusters such that the number of subcollections C' ~ C corresponding to rooted binary 

trees (d = 2) with leaf set X exceeds 2n-2 . 

Proof 

Given n, let X = {1, 2, ... , n} and construct 

C(n) = {Ca,b: 1 ~a~ b ~ n, where a, bE X} 

where 

C a,b = {X E X : a ~ X ~ b}. 

Then IC(n) I = (n2 + n)/2. Let 'T(n) be the set of binary trees with leaf sets X and 

clusters in C(n). We claim that I'T(n)l > 2n-2
. 

The result is easily verified for n = 1, 2, 3. For the induction step suppose that 

IT(m)l >2m-2 . We show that IT(m + 1)1 > 2(m+1)-2 . Given any tree Tin T(m), 

we construct two new trees in T(m + 1). 

1. Create a new root with two descendants. Let one descendant be the root of 

T, and the other descendant be the leaf (m + 1). 

2. Replace leaf m ofT with a new vertex. Let the leaves m and m + 1 be the 

two descendants of this new vertex. 

Both of these trees are binary and have clusters in C(m + 1). Hence for every 

tree in 'T(m) there are at least two trees in /(m + 1), all of which are distinct. By 

the induction hypothesis 

IT(m + 1)1 2:: 2 X I'T(m)l > 2 X 2m-2 = 2(m+l)-2 
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as required. D 

4.2.4 Optimisation 

vVe can use the dynamical programming technique for counting trees to solve the 

following, seemingly more difficult, problem. 

HUNTING FOR TREES IN WEIGHTED CLUSTERS 

INSTANCE: Collection C of subsets of a finite set X. Weighting function w : C --+ 

at. Number d ~ 2. 

PROBLEM: Find a subcollection C' £;;; C that maximises L:ciec' w(Ci) such that 

C' a(T) for some rooted d-tree T. 

The following procedure, MAXWEIGHTTREE, takes three parameters: the first 

parameter is the collection C; the second parameter is the table D constructed by 

the procedure CREATETABLE and pruned in COUNTTREES; the third is the table 

m constructed with the procedure COUNTTREES. 

Procedure MAXWEIGHTTREE(C ,D ,m) 

1. FORi from 1 to }(DO 

2. IF m(i] 0 THEN 

3. IF Ci is a singleton THEN 

4. M[i] t- w(Ci) 

5. D*[i] t- 0 
6. m*[i] t-1 

7. ELSE 

8. Choose {p1, ... ,pj} in D[i] that maximises Mfp1J + · · · + Mfpj] 

9. M[i] t- Mfp1] + · · · + Mfpj J + w( Ci) 

10. D*[i] t- {{qr, ... , qr} : 1\lf[qt] + · · · + M[qr] + w(Ci) = M[i]} 

11.. m*[i] t- E{qi, ... ,qr}ED•[i] m*[qr] X··· X m*[qr] 
12. END(IF-ELSE) 

13. END(IF) 

14. END(FOR) 
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END. 

Algorithm 6 : MAXWEIGHTTREE 

The procedure returns three tables, M, D* and m*. For each i, J\!J[i] is the 

weight of the maximum weight subcollection that corresponds to a d-tree with leaf 

set n. The table D* is a reduced version of D used to list the maximum weight 

subcollections. The table m* is used to count the number of maximum weight 

subcollections. 

The procedure has complexity O(Kd), where K is the number of distinct clus

ters in C. The number of optimal subcollections equals m*[K]. To output an ar

bitrary optimal subcollection, call GETSUBCOLLECTIONS({CK} ,D*) . There are 

sometimes, however, an exponentially large number of optimal subcollections. Cor

rectness is given by the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.3 After execution of the procedure MAXWEIGHTTREE, if m[i] =/= 0 

then M[i] equals the weight of the maximum weight d-tree with leaf set Ci and clusters 

in C. 

Proof 

Again we let Ti denote the set of d-trees with leaf set Ci and clusters in C. Let w(T) 

denote the sum of the weights of the clusters of a phylogenetic tree T. We need to 

prove two things: 

(i) w(T) :::; M[i] for all T E 7;. 

(ii) There is T E Ti such that w(T) = M[i]. 

We proceed by induction. If i = 1 then Ci is a leaf, so (i) and (ii) hold. Suppose 

that (i) and (ii) are true fori= 1, ... , j- 1. 

Let T E Tj. There is {p1 , ... ,pq} E D[j] such that Cp1 , ••• , Cpq are maximal 

clusters ofT. Now Cp1 U· · ·UCpq = Cj, so the q clusters correspond to the q subtrees 

branching off the root ofT. Applying the induction hypothesis to the subtrees of 

T, we obtain 

proving ( i). 
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For (ii), let {PIJ ... ,pq} be a tuple in D[j] such that 

By the induction hypothesis for each s : 1 ::; s ::; q there is a tree Tv. with leaf 

set Cv. and clusters in C such that w(TvJ = 1\;f[ps]· Construct a new tree by 

connecting a new root r to the roots of Tv11 ••• , Tpq. Then T E 7j and w (T) = 1H[j]. 

0 

4.2.5 Selecting a degree bound 

Given a set of clusters C we wish to determine the smallest value of d such that 

C(T) ~ C for some d-tree T. Once this number is obtained we can guarantee 

that the above algorithms will return a tree. Unfortunately the following theorem 

suggests that there is no efficient way to determine this minimal d value. 

Theorem 4.4 Let C be a set of clusters. The problem of finding the smallest d such 

that C contains the clusters of a d~tree is NP-hard. 

Proof 

We transform EXACT COVER BY 3-SETS (X3C) [55] to the minimum d prob

lem. Let X, lXI = 3q, be a set and C be a collection of 3-element subsets of X 

making up an arbitrary instance of X3C. Take X as a set of leaves and construct 

C' = C U { {x} : x E X} U {X}. If X has an exact cover by a subcollection of C 

then the same subsets, together with X and the singleton clusters, determine a q-tree 

with clusters inC'. Conversely if C" is a subcollection of C' that determines a q-tree 

then the non-trivial clusters in C" give an exact covering of X. Therefore there is an 

exact covering of X by a subcollection of C if and only if the minimum d such that 

C' contains ad-tree equals q. It follows that the minimum d problem is NP-Hard. 0 

Because of Theorem 4.4 we should expect any solution to the minimum degree 

bound problem to have exponentially increasing complexity. The algorithm MINI

MUMd below has running time 0( nk + noK5) where n is the number of leaves, k is 

the number of clusters, K is the number of distinct clusters, and o is the minimum 
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Procedure MINIMUMd(C) 

1. Sort C and remove duplicates. Let }(be the number of 

distinct clusters. 
2. FOR d from 2 to n DO 

3. Construct D using CREATETABLE (0, d) 

4. Construct m using COUNTTREES (0) 

5. IF m[}(] > 0 THEN 

6. 6+-d 

7. RETURN 6. 

8. END(IF) 

9. END(FOR) 

END. 

Algorithm 7 : MINIMUMD 

value of d such that C contains the splits of a d-tree. It therefore takes polynomial 

time with respect to the number of leaves and the number of characters, but takes 

exponentially increasing time with respect to the minimum value of d recovered. 

4.2.6 Hunting through all possible clusters 

There are some situations, usually with small or medium sized leaf sets, where we 

would want to hunt for trees in the complete set of all possible clusters. If ILl = n 

then the number of clusters in this set equals 2n so we would expect to take time 

O(n2n + n(2n) 2) time to search through all binary trees on that leaf set, using the 

above algorithms. 

However we can achieve a better bound. 

Theorem 4.5 Let w be a weighting on the clusters of L. A binary tree having 

clusters of maximum summed weight can be retrieved in 0(3n) time. 

Proof 

Process the clusters in order of increasing size. For each cluster Ci we check the 
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21°il-l different ways that Ci can be partitioned into two non-empty parts, summing 

the maximum weight in each case. Hence determining the maximum weight tree 

with leaf set equal to a particular cluster ci takes 0(21°•1-l) time, and calculating 

the maximum weight tree with leaves in L takes 

0 (f)k)2k-l) time. 
k=l 

This is 0(3n) time since 

~3n 
2 

n 

2:)k)2k-1. 0 
k=O 

A consequence of Theorem 4.5 is that if dis big and n is small then it is sometimes 

more efficient to check all possible clusters. The result also gives a practical solution 

to a problem in spectral analysis. The final step in spectral analysis (see Hendy and 

Penny [65] for details) is to construct a maximum weight tree from a set of weighted 

splits, which as we show shortly is the same as constructing a maximum weight 

rooted tree from a set of weighted clusters. In many cases the data will be such 

that a branch and bound algorithm can quickly find a global optimum. However 

if the data is messy and there are a lot of closely weighted splits then the Hunting 

for Trees methods may be preferable. We have shown that they guarantee a global 

optimum in at most 0(3n) time. 

4.3 Sets of binary characters 

We now consider sets of binary characters. Since a binary character is just a split 

in disguise we will treat the two as synonymous. In terms of splits our two main 

problems are: 

HUNTING FOR TREES IN SPLITS 

INSTANCE: CollectionS of splits on leaf set L. Number d ~ 3. 

PROBLEM: Determine if there is a subcollection S' ~ S such that S' = f3(T) for 

some unrooted phylogenetic d-tree T. 

HUNTING FOR TREES IN WEIGHTED SPLITS 

INSTANCE: Collection S of splits on leaf set L. Weighting function w : S -+ R 
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Number d 2: 3. 

PROBLEM: Find a subcollection S' ~ S that maximises I:s;ES' w(Si) such that 

S' = (3(T) for some unrooted phylogenetic d-tree T. 

Recall that an unrooted d tree is an unrooted tree with maximum vertex degree 

d (page 6). 

In Chapter 1, section 1.1.3 we saw that an unrooted tree could be transformed 

into an equivalent rooted tree and back using the operations ROOT(T, x) and UNROOT(T, x). 

Later, in Chapter 3 section 3.5.2 we showed that the same operations could be ex

tended to quartets and rooted triples. Now we show that they also apply to splits 

and clusters and use them to solve the two 'HUNTING FOR TREES IN SPLITS' 

problems above. 

Given a split AlB of leaf set L and a leaf p E L, define 

ROOT( AlB, p) = { ~ 
Likewise, if A is a cluster of L and p tJ L define 

if p E B 

if pEA 

UNROOT(A, p) = AI(L- A) u {p}. 

The operations are extended to sets of splits or clusters in the obvious way. We 

immediately get 

Theorem 4.6 LetT be a rooted tree, choose p tJ L and putT' = UNROOT(T, p). 

Hence T = ROOT(T', p). Then 

(3(T') 

and o-(T) 

UNROOT(o-(T), p) 

ROOT((3(T'), p). 

If p E L then a set of splits S on L equals the set of splits for some d- tree if and 

only if ROOT(S, p) equals the set of clusters of some (d- 1)-tree. 

Given a set S of k splits on a set L, choose an arbitrary p E L and calculate 

ROOT(S, p). This can be done in O(nk) time. Apply the above cluster algorithms 

to ROOT(S, p) to count the total number of subcollections corresponding to (d- 1)

trees. A particular subcollection C' C ROOT(S, p), such as one returned by the 
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algorithm G ETSUBCOLLECTIONS, can be transformed into the corresponding set of 

splits using UNROOT(C', p). 

If the original set S of splits was weighted then weight the elements of A E 

ROOT(S, p) by w(A) = w(UNROOT(A, p)). If C' is an optimal subcollection of 

ROOT(S, p) then UNROOT(C', p) will be an optimal subcollection of S. 

4.4 Decomposition table bag of tricks 

The guts of the above algorithms is the decomposition table. We have seen that 

the decomposition table can be used to store, in polynomial time, all of the d-trees 

with splits in a particular set. Once stored we can count the trees and optimise over 

them. 

The decomposition table data structure provides a compact representation of 

large sets of trees. If a set 7 of trees contains only binary trees, or more generally, 

only d-trees, then the size of the representative decomposition table is O(nK2 ) 

or O(Kd) respectively, where K = I UTET jJ(T)I. The size of 7 itself could be 

exponentially large. 

Which sets of trees can be stored in this way? One example is the set of binary 

trees that extend a given set of quartets, since a binary tree T is in < Q > if and 

only if jJ(T) ~ CS(Q). In general, a set 7 of rooted trees on leaf set L can be stored 

in a decomposition table if and only if 

If Tb T2 E 7 and X E cr(Tl) n cr(T2) then the tree constructed by replac

ing the subtree T11x of T1 with the subtree n1x is also in /. 

An equivalent condition applies to unrooted trees. 

Here we describe several tricks we can perform on sets of trees stored in a de

composition table, whether this set originates from a Hunting for Trees problem 

or elsewhere. We can find the intersection of two decomposition tables, count and 

extract trees in a decomposition table that contain specified splits, find the rooted 

triples or quartets common to the trees, and even generate a number of different 

consensus trees. Later, in Chapter 5, we show how to select the tree with the small

est minimum evolution score. All of the methods run in polynomial time. First, 

some notation. Given a leaf set Land a decomposition tableD let /(D) be the set 
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of trees with leaf sets L that can be extracted from D. If C is a collection of clusters 

of L and d 2: 2 then let T( C, d) denote the set of rooted d-trees with clusters in C 

and leaf set L. If S is a set of splits of L and d 2: 3 then let T(S, d) denote the set 

of unrooted d-trees with splits in S. 

4.4.1 Intersection of Decomposition tables 

If D 1 and D 2 are two decomposition tables with the same set of leaves then is there 

some way that we can calculate T(D1 ) n T(D2 ) without calculating all of T(D1) 

and T(D2 )? Yes there is, using Algorithm 8. 

Procedure lNTERSECTD (D1 , D 2 ) 

1. Delete the rows of 1J1 and 1J2 that correspond to clusters 

not present in the other table. Delete the tuples 

containing references to these rows. 
2. Renumber the rows of 1)2 and the respective entries in the 

tuples of 1J2 so that the row i of 1J2 corresponds to the 

same cluster as row i of 1J1 . 

3 . FOR every row i of 1J1 DO 

4. LJ[i] +-- LJI[i] n lJz[i]. 
5. END(FOR) 

6 . return 1). 

end. 

Algorithm 8 : INTERSECTD 

Theorem 4. 7 If 1J is the decomposition table returned by INTERSECTD (LJ1,1J2) 

then T(D) = T(LJ1) n T(LJz). 

Proof 

If T E T(LJ1) n T(LJ2 ) then the clusters ofT each correspond to a row in lJ1 and a 

row in 1J2 . These rows are not deleted in step 1. As well, the tuples in 1J1 that are 

used when extracting T must also be tuples in 1J2 so they are not deleted in step 3. 

Hence T(LJ1) n T(LJz) ~ T(LJ). 
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Conversely, if T tf. 7(D2) then either there is a cluster ofT not corresponding to 

a row of D2 , in which case T gets excluded in step 1, or there is a tuple of clusters in 

T not in a row of D2, in which case T gets excluded in step 4. Hence T tf. T(D). By 

symmetry ifT ¢ T(D1) then T ¢ T(D). We conclude that 7(D1) nT(D2 ) T(D). 

0 

4.4.2 Forcing Characters to be included 

Below (section 4.7) we describe the application of the Hunting for Trees algorithms 

to the "Out of Africa" human mtDNA data set. In the second part of the analysis 

(section 4.7.4) we chose 32 sequences widely spread in all of the published phy

logenies. The maximum weight tree returned was consistent with the ''Africa49" 

hypothesis of [90], except for the placement of the Naron sequence. An examination 

of the data revealed that there was a character that placed the Naron sequence 

together with the !Kung sequences, but that there was no maximum weight tree 

containing the corresponding split. This motivated the question, 'what is the max

imum weight tree that contains that split?' 

INSTANCE: CollectionS of splits on leaf set L. Number d ~ 3. Weighting function 

w: S-+ ~. Number d ~ 3. Split Si E S. 

PROBLEM: Determine if there is a subcollection S' ~ S such that Si E S' and 

S' f3(T) for some unrooted phylogenetic d-tree T. Count the number of such 

trees, and determine the trees with maximum weight. 

As before we solve the equivalent rooted tree problem and then transform the 

solution back using UNROOT(T, x), just like in section 4.3. The rooted problem is: 

INSTANCE: Collection C of clusters on leaf set L. Number d ~ 2. Weighting func

tion w: C-+ ~. Number d ~ 3. Cluster Ci E C. 

PROBLEM: Determine if there is a subcollection C' ~ C such that Ci E C' and 

C' = a(T) for some rooted phylogenetic d-tree T. Count the number of such trees, 

and determine the trees with maximum weight. 
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First approach - pruning D 

Our first method for generating the set of trees in 7( C, d) containing some cluster 

Ci E C is to prune clusters and tuples from D to effectively 'filter out' those trees 

not containing this cluster. We will assume that D has already been constructed 

using CREATETABLE (Algorithm 3), pruned using COUNTTREES (Algorithm 4), 

and had all rows D(i] removed for which m[i] = 0. 

Procedure PRUNETOINCLUDE CD, i) 

1. FOR j from 1 to }( DO 

2. IF Cj is incompatible with Ci THEN 

3. D[j] +- 0 
4. ELSE 

5. Remove all tuples in D[j] containing clusters incompatible 

with ci 
6. IF Ci c Ci and Ci Ci THEN remove all tuples in D(j] not 

containing a tuple ck such that ci ~ ck . 
7. END(IF-ELSE) 

8. END(FOR) 

END. 

Algorithm 9 : PRUNETOINCLUDE 

Theorem 4.8 After the completion of procedure PRUNETOINCLUDE, the GETS VB

COLLECTIONS algorithm applied to D returns a(T) for an arbitrary tree T E 7( C, d) 

such that Ci E a(T). 

Proof 

Choose T E 7(D). If T contains a cluster incompatible with Ci, then it will be 

removed in step 2. If all the clusters ofT are compatible with Ci, butT does not 

contain Ci, then T is removed in step 6. If T contains Ci then all of the tuples 

generating T are unaffected by the deletions. 0 

The attraction of this approach is that we can now apply the existing counting 

and optimisation algorithms to count the number of trees in 7( C, d) containing Ci, 
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and also determine which of these trees has maximum weight. If we want to force 

additional clusters to be in the trees then we can apply the algorithm to further 

prune the table. 

Second approach - direct 

The problem with the first approach is that it involves a lot of manipulation of the 

data structure D. If we want do the same calculations for all of the clusters in the 

input set then we have to repeatedly prune and restore D. It is possible to do the 

counting and optimisation directly on the original table. 

First we tackle the counting problem. For each Ci E C we calculate 

mincl[i] := I{T E T(C, d) : ci E O'(T)}I 

where, as before, T( C, d) is the set of d-trees with clusters in C. 

We will assume, as before, that D has already been constructed using CRE

ATETABLE (Algorithm 3), pruned using COUNTTREES (Algorithm 4), and had all 

rows D[i] removed for which m[i] = 0. 

Procedure COUNT!NCLUDETREE(D* ,m) 

1. Put minc![i] +- 0 for all i = 1, ... , K- 1. Put mincl[K] +- m[K]. 

2. FOR i from K down to 1 DO 

3. FOR (Pl,P2,··· ,pq) in D*[i] DO 

4. FOR j from 1 to q DO 

5. mincl[pj] := mincl[pj] + m(p1]m[p2] ... m[pq]mincl[i]/r:n[i] 
6. END(FOR) 

7. END(FOR) 

8. END(FOR) 

END. 

Algorithm 10 : COUNTINCLUDETREE 

Theorem 4.9 After the completion of algorithm 10, mincl[i] equals the number of 

rooted d- trees with clusters in c that contain the cluster ci. 
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Proof 

Not wanting to break the habit, we proceed by induction. The theorem is clearly 

true when i = K since mincl[K] = m[K]. Suppose that it is true when i K, (K-

1), ... ,j+l. 

In each tree T E 7( C, d) such that Ci E a(T) there is a cluster Ct that is the 

smallest cluster ofT containing C1 but not equal to Cj. We say that C1 is the cluster 

covering Cj in T. Our counting strategy is to go through all the clusters Cz inC such 

that Ci c C1 and sum the number of trees TinT E 7(C, d) such that Cj, Ct E a(T) 

and Ct is the cluster covering CJ in T. 

The number of d-trees T with leaf set C1 and clusters in C such that Cj E a(T) 

and Cz is the covering cluster of Cj equals 

where the summation is over tuples {p1 ,p2 , .•. ,pq,j} in D[l]. If we took the set of 

trees in 7( C, d) that contain the cluster C1 and removed all the clusters in them 

that are subsets of C1, then the number of distinct trees remaining is the size of the 

first set divided by m[l], which, by induction, is mincl[l]/m[l]. Hence the number of 

trees T in T E 7( C, d) such that Ci E a(T) and 0 1 is the cluster covering Ci in T 

is equal to 

where the summation is over the tuples {p1 , ••. ,pq,j} in D[l]. To calculate mincl[j] 

we need only take the sum of this formula over all clusters Ct ::::> Cj, the approach 

taken by the algorithm. D 

The optimisation problem is solved in a similar manner. For each i 1, 2, ... , K 

we calculate Mincl[i], the maximum weight of a tree in 7(C, d) that contains the 

cluster Ci. We assume that the table M has already been constructed using the 

procedure MAXWEIGHTTREE (Algorithm 6). 
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Procedure MAXINCL UDETREE CD, M) 

1. Put Mincl[i] +- -oo for all i = 1, ... , K- 1. Put Mincl[K] +- 1\!I[K]. 

2. FOR i from K down to 1 DO 

3. FOR {Pt,P2, ... ,pq} in D(i] DO 

4. FOR j from 1 to q DO 

5. M[piJ +- max{M[pi], Minc~[i] M[i] + w(Ci) Lk=1 1VI[pk]} 

6. END(FOR) 

7. END(FOR) 

8. END(FOR) 

END. 

Algorithm 11 : MAxlNCLUDETREE 

4.4.3 Triples, fans and quartets in common 

Using a dynamic programming strategy we can retrieve the rooted triples and fans 

common to all the trees in 7( C, d) without having to explicitly construct the set 

7( C, d). This bypass is necessary because the set T( C, d) can sometimes be expo

nentially large. 

The rooted case 

Fori 1, 2, ... , K such that D[i] = 0 put 

R[i] := 0 

and when D[iJ f:; 0 put 

R[iJ := n (r(Cpp CP21 ... ) Cpq) u R(pt] u ... u R(pq]) 
{Pl, ... ,pq}ED(i] 

where r(Xt, X2, ... , Xk) for a collection of disjoint clusters X1, .•. , Xk equals the 

set of rooted triples 

U{ablc: a, bE xi, c E Xj}· 
i:f;j 
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Likewise, for all i = 1, ... , K such that D[i] = f/J put 

F[i] := 0 

and when D[i] 0 put 

F[i] := n f(CPl' ... , Cpq) U F[pt] U .. · U F[pq]) 
{Pt,. .. ,pq}ED[i] 

where j(X1 , X 2 , ... , Xk) for a collection of disjoint clusters X 1 , .•. , Xk equals the 

set of fans 

U {(a, b, c) :a E Xi, bE Xh c E Xk}· 
{i,j,k }~{1, ... ,k} 

Theorem 4.10 For i 1, ... , K let 7i be the set of trees with leaf set Ci and 

clusters inC { 0 1, ... , CK}. Then 

R[i] = n r(7i) 
TEl; 

and 

F[i] = n !(7£). 
TEl; 

Proof 

We prove the result by induction on i = 1, ... , K (yawn). If Ci has only one element 

then the result is trivial. Assume the result holds fori = 1, 2, ... , j 1. 

Let {p11 p2 , •.• , Pq} E D[jJ. There is a tree T E 7j such that the maximal 

subtrees ofT have leaf sets Cp1 , Cp2 , ••• , Cpq. 

- -...... ---.... ~ 

. ... :c ·. 
:.. pq .: 
. . ..... 

Figure 27 : The tree T that has maximal subtrees with leaf sets Cp1 , Cp2 , ••• , Cpq. 
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Let Tj (Pb P2 1 ••• , Pq) be the set of such trees in Tj. A tree T is in Tj (Pit p2 , • . . , Pq) 

if and only if the subtree ofT with leaf set Cp1 is in 7;1 and the subtree ofT with 

leaf set Cp2 is in 7;2 and so on. Call these subtrees Tp1 , ••• , Tpq. It follows that 

n r(T) n r(CPll ... , Cpq) u r(TpJ U · · · u r(Tpq) 
TE7j (Pl ,p2 , ... ,pq) TE7j(pt,pz, ... ,pq) 

- r(Cpn ... , Cpq) U ( n r(SI)) U · · · U ( n r(Sq)) 
StE7P1 S9 E7;q 

from which the induction step gives 

n r(T) = r(Cpu ... , Cp
9

) U R[p1] U · · · U R[pq]· 
TE7j (pt,pz, ... ,pq) 

Likewise 

n f(T) =!(Cpu ... , Cpq) U F(p1) U · · · U F[pq]· 
TE7j (Pl ,pz, ... ,pq) 

Now for each tree T E Tj there is a unique tuple {p1 , •.• , Pq} E D[j] such that 

T E Tj(p1 , .•• ,pq). Hence 

Tj = u Tj(pl, ... ,pq) 
(Pt , ... ,pq )ED(j) 

from which we deduce 

n r(T) 
TE7j 

and 

n f(T) 
TE7j 

as required. D 

- (p,,. ~)ED[;] CE7j(p0,, .. ,p,) r(T)) 

n r(CPll ... , Cpq) U R(p1] U · · · u R[pq] 
(Pt , ... ,pq )ED(j] 

R[i] 

- (p,,. . ~)ED[;J CE7j(,O,, ... ,,/ (T)) 
n f(CPl' · .. , Cpq) U F[pt] U .. · U F(pq) 

(ph ... ,pq) ED(j] 

F[i] 
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The unrooted case 

Earlier on we showed that the Hunting for Trees algorithm for clusters can be trans

formed into an algorithm for unrooted trees and splits through the use of a operations 

ROOT(S, x) and UNROOT(C, x). We have just demonstrated how the rooted triples 

common to a the trees in /( C, d) can be recovered without explicitly constructing 

the entire set /( C, d). Suppose we are given a set of splits S and a number d ~ 3. 

We would really like to use the operation UNROOT( C, x) to transform the algorithm 

and solve the equivalent unrooted problem, that is, recover the quartets common 

to all the trees in I(S, d). Unfortunately this approach doesn't work, at least not 

without a few modifications. 

Fix r E L and put C = ROOT(S, r). Sort C and remove duplicates, giving 

an ordered set { C I, . . . , C K}. Order the set of splits S in the same way, giving 

s = { SI' ... ' s K}. Let 1i denote the set of d - 1 trees with leaf set ci and clusters 

in C. Given any tree T E 7i letT* be the unrooted tree with splits UNROOT(O"(T), r) 

where UNROOT is performed with respect to the leaf set L. Thus T* is equal to the 

tree T unrooted with a new leaf labelled by (L- Ci) attached to the old root. Put 

T;* = {T* : (3(T*) = UNROOT(O"(T), r), T E 'Ji}, then lK = /(S, d). If D[i] = 0 then 

put Q[i] = 0 otherwise put 

n 
(Pl , ... ,pq)ED(i] 

Theorem 4.11 Given any i = 1, ... , K, 

Q[iJ := n q(T). 
TET/ 

Proof 

Let's do proof by induction again, this time on i = 1, ... , K. The theorem is true 

for i = 1, assume true for i = 1, ... , j - 1. In the proof of Theorem 4.10 we let 

Tj (PI, ... , Pq) denote the set of trees in Tj with maximal clusters Cp1 , Cp2 , ••• , Cpq. 

The sets {Tj(pi, ... ,pq): {pi, ... ,pq} E D[j]} partition Tj. 

Define 

7j*(p1J ... ,pq) = {T*: (3(T*) = UNROOT(O"(T),r),T E Tj(pi, ... ,pq)} 

Then the sets { 7j* (PI, ... , Pq) : {p1, ... , Pq} E D[j]} partition 7j*. 
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Fix {Pb ... , Pq} E D[j] and choose T* E Tj*(pl, ... , Pq)· Let T be the corre

sponding tree in Tj(p1, ... ,pq) and let Tpu ... , Tpq be the maximal subtrees ofT. 

There are corresponding trees T;
1 

in T;:, T;
2 

in T;:, ... ,T;q in y;: (Figure 28). 

T* 

· ..... . . 

T 

/-~·· -1 
I / ', I / T 

T- · .. - Pq 
{1 I ," .. 

\ ' . 
. 1;1,·.' 

T - \ ,/ ..... 
11 -

Tl1 

.... , ) 
.... -1--~~ .... , 

; , r ' 1 I 
I \ ./'-' 
1 X-C11 1 .... - - ../ ~* 
' .... //x.rc' TP.! 

I - P.! I 
\ I .... __ .... 

Figure 28 : We choose a tree T* and construct the corresponding rooted tree T. The 

maximal subtrees of T, labelled Tp 1 , • • • , Tp
9 

, have unrooted equivalents r;t , ... , r;q . 

Now f3(T*) {Sj}U,B(T;Ju .. ·Uf3(T;q) so q(T*) = q(Sj)Uq(T;Ju· ··Uq(T;q). 
The trees in 1j(p1, ... ,pq) are formed by replacing the subtrees Tp; with any trees 

from T(Pi)· Hence in the unrooted case 

n q(T*) = q(Si) U ( n q(r)) U · · · u ( n q(r)) 
T* E7j* (PJ, ... ,pq) re'"T;1 rE'Tr;q 

which by the induction step gives 

n q(T*) = q(Si) u Q[JJt] u · .. u Q[pq]· 
T• E7j* (Plo··· ,pq) 
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Now 

n q(T) n n q(T) 
T*E~* {p1, ... ,pq}ED[j] T*ET*(p1, ... ,pq) 

q(sj) u n ( Q[p1J u ... u Q[pq]) 
{Pl,··· ,pq}ED[j] 

as required. D 

4.4.4 Automatic consensus trees 

Often a tree-building method returns more than one tree; sometimes lots and lots of 

trees. When this happens the standard remedy is using consensus methods to find 

a representative tree. Consensus methods are discussed more fully in Chapter 6. 

We have seen (above, Theorem 4.2) that the Hunting for Trees method sometimes 

produces an exponentially large number of solutions, even when we restrict our 

attention to maximum weight trees. But we needn't lose heart. We can actually 

calculate the strict consensus tree, the majority rule tree, and various maximum 

agreement subtrees without having to explicitly construct the exponentially large 

set of solution trees. 

The method for calculating the strict consensus tree and the majority rule tree 

follows from the counting algorithms in section 4.2.2. The number of trees in T( C, d) 

equals m(K], where CK is the cluster containing all the leaves. The strict consensus 

tree of the trees in T( C, d) is made up of those clusters appearing in all the trees, 

that is, the clusters Ci for which minc!(i] = m(K]. 

The majority rule tree for a profile T = {T1 , T2 , ... , Tk} contains those clusters 

that appear in more than k /2 trees. It follows that the majority rule tree for T( C, d) 

is made up of those clusters Ci such that minc!(i] > m(K]/2. 

In Chapter 6 we present algorithms for calculating the maximum agreement 

subtree (MAST), the maximum information agreement subtree (MIST) and the 

maximum triple set agreement subtree. The algorithms take a profile of trees as 

input, but then work with the set of rooted triples shared by all the trees, and the 

set of fans shared by all the trees. 
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The two sets 

R n r(T) 
TET(C,d) 

and 

F n f(T) 
TET(C,d) 

can be constructed directly from the decomposition tableD (section 4.4.3). We can 

calculate the maximum agreement subtrees for 7( C, d) from R and F and do not 

need to output all the trees. 

4.5 Application to Split Decomposition and Quar

tet Puzzling 

4.5.1 Split Decomposition 

Split decomposition is a technique for analysing distance data that was introduced 

by Bandelt and Dress in [11]. Given a distance function d on a finite set L we 

calculate those splits AlB of L for which 

is strictly positive. The quantity aA,B is called the isolation index of AlB. Put 

n = ILJ. There can be at most n2 such splits and these can be retrieved in polynomial 

time. 

Bandelt and Dress showed that for any distance function the set of splits with 

strictly positive isolation index satisfy what is called weak compatibility. Three 

splits A1IB1, A2!B2 and A3 jB3 are weakly compatible if at least one of the intersec

tions A1 n A2 n A3, A1 n B2 n B3 , B 1 n A2 n B3 , B 1 n B2 n A3 is empty [12]. A set 

of splits is weakly compatible if and only if every subset of three splits is weakly 

compatible. Given any set S of weakly compatible splits we can construct a distance 

for which the set of splits with strictly positive isolation index equals S. 

It was in the context of split decomposition and weakly compatible splits that 

the Hunting for Trees algorithm originated. Given a set of weakly compatible splits 

Show do we count the number of binary trees with splits inS? How do we extract 
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the binary tree with maximum summed weight? Both of these problems can be 

solved in polynomial time using the Hunting for Trees algorithms. There can, after 

all, be at most O(n2
) splits inS [11]. 

As before, we have a rooted equivalent of the problem. In this case the cor

responding set of clusters forms a weak hierarchy. A set of clusters C is a weak 

hierarchy if and only if for every three clusters X, Y, Z the intersection X n Y n Z 

equals at least one of X n Y or X n Z or Y n Z. It is not difficult to show that if 

r tj L then C is a weak hierarchy with leaf set L if and only if UNROOT( C, r) is a 

set of weakly compatible splits on L U {r} [10]. 

In the specific instance of weakly compatible splits or weak hierarchies we need 

to ask if we can do better than the Hunting for Trees algorithm. Is it possible to find 

not just the maximum weight d-tree, but the maximum weight tree? The following 

NP-completeness result indicates that this is probably not the case. 

MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE SUBSET OF WEAK HIERARCHY 

INSTANCE: Weak hierarchy H, number K. 

QUESTION: Is there a compatible subset C c H such that ICI ~ K? 

Theorem 4.12 The MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE SUBSET OF WEAK HIERAR

CHY is NP-complete. 

Proof 

The problem is clearly in NP. 

We transform INDEPENDENT SET on graphs without triangles (see [55]) to 

MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE SUBSET OF WEAK HIERARCHY using a technique 

closely related to the proof of the main result in [39]. Let G, K make up an arbitrary 

instance of INDEPENDENT SET such that G has no triangles. Let { vb ... , Vn} 

be the vertices of G and label the edges of G by e1, ..• , em. We create a collection 

of n clusters Ct, ... , Cn on leaf set {v1 , ... , Vn} U {e1 , ... , em} where 

Ci = {Vi} U { ej : the edge ej is adjacent to Vi }. 

No cluster contains another cluster and two clusters intersect if and only if the cor

responding vertices are adjacent. Hence the clusters are incompatible if and only 
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if the corresponding vertices are adjacent. Given any three clusters at least two 

of the corresponding vertices are not adjacent so at least two of the clusters are 

compatible. It follows that the clusters form a weak hierarchy. Furthermore a set 

of vertices forms an independent set in G if and only if the corresponding set of 

clusters is compatible. D 

A direct consequence of Theorem 4.12 is that the problem of finding a compatible 

subset of a given size in a weakly compatible set of splits is NP-hard . 

4. 5. 2 Quartet Puzzling 

There are some tree building techniques so computationally difficult that it is in

feasible to apply them to more than a few taxa at a time. Statistical geometry and 

complex model Maximum Likelihood are two examples [106]. How can we handle 

large taxa sets? One strategy is to construct trees on sets of four taxa and then 

assemble larger trees from these quartets. 

But then we encounter another problem: given a set of quartets Q, can we 

determine if there is a binary tree T such that q(T) ~ Q? In general this problem 

is NP-complete (FORBIDDEN QUARTETS in Appendix A). We show that the 

problem can be solved in polynomial time using the Hunting for Trees algorithms, 

provided that for every set of four leaves a, b, c, d at most two of abJcd, acJbd, adJbc 

are in Q. 

Let Q be such a set of quartets. We construct the set of splits Sq = {AlB : 

q(AIB) ~ Q} using an adaption of the weak hierarchies algorithm in [10}. 

Procedure QUARTETSPLITS(Q) 

1. Label .C(Q) as x1,x2, ... ,xk. 

2. St +- 0 
3. FOR i from 2 to k DO 

4. Si +- {{xi}J{xo, ... Xi-l}}U 

{AU {xi}JB: AlB E Si-l and xiajb1b2 E Q for all a E A, b1, b2 E B} 

5. END(FOR) 

6. RETURN SQ = Sk 

END. 
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Algorithm 12 : QuARTETSPLITS 

It follows from [12] that any set S of splits is weakly compatible if and only if 

UAIBEsq(AIB) contains at most two quartets on the same four leaves. The set of 

quartets Sq ={AlB : q(AIB) ~ Q} must therefore be weakly compatible and each 

partial sets of splits sl, Sz, ... 'sk in the algorithm QUARTETSPLITS must also be 

weakly compatible. Hence the algorithm runs in polynomial time, and the size of Sq 

is O(n2 ). Applying the Hunting for Trees algorithm to Sq we obtain a polynomial 

time solution to the following problem: 

INSTANCE Set of quartets Q on leaf set L such that for every {a, b, c, d} ~ L at 

most two of ablcd, aclbd and adlbc are in Q. 
QUESTION Is there a binary tree T such that q(T) ~ Q? 

Alternatively, for fixed d we can ask whether there is ad-tree T with q(T) ~ Q. 

4.6 Quartet Compatibility 

Determining compatibility of a set of quartets is an NP-complete problem [101] so 

we do not expect to find an efficient algorithm to solve it. Earlier, in section 2.4.3 of 

Chapter 2, we sketched various exponential time algorithms for the problem. The 

rationale behind this approach was to develop techniques that work as quickly as 

possible, even if they don't have polynomial time complexity. 

Here we introduce another technique for determining quartet compatibility, one 

that takes advantage of the Hunting for Trees algorithms. At the end of section 2.4.2 

in Chapter 2 we noted that determining whether there was a split not contradicted 

by a set of quartets is easy when the set of quartets is compatible. We need only 

check all splits with two leaves on one side. We combine this observation with the 

following result to generate trees that extend Q. 

Theorem 4.13 Suppose that AlB E (J(T) forTE< Q >. If AlB is non-trivial then 

there are splits A'IB' and A"IB" in CS(Q) such that A= A' U A" and A' n A"= 0. 
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Proof 

We can assume that Tis binary, because we could just take a binary tree in < Q > 
that refines T. Let e be the edge in T corresponding to AlB and let v be the end

point of e closest to the leaves in A. The remaining two edges adjacent to v give 

the splits A'IB' and A"IB" as required. D 

The following algorithm constructs a decomposition table D such that the set of 

trees T(D) that can be extracted from D equals the set of binary trees in < Q >. 
Let L be the leaf set of Q and put n = ILl. We build up a list of clusters C ~ 

ROOT(CS(Q), r) and a decomposition tableD for the clusters in C. The list C and 

tableD are initially empty. 

Procedure BUILDTREE(Q) 

1. Fix r E L 

2 . FOR x in L - { r} DO 

3. Add the entry {x} to the end of C 
4. END(FOR) 

5. i+--2 

6. REPEAT UNTIL i is greater than the number of entries inC 

7 . FOR j from 1 to i - 1 DO 

8. IF C[i] n C[j] = 0 THEN 

9. If C[i] U C[j] = C[k] for some k THEN 

10. Append { i, j} to D[k] 
11. ELSE 

12. Append the entry C[i] U C[j] to the end of C and put (i, j) in 

the corresponding row of D. 
13. END(IF-ELSE) 

14. END(IF) 

15. END (FOR) 

16. i+-i+1 

17. END(REPEAT) 

END. 

Algorithm 13 : BUILDTREE 
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The correctness of the algorithm is a simple consequence of Theorem 4.13. To 

count and extract the binary trees in < Q > we need only apply the algorithms 

COUNTTREES and GETSUBCOLLECTIONS to the decomposition table D. 

4.7 Application to large data sets- human mtDNA 

4.7.1 Framework for investigation 

As an illustration we apply the above algorithms to the 135 human mitochondrial 

DNA sequences of Vigilant et al. [111]. It was originally argued that the data sup

ported an African origin for homo sapiens. The methodology of [111] was criticised 

by a number of people [108, 62, 74], although Penny et al. [90] have subsequently 

found further support for the "Out of Africa" hypothesis. We are concerned here 

not with the position of the root but with the branching structure of the phylogeny. 

The above analyses of the human mitochondrial DNA data all used parsimony 

criterion to assess trees. In contrast we assess trees by the number of characters they 

use from the data set, where the search is restricted to those trees with bounded 

vertex degree and edges all supported by characters from the input. We make only 

a preliminary investigation, our main purpose is to demonstrate the potential of the 

algorithm. 

It was observed in [90] (see also [62]) that all of the most parsimonious trees 

found shared three properties: 

1. The 16 !Kung sequences together with the Naron sequence are grouped to

gether. 

2. Sequences 1-48, together with the Naron sequence are grouped together. 

3. All major lineages occur in Africa, but only a subset occur in the rest of the 

world 

These observations are used in [90] to reject the multi-regional model of human 

development. We wish to examine if these properties hold for trees returned by our 

algorithm. 
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4.7.2 Analysis of the entire set 

The original data set contains 135 mtDNA sequences, each sequence being 131 sites 

long. We discarded those characters with missing entries. Appending the trivial 

splits and discarding the nine characters with three or four states, we obtained a set 

of 192 distinct splits. It would be interesting in future to employ more sophisticated 

methods of extracting binary characters from DNA sequences. 

A binary tree with 135 leaves contains 267 splits, so the set could not possibly 

contain a set of characters that defines a binary tree. Indeed we would not even 

expect the data to contain all the splits of any tree with a small bound on the vertex 

degree. This was verified when the algorithm was run on the data set. There were no 

trees found, even when trees with maximum vertex degree seven were searched for, 

indicating that the data set does not readily support highly resolved trees. Longer 

sequences are required before our method can be used to analyse all 135 sequences 

at once. We must therefore restrict our attention to smaller subsets of taxa. 

4.7.3 Testing the placement of the !Kung sequences 

To examine whether trees returned by the algorithm satisfied property 1, we used a 

taxa set containing the 16 !Kung sequences, the Naron sequence, and one sequence 

from each of the remaining ten racial groups, the sequences selected randomly within 

each group. If property 1 holds then we would expect the !Kung sequences to be 

grouped together in the maximum weight tree. 

All of the characters in the reduced data set had two or fewer states. We dis

carded those characters with missing entries, giving a set of 108 characters, 56 of 

which were constant. Adding the 27 trivial characters, and removing duplicates, we 

obtained a set of 52 binary characters. The algorithm quickly found 18 different 

trees with maximum vertex degree eight and splits contained in this data set. There 

were no trees with maximum vertex degree seven and splits in the data set. We 

increased the degree bound to nine and the algorithm found a further 94 trees. 

The 52 binary characters were then weighted by the number of times each char

acter appeared in the original set of 108 characters. There was a unique maximum 

weight tree. When the constant characters were included, this tree contained 91 

(out of 108) characters of the original set. We present this tree below (Figure 29). 
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.. ················· ··············· 

... ···· Ku12 ········· ... 

Ku7 
AAIOO 

WPI NG108 

... ·· 

EP4 ./··· Na76 
He56 

Ha83 

Ku18 

···· ... 
····· ... 

·· ... Ku17 Ku16 
··· .... . ..... ·· 

Figure 29 : The maximum weight tree for a set of mtDNA sequences containing all !Kung 

sequences, the Naron sequence, and one sequence from each of the remaining racial groups. The 

taxa are numbered as in (111]. The codes for racial groups are AA (Afroamerican), Ai (Asian), 

EP (Eastern Pygmy), Eu (European), Ha (Hadza), He (Herero), Ku (!Kung), Na (Naron), NG 
(New Guinean), WP (Western Pygmy), Yo (Yoruban). 

The tree is only partially resolved, with a central vertex of degree nine. The 

!Kung sequences do not form a cluster in the tree but they do make up a central 

group. 

4.7.4 Testing the placement of the African sequences 

We then chose a set of 32 sequences that were widely spread within each published 

phylogeny to test whether the maximum weight trees satisfy properties 2 and 3. 

Once again characters with missing sites or more than three states were discarded, 

the trivial characters added and duplicates removed. After several hours of processor 

time, the algorithm found 516 trees with maximum vertex degree nine and splits in 
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the data set. 

Again, there was a unique maximum weight tree. It was supported by 80 (out of 

136) characters (Figure 30 below). This is a considerably smaller proportion of the 

data set than for the previous example, indicating a greater level of uncertainty. 

WP! AA3 
EP5 

NG134 
Yol03 Kull 

Ail26 

Kul3 

NG125 

AA33 

NGllO 

WP43 

Ai90 Na76 
EP66 

WP44 

EP70 

Figure 30 : The maximum weight tree for another set of mtDNA sequences. The taxa are 

numbered as in (111], and African sequences are marked by hollow vertices. The codes for racial 
groups are AA (Afroamerican), Ai (Asian), EP (Eastern Pygmy), Eu (European), Ha (Hadza), He 

(Herero), Ku (!Kung), Na (Naron), NG (New Guinean), WP (Western Pygmy), Yo (Yoruban). 

The sequences of this set with indices less than 49 formed a cluster in this tree, 

so the maximum weight tree is consistent with property 2 except for the placement 

of the Naron sequence (Na76). There is a split in the data set (44th site) separating 

Ku11, Ku13, Ku17 and Na76 from the other sequences, but there is no tree with 

maximum vertex degree nine and splits in the data set that contains this split. It is 

interesting to note that the Naron sequence appears in a variety of different positions 

in published phylogenies (see [62, 108, 111]). 

We do not have information about where to position the root in the tree so we 
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cannot tell what the major lineages are. However one consequence of property 3 

is that the tree should have a group comprising exclusively of African sequences, a 

group containing both African and non-African sequences, and no group containing 

exclusively non-African sequences. This is clearly satisfied by the maximum weight 

tree in Figure 30. Hence the maximum weight tree is consistent with property 3. 

It is interesting to note the differences in structure between this tree and the 

phylogeny of Vigilant et al. [111]. The tree in Figure 30 bears closer resemblance 

to the more parsimonious phylogenies given in [62] and [111]. 

There is considerable potential for further analysis of this data set using these 

methods. In particular, different character weightings and different techniques for 

extracting binary characters could be used. Unfortunately all analyses will be limited 

by the lack of resolution in the human mtDNA data set. It was this lack of resolution 

that forced us to use only some of sequences at a time. This problem is not unique 

to our approach but is faced by all studies tackling the human mtDNA data set. 



Chapter 5 

Hunting for Trees- Distance Data 

5.1 Introduction 

There are two broad categories of tree-building methods. The previous chapter was 

devoted to methods in the first category, those starting with discrete character data. 

We now venture into the second category: methods that build trees from distance 

data. 

Distance measures are used throughout phylogenetics. They are used to estimate 

the similarity between two sequences or the amount of mutation needed to transform 

one sequence into the other. One source of data, DNA hybridization, provides 

distance data directly. 

If we assign positive weights to the edges of a leaf labelled tree then we obtain 

a natural distance measure between leaves in the tree, or indeed between any two 

vertices in the tree. The distance between two vertices is equal to the summed 

weights of the edges on the path between them. Distance functions that arise this 

way are called additive, and can be easily characterised. Note that a distance 

function for a set Lis any function d: L x L -t R such that d(x, y) = d(y, x) and 

d(x, x) = 0, for all x, y E L. 

The tree building problem is then, in essence, an inverse problem. Given a dis

tance function, find the tree and set of edge weights giving a leaf to leaf distance that 

best approximates the input distance. There are many different criterion for assess

ing which approximation is 'best', and many more different methods for constructing 

possible trees. 

113 
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The tree building problem divides into two parts: constructing the tree and de

termining the edge weights. One standard method for the second part is ordinary 

least squares, an approach first introduced into phylogenetics by Cavalli-Sforza and 

Edwards (30]. There have been various efficient algorithms proposed for this calcu

lation [97, 110, 95]. We describe an even faster algorithm, one that is in fact time 

optimal. 

We combine this algorithm for calculating edge weights with the Hunting for 

Trees algorithms of Chapter 4 to solve a useful variant of the Minimum Evolution 

Trees Problem. Given a set of splits S we can find a binary tree with the smallest 

minimum evolution score over all binary trees T such that f3(T) ~ S. This result not 

only provides a tree building technique that combines distance data and character 

data but also leads to substantial speed-ups on local search minimum evolution tree 

methods. 

5.2 Trees to Distances and Back 

5.2.1 Three and four point conditions 

Let T be a tree with leaves labelled by elements of L and edges with real valued 

weights. To find the distance between two leaves in the tree we sum up the weights 

of the edges along the unique path connecting them. We will be using p to denote 

leaf to leaf distance functions and d to denote general distance functions. 

When the edge weights of a tree are all non-negative the resulting distance func

tion on L is a metric and is said to be additive. Additive metrics can be charac

terised using a four point condition [28, 99]: given any four points a, b, c, d E L we 

have 

Suppose that there is a vertex v in T that is equidistant from all the leaves in the 

tree. Rooting the tree at v will give a dendrogram. Any leaf to leaf metric in such 

a tree is called ultrametric. These metrics are characterised by the three point 

condition: 

dac::; max( dab, dbc) 

where a, b and care any three points in L [32]. 
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There is a generalisation of additive metrics where we allow the edges in the 

tree to take on negative values. The resulting distance functions in this case are 

characterised by the simple condition that for any four points a, b, c, d at least two 

of 

are equal [13]. We call this the generalised four point condition. 

We show that an analogous result holds when we allow negative edges in the 

ultrametric case. 

Theorem 5.1 A given distance function d equals the leaf to leaf distance in a den

drogram with possibly negative edge weights if and only if d satisfies the generalised 

four point condition and given any three points a, b, c at least two of 

are equal. In such a case there is a unique dendrogram with non-zero edges that 

realizes d. 

Proof 

Let T be a dendrogram with edge weights that might be negative. By considering the 

unrooted equivalent ofT we see that the leaf to leaf distance function ofT must be a 

generalised additive metric so therefore satisfies the generalised four point condition. 

Let v be the root ofT and let lea( a, b) denote the lowest common ancestor of a and b. 

The path from a to v passes through lea( a, b) so the distance from a to v equals the 

distance from a to lea( a, b) plus the distance from lea( a, b) to v. The same applies 

for b, so we must have that the distance from a to lea( a, b) equals the distance 

from b to lea( a, b). Given any three points a, b, c at least two of the lowest common 

ancestors of a and b, or a and e, or b and e, are equal. It follows that the three point 

condition holds. 

Conversely, suppose that d is a distance function on a set L that satisfies the 

generalised four point condition and the generalised three point condition. Choose 

an arbitrary real number A and a new leaf v. Let d be the distance function defined 

on L U {v} defined by 
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• d(x, y) = d(x, y) for all x, y E L 

• d(x,v) = d(v,x) =A for all x E L 

• d(v,v) = 0. 

We show that d satisfies the generalised four point condition. 

Given any four points a, b, c, dE L at least two of dab+ dcd, dac + dbd, dad+ dbc are 

equal, since d = d on L and d satisfies the generalised four point condition. Given 

any three points a, b, c E L we have dab + dcv = dab + A and dac + dbv = dac + A and 

dbc + dav = dbc + A so at least two of these are equal since d satisfies the three point 

condition. The same holds if two, three or four of the four points equal v. 

Since d satisfies the generalised four point condition it equals the leaf to leaf 

distance of a unique tree T [13]. Root the tree Tat the internal vertex adjacent to 

v. The leaf v is distance A from all the other leaves so the internal vertex adjacent 

to v is equidistant to all of the leaves in L. If we remove the leaf v then we have a 

dendrogram which has a leaf to leaf distance function equal to d. Uniqueness follows 

from the uniqueness ofT. D 

Note that if d satisfies the generalised three point condition then it does not 

necessarily satisfy the generalised four point condition. Consider d defined by dab = 

dac = dbc = 1' dbd = dcd = dad = 2. 

5. 2. 2 Making a space for trees 

It is often convenient to represent a given distance function d by a vector in ~Cil. 

This is the approach taken throughout the remainder of this chapter. In this repre

sentation trees correspond to subspaces of ~(2), subspaces with dimension equal to 

the number of edges in the tree. 

Given a split AlB let 6AIB be the distance function defined by 

s:- ( ) { 1 if x and y on different sides of the split AlB 
UAIB x, y = 

0 otherwise 

This is called the split metric for AlB [28]. The leaf to leaf distance function p 

of a tree is equal to a linear combination of the split metrics corresponding to edges 
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in the tree: 

p(x, y) = I: .\AJBOAJB(x, y) 
AJBEt)(T) 

where the coefficients AAJB are the respective edge lengths [28]. 
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In vector representation the vectors corresponding to the split metrics of a tree 

T span the space of leaf to leaf distance functions on T. We therefore represent a 

tree as a matrix A, called the topological matrix for T, with columns equal to 

the split metric vectors of splits in T. The space of leaf to leaf distance functions 

for T is then the span of A, and if b is a vector of edge lengths then the leaf to leaf 

distance function pis given by p = Ab. 

Suppose that T is a tree with non-zero real weighted edges and leaf to leaf metric 

p. If wxiyz is a quartet, then wxiyz E q(T) implies 

Pwy + Pxz = Pwz + Pxy 

To each quartet wxiyz we associate the subspace SwxJyz of ?J(G) defined by 

SwxJyz = { d: dwy + dxz = dwz + dxy}· 

If pis the leaf to leaf metric ofT then wxiyz E q(T) implies p E SwxJyz· This leads 

to a necessary condition for compatibility that would be unlikely to originate from 

a combinatorial characterisation of the problem. 

Theorem 5.2 lfQ is a compatible set of quartets then the dimension ofnwxJyzEQ SwxJyz 

is at least 2n- 3. 

Proof 

If Q is compatible then there is a binary tree T in < Q >. If we assign any real 

weights to the edges of T then the resulting leaf to leaf distance function will still 

be contained in nwxjyzEQ SwxJyz. 0 

What if Q contains exactly one quartet for every set of four leaves w, x, y, z E L? 

Determining compatibility in this case is easy. We can also construct the Bunemann 

quartet tree for Q: the tree with splits AlB such that q(AIB) ~ Q (see section 2.4.1, 

page 26). This Bunemann tree arises mysteriously from our geometric characterisa

tion: 
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Theorem 5.3 Let Q be a set of quartets such that for every set of four leaves there 

is exactly one quartet on that leaf set. Then 

equals the subspace corresponding to the Bunemann quartet tree for Q. 

Proof 

Let BQ be the Bunemann quartet tree for Q. 

Choose wxlyz E Q. We wish to show that the subspace of distance functions 

corresponding to BQ is contained in Swxlyz· Let p be a leaf to leaf distance function 

given by an edge weighting of BQ. Since p is tree-like, at least two of Pwx + Pyz, 

Pwy + Pxz, Pwz + Pxy are equal. If Pwy + Pwz # Pwz + Pxy then either Pwx + Pyz = 

Pwy + Pxz # Pwz + Pxy, in which case wzlxy E q(BQ) or Pwx + Pyz = Pwz + Pxy # 
Pwy + Pxz, in which case wylxz E q(BQ)· In either case we obtain a contradiction 

since q(BQ) ~ Q and Q contains at exactly one quartet for each set of four leaves. 

Hence Pwy + Pwz = Pwz + Pxy and p E Swxlyz. 

Conversely, suppose that dis a distance function in nwxlyzEQ Swxlyz· Given any 

four points w, x, y, z, at least two of dwx + dyz, dwy + dxz, dwz + dxy are equal. Hence 

d is the leaf to leaf distance function of some tree T with non-zero weighted edges 

[13]. We want to show that T :s) BQ so that dis a leaf to leaf distance function for 

BQ with some edge weighting. 

Let AlB be a split ofT. For all a1, a2 E A and b1, b2 E B we have da1b1 + da2b2 = 
da 1 b2 + da2 b1 =I= da 1a2 + db 1b2 and so necessarily we have a1a2lb1b2 E Q. Hence 

q(AIB) ~ Q and AlB E (J(BQ)· By Theorem 1 (1) of [42], T :s! TBQ· D 

5.2.3 Tree building methods 

It is our intention here to give a broad overview of distance based tree building 

methods. More detailed surveys can be found in [84, 107]. 

Exhaustive Search 

To conduct an exhaustive search one generates all possible trees on a set of leaves 

and then evaluates each tree according to some optimality criterion. This approach 
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is generally not feasible due to the large number of possible trees. 

Clustering based methods 

Many of the early methods of tree building were borrowed from cluster analysis. The 

basic idea is to start with n clusters, each containing a single taxa, find the two that 

are closest together by some criterion and combine these two clusters into one. The 

process is repeated until only three clusters remain, at which point the tree clusters 

are joined to a single vertex and the tree is constructing branching outwards from 

that point. 

Examples of this approach are the Neighbourliness (ST) Method [97], the Neigh

bour Joining method (NJ) [96] and the Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arith

metic Means (UPGMA) [100] which happens to be identical to the clustering algo

rithm presented by Fitch and Margoliash [54]. 

Leaf addition methods 

These algorithms begin with a three leaf tree. At each step a new leaf is added in 

a position that optimises some criterion. Examples are the Distance Wagner Tree 

[51] and the modification described by Faith [48]. 

Progressive modification of distances 

The methods in this class do not build up intermediary trees during construction. 

They use a measure of how additive or tree-like the distance function is then pro

gressively perturbate the function to improve this measure. The measure itself can 

be taken, for example, to be the amount that the distance function violates the four 

point condition [56]. 

5.2.4 Optimisation Criterion 

There is little point designing a method for tree building without having some mea

sure of how 'good' the resulting tree is. We describe three such criteria. 
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Closest Tree 

One common optimisation criterion is to measure the error, or discrepancy, between 

the distances in the tree and the original distance function. There are several mea

sures available. Swofford et al. [106] describe four standard measures that all have 

the form 

E- '""""W· ·ld·. - p· ·Ia - ~ tJ tJ tJ 
i<j 

where d is the original distance, p is the distance in the tree, w is some weighting 

function, and a = 1 or 2. 

When Wij = 1 and a = 2 we get ordinary least squares. Day [37] showed that 

this optimisation problem was NP-hard, as well as the other standard variants. 

Minimum Evolution 

Once we know the tree we can apply several standard algorithms to calculate optimal 

edge lengths. The most common are ordinary least squares (OLS), weighted least 

squares (WLS) and generalised least squares ( GLS), all of which we discuss in section 

5.3. 

The Minimum Evolution method presumes that we have selected a method for 

approximating edge length. The Minimum Evolution score or ME score of a 

particular tree is then the sum of the edge weights calculated. The aim is to find 

the tree with the smallest score. 

Minimum evolution has recently gained popularity through work by Rzhetsky 

and Nei [94, 95] though the criterion was actually introduced by Cavalli-Sforza and 

Edwards [30] (see [106]). The score in [30] equalled the sum of the absolute values 

of the edge weights in the tree. 

Simulation criterion 

By far the most popular means to assess a method is by simulation tests. A 'true' 

tree is chosen and then distance data is generated from this tree, usually by some 

form of stochastic process. The various tree building methods are assessed by how 

often they return the true true, and how much the reconstructed trees differ from 

the true tree. 
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5.3 Estimating Edge Lengths 

The problem of finding the additive distance function that minimises the sum of 

squares error between the tree distance function and a given distance function is 

NP-hard [37]. However, if we are already given the tree to use, then the optimal 

edge weights can be found in polynomial time. This applies not only to ordinary 

least squares, but weighted least squares and generalised least squares criterion. 

The standard approach for finding closest trees or minimum evolution trees is to 

construct all trees, estimate the edge lengths for each one, and then choose the closest 

tree or shortest tree respectively. This is somewhat impractical with more than a 

small number of taxa, so people usually just evaluate a large subset of trees. In any 

case it is important that the edge estimation technique runs as fast as possible. We 

describe here O(n3) time algorithms for the ordinary least squares and weighted least 

squares methods and an optimal time O(n4) algorithm for generalised least squares 

where the inverse of the covariance matrix V is calculated during pre-processing. 

In section 5.4 we describe an even faster O(n2) time algorithm for ordinary least 

squares estimation. 

5.3.1 Estimation criteria 

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 

The problem: we are given an unrooted tree T with leaf set L and we want to 

assign weights to the edges of T so that the leaf to leaf metric of T most closely 

approximates a given metric d, the measure of approximation being the sum of 

squares distance. In terms of our earlier notation (section 5.2.2), we want to find b 

that minimises 

(Ab- d)T (Ab- d) 

where the elements of b may take on negative values. 

The problem was apparently first introduced, and solved, by Cavalli-Sforza and 

Edwards [30]. Straightforward projection theory gives the solution 

but direct application of this formula leads to an inefficient algorithm with com

plexity O(n4). Sattath and Tversky [97] propose a more efficient method, though 
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leave out the details. It seems reasonable to conclude from their description that the 

method they used is the same as the O(n3 ) method described explicitly by Rzhet

sky and Nei [95]. Formulae for calculating edge lengths have also been developed 

by Vach [109] (see also [110]). 

Weighted Least Squares (WLS) 

The weighted least squares method for calculating edge lengths involves the min

imisation of the function 

f(b) = (Ab- d)TW(Ab- d) 

where vV is a given diagonal matrix with strictly positive entries on the diagonal 

and b can have negative entries [106]. The minimum is given directly by the formula 

If we use standard matrix multiplication then this vector can be calculated in 

O(n4 ) time. We show in section 5.3.3 that this bound can be improved to O(n3
) 

time. 

Generalised Least Squares (GLS) 

The function to be minimised when using generalised least squares is 

f(b) = (Ab- dfV- 1(Ab- d) 

where V, and hence v-1 is a strictly positive definite symmetric matrix and b can 

have negative entries (106]. The direct solution is 

Now v is an (~) X (2) matrix so calculating v-1 takes O(n6 ) time. It must be 

remembered that this calculation is performed only once for each data set, whereas 

the edge weight calculation is repeated for every tree assessed. Therefore we assume 

that this inverse has been computed during preprocessing, before the execution of 

the edge weights algorithm. Even without calculating the inverse the above formula 

for b still takes O(n5) time to compute. 
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Procedure CALCULATEAD (T, d) 

1. Calculate 6[d directly for all external edges. 

2. REPEAT UNTIL 6[ d has been calculated for all i = 1, ... , I,B(T) I 

3. Choose an internal vertex x such that exactly one of the 

adjacent edges has not had its 6[d value calculated. Let ~ 

be the index of this edge and let j 1 , ... ,jm be the indices 

of the remaining adjacent edges. For each 

4. 

a = i,i!,j2 , •.• ,jm let Ca be the set of leaves on the other 

side of edge a from x (Figure 31). 

6[ d +-~ 61 d - 2 ~ ~ dab 
k k<l aECik ,bECJt 

5. END(REPEAT) 

6. END. 

Algorithm 14: CALCULATEAD 

Ct 
:········: 

• ... • 

Cm' ... • 

Figure 31 : Edge i with its adjacent edges and subtrees. 
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5.3.2 The first speed-up: calculating AT d 

Let T be a tree, not necessarily binary, and let A be the topological matrix for 

T (as defined on page 117). Let d be the distance function that we are trying to 

estimate. All of our edge length methods require the calculation of AT d. If we use 

standard matrix multiplication then calculating AT d takes O(n3 ) operations, which 

is not surprising since A itself has O(n3
) entries. We show that AT d can be computed 

in O(n2
) time when we are given the tree T as input instead of its topological matrix 

A. 

The columns of A are equal to vectors of split metrics, denoted 61, ... , 61.B(T)I, so 

the ith entry of AT d equals 6[ d (see page 117). Procedure CALCULATEAd (Algo

rithm 14) calculates 6[d for all i = 1, ... , LB(T)I. 

We first prove that the algorithm works and then that it works in O(n2
) time. 

We thank Professor Andreas Dress for an observation enabling the simplification of 

the proof of Theorem 5.5. 

Theorem 5.4 The algorithm CALCULATEAD correctly calculates 6[ d for all i = 

1,2, ... ,LB(T)I. 

Proof 

We assume that the tree T is binary since the proof for the non-binary case is 

essentially the same (though messier). 

\ ... :, jl 

· .. ' . 
• ' 1 .... ·. -- .... · .. c 

•• ,. ............. i .· / .. . 
• . · / . 

....... / .h 

~- ... · 

Figure 32 : A pictorial representation of the relationship between 8T d, 8'£ d and 8'hd. The 

sum 8T d is represented by the dashed lines. 
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The algorithm calculates the values for external edges correctly. Suppose we have 

the situation as in Figure 32 where the values c5'J: d and 6hd have been calculated 

correctly. Now 6[ d equals the sum of all the distances going from one side of the 

split to the other. Hence 

L dab+ L dab 
aEGh ,bEG; aEGh ,bEG; 

I: dab + I: -2 ( I: dab) 
aEGh ,bE(G;UGh) aEGh ,bE(G;UGh) aEGh ,bEGh 

6h d + 6h d - 2 ( L dab) 
aEGh,bEGh 

as required.· 0 

Theorem 5.5 Given a tree T and distance vector d we can calculate the vector AT d 

in time 0 ( n 2 ), where A is the topological matrix ofT. 

We have shown that the algorithm CALCULATEAd correctly calculates AT d. It 

remains to show that the algorithm completes in O(n2) time. 

If 6i corresponds to a trivial split then the vector has exactly n - 1 ones. Hence 

6[ d can be calculated in O(n) time and calculating 6[ d for all the trivial splits takes 

O(n2) time. 

The loop in lines 2 to 5 iterates once for every edge in T, that is, O(n) times. 

Within iteration the sum in line 4 

L:6~d 
k 

takes at most O(n) time. The second part of line 4: 

could potentially take O(n2
) time per iteration. However the total amount of time 

taken by this calculation over all the iterations is O(n2), the reason being that each 

individual distance dab is added at most once. Hence the entire algorithm takes 

O(n2 ) time. 0 
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5.3.3 Fast algorithms for OLS, WLS and GLS 

Ordinary least squares 

Edge lengths under 018 are given by the projection formula 

Using standard matrix multiplication this calculation takes O(n4) time, where n 

is the number of leaves in the tree. We can speed things up using the procedure 

0ALCULATEAd (Algorithm 14, page 123). 

By Theorem 5.5 we can compute AT din O(n2) time. For each column 8i of A 

we can calculate AT8i in O(n2) time, so AT A can be computed in O(n3) time. The 

inversion takes O(n3) time so the entire calculation can be completed in O(n3) time. 

We can go even faster. In section 5.4 we describe an optimal O(n2) time algo

rithm. 

Weighted least squares 

Edge lengths under WL8 are given by the projection formula 

Using standard matrix multiplication this calculation takes O(n4) time. Once again, 

a speed-up is possible. 

Working from right to left, we can calculate W din O(n2) time, assuming that 

the input contains only the diagonal elements of W. The vector ATW d can then be 

calculated in O(n2) time using the CALCULATEAD algorithm. 

The matrix (W A) is equal to A with the rows scaled, so can be calculated in 

O(n3) time. We can then calculate AT(W A) by applying the algorithm CALCU

LATEAD to each of the O(n) columns of (W A), so that ATvV A is calculated in 

O(n3
) time. This matrix is n x n so its inverse can be calculated in O(n3 ) time. 

Therefore the vector b of edge lengths can be retrieved in O(n3) time. This method 

works for binary and non-binary trees. 

We have good reason to believe that the O(n2) time speed-up for 018 in section 

5.4 does not extend to weighted least squares. The 018 formulas takes advantage 

of symmetries that disappear with the introduction of a scaling matrix liV. 
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Generalised least squares 

Edge lengths under GLS are given by the projection formula 

Using standard matrix multiplication this calculation takes O(n5) time. vVe show 

how to do it in O(n4
) time. 

We begin by using O(n2) applications of CALCULATEAD to construct ATV-1 = 
(V-1 A)Y. Then ATV-1d takes a further O(n3 ) operations, and O(n2) more appli

cations of CALCULATEAD gives (ATV- 1 A). 

The matrix ATV-1 A is of size n x n so the inversion takes O(n3 ) time, giving a 

total time complexity of O(n4). This is time optimal because there are O(n4) entries 

in v-1, none of which are redundant. 

One useful improvement to this algorithm would be a technique that somehow 

bypassed the need to calculate v-1 . This would not, as explained above, accelerate 

the evaluation of each tree. 

5.4 An unusually fast algorithm for OLS 

In section 5.3.3 we described a fast algorithm for calculating edge lengths under 

OLS. It takes O(n3 ) time, which is the same time complexity as existing algorithms 

[97, 109, 95]. In this section we describe an optimal O(n2
) time algorithm. 

Let T be an edge weighted tree with n leaves and let p be the leaf to leaf distance 

function ofT. Given an edge ei with corresponding split AilBi, define 

Pi= L Pxy· 
xEA;,yEB; 

Thus Pi= 6[ p, where c5i is the split metric associated with AilBi· 

In section 5.4.2 and section 5.4.3 we derive formulae for the length of an edge 

eo in terms of Po = cS'[p, the values {c5[p : ei is adjacent to e0 }, and the numbers 

of leaves in the subtrees branching off edge e0 . The formulae enable the calculation 

of an edge length in O(n) time. Thus Pi = c5[ d and we can calculate all the edge 

lengths in O(n2
) time, once we know the values Pi. 

Arrange the edge length formula b = (AT A)-1 AT d to give 

AT(Ab) =AT d, 
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that is, 

where p is the leaf to leaf distance function when edges are weighted according to 

OLS. The ith row is 

Hence we can calculate the values Pi in O(n2
) time using procedure CALCULATEAd 

(Algorithm 14). 

Onward, then, to the edge formulae. First we derive matrix inversion formulae 

used when calculating edge lengths. 

5.4.1 Speeding up matrix inversion 

Our fast algorithm for calculating edges under ordinary least squares requires the 

inversion of the matrix X= (nN-1 - 2I + U) where U is an m x m matrix of ones 

(m 2:: 3) and N is a diagonal matrix with strictly positive integer entries that sum to 

n. We will prove that this matrix is always invertible and derive efficient formulae 

for the inverse. We solve this subproblem here so as not to interrupt the flow of the 

edge length derivations in the following section. 

The matrix X is the sum of a diagonal matrix (nN-1 - 21) and a matrix of ones 

U. The inverses of such matrices, when they exist, can be completely characterised. 

Theorem 5.6 Let D be ann x n diagonal matrix and let U be then x n matrix 

of ones. If D has no zeros on the diagonal then put "" = 1 + 2.::?=1 D
1
..• The matrix .. 

(U +D) is invertible if and only if K =I= 0, in which case 

(U + D)-1 = _I._D-1uD-1 + D-1 . 
K, 

If D has one zero on the diagonal, say at position (n, n) then (U +D) is invertible 

and 

1/Dn 0 0 -1/Dn 

0 1jD22 0 -1jD22 

(U + D)-1 = 0 0 

-1/Dn -1/ D22 
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where K, = 1 + I:f~11 D
1 
... 
" 

If D has two or more zeros on the diagonal then (D + U) is not invertible. 

Proof 

First consider the case when D has no zeros on the diagonal, so D-1 exists. The 

(i,j) entry of D-1uD-1 equals D··b .. , so 
n JJ 

and D-1uD-1U = (K,- 1)D-1U. 

If K, =f. 0 then 

1 1 1 1 
-(-+-+···+-) 
Dii Du D22 Dnn 
1 

- -(K, -1) 
Dii 

- (K,- 1)(D-1U)ii 

1 
( --D-1UD-1 + D-1)(U +D) 

K, 
- _}:_D-1UD-1U- }:_D-1U + D-1U +I 

K, K, 

However if K, = 0 then 

_]:_(K,- 1)D-1U- }:_D-1U + D-1u +I 
K, K, 

(-1 + ]:_- ]:_ + 1)D-1U +I 
K, K, 

I. 

D-1u D-1u + D-1u 

(K,- 1)D-1U + D-1u 
0, 

and since D-1u D-1 =1- 0 the matrix (U +D) is not invertible. 

Consider now the case when D has one zero on the diagonal. We can assume 

that this zero is in position (n, n) because we could otherwise just exchange rows and 

columns. The proof of invertibility, and of the inverse, is just a matter of multiplying 

the matrix given by (U +D). 

Finally, if D has more than two zeros on the diagonal then (U +D) would have 

two rows the same and would therefore not be invertible. D 
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In the specific case of the matrix X = (nN- 1 - 21 + U) we have X = U + D 

where D = nN-1 - 21. Let n1 , ... , nm be the diagonal entries of N. For the purpose 

of calculating edge lengths we can assume that each ni is a strictly positive integer 

and I::i ni ~ n. Then Dii = 0 if and only if n/ni - 2 = 0, that is, if and only if 

ni = n/2. Clearly this can be true for at most one i. 

If n/na - 2 = 0 for some a E {1, ... , m} then the matrix X is invertible by 

Theorem 5.6 and the inverse is given by 

n~~n; if i = j and i =/= a 

r;, if i = j =a 

(X-1 
)ii = n=~~; if i =I= a and j = a 

....:::!!:L if i = a and j --1- a 
n-2nj r 

0 otherwise 

where K = 1 + I::i;t:a n~~n;. 

(6) 

If ni =I= n/2 for all i = 1, ... , m then we have to be a bit careful. By Theorem 

5.6, X is invertible if and only if r;, =I= 0, where r;, = 1 + I::~1 n~~n;. Fortunately, this 

is guaranteed by the following Lemma. 

Lemma 5. 7 Suppose that n1 , . . . , nm, m 2: 3 are positive integers such that 1 ~ 

ni < n, ni =I= n/2 for all i = 1, ... , m and n1 + n 2 + · · · + nm ~ n. Then 1 + 
"'m w --1- 0 
6i=1 n::2ni r · 

Proof 

There is at most one i such that ni > n/2. If there is no such i then n~~n; > 0 for 

all i, and so I::~1 n~~n; + 1 > 0. Suppose that there is one such i. Without loss of 

generality we assume i = 1 so n 1 > n/2 and ni < n/2 for i = 2, ... , m. 

For any x, y such that 1 ~ x, y and x + y < n/2 we have 

(x + y) X y X y 
-~-,----:'-'--~ = + > + --=---
n- 2(x + y) n- 2(x + y) n- 2(x + y) n- 2x n- 2y 
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so 

m n· 2:: ~ +1 
i=1 n- 2ni 

proving the result. 0 

Therefore, by Theorem 5.6 we get 

where K = 1 + 2:::~1 n~~n; . Hence 

(X-1)iJ. = -j;; (n/n;-2)(n/nj-2) 
{ 

1 1 

1 1 1 
-j;; (n/n;-2)2 + (n/n;-2) 

5.4.2 Internal edge length formula 

when i =!= j 

when i = j 
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(7) 

Choose an internal edge e0 of the tree and let a and f3 be the vertices at either end of 

eo (Figure 33). Let e1, ... , ek be the edges adjacent to e0 at a, and let ek+1, ... , em 

be the edges adjacent at {3. For i = 1, ... , m let Ci be the set of leaves on the other 

side of ei from e0 and put ni = ICi I· 
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.· 

·. .. ... ··. . .. 

Figure 33 : The 'generic' internal edge with corresponding labelling. 

We introduce m + 1 unknowns. Fori= 1, ... , m put 

Qi= I 

{ 

L:xEC· Pax i = 1, ... , k 

L:xEC; Pf3x i = k + 1, ... 'm 

and let b0 be the length of the internal edge e0 . Here Puv is the distance between 

two vertices in the tree when edges have been calculated by OLS. 

The rationale behind these definitions is to define a system of linear equations 

that can be inverted to give a formula for the edge length b0 . 

Given a split AiiBi, 

Pi= L Pxy, 
xEA;,yEB; 

(see page 127). In the tree in Figure 33 we have 

fori = 1, ... , m. Thus we can write Pi in terms of the unknowns Q1, Q2, ... , Qm 

and bo. 
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Pi (n- ni)Qi + ni(Q1 + · · · + Qi-1 + Qi+1 + · · · + Qm) + nin13bo 
m 

- (n- 2ni)Qi + ni(L Qj) + nin13bo 
j=1 

fori= 1, 2, ... , k and 

m 

Pi= (n- 2ni)Qi + ni(L Qj) + ninabo 
j=1 

for i = k + 1, ... , m. 

More compactly we have the equation 

P = (ni- 2N)Q + NUQ +boNy_ 

where P = (P1, ... , Pm)r, Q = (Q11 ... , Qm)T, I is the identity matrix, N is the 

m x m diagonal matrix with (n1 , n2 , ••• , nm) on the diagonal, U is them x m matrix 

of ones, andy_ is the vector with n13 in positions 1, 2, ... , k followed by na in positions 

k+1, ... ,m. 

Rearranging we have 

N(nN-1 - 21 + U)Q = P- boNy_. 

Put X = (nN- 1 - 21 + U). We proved in section 5.4.1 that X is invertible. Rear

ranging we obtain: 

Q = x-1N- 1P- b0X- 1y_. 

Now consider the central branch, e0 . From the definition of Pi on page 127 we 

obtain 
k m 

Po="L L L Pxy 
i=1 j=k+1 xEC; ,yECj 

which can be expressed in terms of the unknowns Q1 , ... , Qm and b0 • 

and so 

Po n13(Q1 + · · · + Qk) + na(Qk+l + · · · + Qm) + nan{3bo 

'QT Q + nan{3bo 

Po- y_TQ 

- Po - '!}_T (x-1 N-1 P) + bo'QT x-1'!}_ 
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from which we obtain 

bo 
Po- 'J!..TX-1N-1E_ 

na.nf3- 'JlT X- 1'J!.. 

R- wTN-1P 
0 - -

na.nf3- wT'Jl 

where w = x-1'Jl. Note that X is symmetric so (X-1f = x-1. 

What this formula lacks in aesthetic appeal it makes up for in utility. We show 

below that, using this formula, the branch length b0 can be calculated in O(m) time. 

But first, the external edges. 

5.4.3 External edge length formula 

Let e0 be an arbitrary external edge, let a be the adjacent internal vertex, and let 

e1 , ... , em be the other edges adjacent to a (Figure 34). For each i = 1, ... , m we 

let Ci denote the set of leaves on the opposite side of edges ei from a and let ni 

denote the size of 1 ci I· 

...... c 
~ ': 3 ·. .. 

'•. '•, ... · 

·. . .. 

Figure 34 : The 'generic' external length and adjacent edges. 
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We introduce m + 1 unknowns: for each i = 1, ... , m put Qi = l:xEC; Pax· Here 

Puv is the distance between two vertices in the tree when edges have been calculated 

by OLS. Let bo be the length of eo. We build up our system of equations. 

For any i = 1, . . . , m we have 

which gives the equation 

P = (n!- 2N)Q + NUQ + b0 N11. 

where P, Q, N, I and U are defined as in the internal edge case and 11. is a vector of 

m ones. Put X= (nN-1 - 21 + U). We proved in section 5.4.1 that X is invertible 

giving: 

Looking at the external edge e0 and expanding P0 gives 

Po (n- 1)bo + (Ql + Q2 + · · · + Qm) 

( n - 1) bo + Jl.T Q 

where, once again, 11. is the vector of m ones. 

This is identical to the internal edge case with k = m, n13 = 1 and na = ( n- 1). 

Performing the same manipulations gives 

where w = x-1Q. 

5.4.4 Simplifications for binary trees 

Though we can use the above results to obtain formulas for internal and external 

edge lengths in binary trees a modified approach gives a simpler formula. We can 

use a fuller set of equations. For an internal edge e0 define ei, ni and Qi as before 
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(Figure 35). We derive the matrix equation 

pl 

p2 

p3 

p4 

Po 

n2 + n3 + n4 

n2 

n3 

n4 

n3 +n4 

cl ,. .......... . . . . 
I ' . . ........... 

nl 

n1 + n3 + n4 

ns 

n4 

n3 +n4 

nl 

n2 

n1 + n2 + n4 

n4 

nl +n2 

c4 .. ...... . . . . 
' I . . . .. .. ...... 

........ , . . . . 
I ' . . . . ···c3 

nl n1 (n3 + n4) 

n2 n2(n3 + n4) 

n3 n3(n1 + n2) 

n1 + n2 + n3 n4(n1 + n2) 

nl +n2 (n1 + n2)(ns + n4) 

_ cl 
" ' l ,_, 

Figure 35 : The generic internal and external edges in a binary tree. 

Inverting the matrix gives a closed formula for b0 : 

Similar, but simpler, arguments give a formula for external edge lengths: 

Note that the formulas of Rzhetsky and Nei [95] can be easily recovered from 

these formulae by substituting 

Ql 

Q2 

Qs 

Q4 

bo 
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pl - dAB + dAc + dAD 

p2 dAB + dEc + dBD 

p3 dAc + dEc + den 

p4 - dAD + dBD +den 

Po dAc +dEc + dAD + dBD 

bypassing the extended and sometimes tortuous derivations in [95]. 

5.4.5 The algorithm 

The simplifications for binary trees make it clear that estimating edge lengths in 

binary trees takes only O(n2) time: calculate all of the values for Pi using CALCU

LATEAD and then apply the formulae to each edge. We show here that the same 

degree of complexity can be achieved in non-binary trees, thanks to the formulae 

developed above. 

The formula 

derived in section 5.4.2 and section 5.4.3 would provide an O(n) time method for 

calculating b0 if we could calculate w = x-1Q in O(n) time. 

We adopt the labelling and notation used in section 5.4.3. Recall from section 

5.4.1 that there were two cases to consider when calculating x-1. 

First suppose that there is some a E {1, ... , m} such that n/na - 2 = 0. If 

i =/:. a then equation 6 on page 130 gives 

wi - (X-11L)i 
m 
"(X-1) .. v· ~ t)-J 

j=l 

1!.i -:!La 
n/ni- 2 
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1!l.a (X-112.)a 
m 

2::(X-1
)aj1'.j 

j=l 

(~ n-~;!J + KUa 

where r;, = 1 + L#a n~~n;. We can calculate r;, in O(m) time and then calculate all 

of win O(m) time. Note that m ~ n. 

Suppose that ni -=/= n/2 for all i = 1, ... , m. We make use of equation 7 on 

page 131. 

m 

"(X-1)··v. L._; t]-J 

j=l 

m -1 V· v· I:- -J + t 

j=l r;, (n/ni- 2)(n/nj - 2) (n/ni- 2) 

-1 1 ( m V· ) V· I: -J + -t 

r;, (n/ni- 2) j=l (n/nj- 2) (n/ni- 2) 
1 

(n/ni- 2) (I+ 1'.i) 

h m n· d -1 m v· l l d fi . w ere r;, = 1 + Lj=l ~ an 1 = -;;: Lj=l (n/ni- 2 ). We ca cu ate r;, an 1 rst, m 

O(m) time, and then calculate all of win O(m) time. 

We summarise these results with an algorithm (Algorithm 15). The procedure 

CALCULATEEDGES takes as input: (i) a leaf labelled tree T stored as a table of 

edges; (ii) a distance vector d stored as an (2) vector, where n is the number of 

leaves in T. It returns a real valued weighting for each edge. Note that most 

representations forT can be converted into a list of edges in O(n2
) time. 

Not long after completing this work I discovered that some of the 018 formulae 

were first discovered several years ago. In a 1989 conference paper Werner Vach [109] 

gave formulae for calculating edge lengths under 018. Though Vach's notation is 

somewhat cryptic, it is possible to demonstrate equivalence. The contribution of 

the present thesis is a complete, and improved, derivation and a speed up from an 

O(n3
) time algorithm to an optimal time O(n2

) time algorithm. 
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Procedure CALCULATEEDGES (T, d) 

1. Calculate the number of leaves on each side of each edge. 

2. Calculate Pi for each edge using CALCULATEAD. 

3 . FOR each edge ei DO 
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4. IF ei is internal THEN label the edges adjacent to ei as in 

Figure 33. IF ei is external THEN label the edges adjacent 

to ei as in Figure 34 

5. For each i put Si = 0 if ni = n/2 and si = nd (n - 2ni) if ni f. 
n/2. 

6. 

n k 

rc +- 1 + 2:::: Sj and 7 +- L nf3Sj 
j=l j=l 

7. IF Si f. 0 for all i THEN 

8. Wi +- nf~-2 ('r / 1'C Vi) 

9. ELSE find k such that sk = 0 

10. Wi +- (U.i - 1Lk) for all i f. k 

11 · Wk +- "/ + I'CVk 

12. END(IF-ELSE) 

13. 

k m 

L WinfJ - L Wina) 
i=l i=k+l 

14. Assign the edge weight b0 to the edge ei. 

15. END(REPEAT) 

END. 

Algorithm 15 : CALOULATEEDGES 
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5.5 ME trees in splits 

algorithms for calculating optimal edge lengths are useful, but the minimum 

evolution problem has two parts. Not only do we have to calculate edge weights, 

we have to choose the tree to calculate them on. Formally, the Minimum Evolution 

Tree problem is: 

MINIMUM EVOLUTION TREE 

INSTANCE: Distance function d on leaf set L, number k. 

QUESTION: Is there a binary tree T on L with topological matrix A such that 

bi < k, where b is the vector chosen to minimise I lAb diJ 2? The vector b may 

have negative entries. 

To our knowledge, MINIMUM EVOLUTION TREE has not been shown to 

be NP-complete, though it would not be too surprising in light of the depressing 

tendency towards intractability in this field. 

There have certainly been no polynomial time algorithms for this problem. 

Rzhetsky and Nei present a heuristic algorithm that begins with the neighbour 

joining tree and then performs a local search [94]. Other approaches have been to 

evaluate Ei bi on all possible topologies, or at best a large number of topologies. We 

take inspiration from the Hunting for Trees algorithms in Chapter 4 and modify the 

problem, solving the following restricted problem: 

INSTANCE: Set S of splits on leaf set L. Distance function don L. 

PROBLEM: Determine if there is a binary tree T with fJ(T) ~ S. If there is then 

find a binary tree on which d gives minimum summed edge lengths under ordinary 

least squares. 

This problem can be solved in O(nk + nK3 ) time, where n = JLJ, k = lSI and 

K is the number of distinct splits in S. 

We first describe the method used then prove that it actually works and that it 

has the claimed complexity. 
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5.5.1 Method 

As in Chapter 4, section 4.3, we convert the problem involving unrooted trees and 

splits to a problem involving rooted trees and clusters. Choose an arbitrary leaf r and 

construct the set of clusters C = ROOT(S, r). Apply the algorithms BUILDTABLE 

and CoUNTTREES from Chapter 4 to construct the tables D and m. To simplify 

matters we delete those rows D[i] of D for which m[i] = 0. 

The optimisation that we perform is done in the same way as the other Hunting 

for Trees optimisation methods but the actual value optimised requires a bit of 

explanation. 

Given a cluster Ci we let Ti equal the set of binary trees with leaf set Ci and 

clusters in C. Given a tree T E 7i we define len(T) as follows: 

1. Take the tree T, unroot it and append a new vertex to the old root. Label the 

new vertex with all the leaves in L- Ci. This leaf will generally have more 

than one label (Figure 36). Call this unrooted tree T'. It has leaf set L. 

2. Calculate the edge weights so that the resulting leaf to leaf distance function 

best approximates d under ordinary least squares. 

3. Let len(T) equal the sum the weights assigned to all edges except the edge 

adjacent to the vertex labelled by L- Ci. 

Figure 36 : The transformation from T to T'. 
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For each i = 1, 2, ... , K and for each {p, q} E D[i] we calculate val(p, q), the 

minimum value of len(T) for all T E 7i such that CP, Cq E r7(T). When we get to 

i = K we construct a binary tree with splits in S that has minimum summed weight 

under OLS (Algorithm 16). 

The function branchlength, used in Algorithm 16, Algorithm 17 and Algo

rithm 18, is defined as follows: 

If ICil = 1 then 

branchlength(i, j, k) := 
4

( 
1 

) ((1 + ni + nk)Pi- (1 + ni- nk)Pj- (1- nk + nj)Pk) 
njnk 

where nj = ICil and nk = n- ICkl· See tree (1) in Figure 37. 

If ICil = n- 1 then 

branchlength( i, j, k) := 
4

( 
1 

) ( (1 + nj + nk)Pi - (1 + nj - nk)Pj - (1 - nk + nj )Pk) 
njnk 

where ni = ICil and nk = ICkl· See tree (2) in Figure 37. 

These formulae correspond to external edge length calculations, derived on page 135. 

For internal edges we define 

branchlength( i, j, k, l, m) := 

where ni = ICil, ni = ICil, nk = ICkl and nt = n- ICd. See tree (3) in Figure 37. 

(1) (2) (3) :. ·. (L-C I) .. 
branchlength(i,j,k,/,m) · • 

c~····· 
. . . . . . . · ... · 

:. C. 
', I 

~ 

. . . . 

.. 

·. 
.. c : 

j :' 

Figure 37 : The three cases in the definition of branchlength. 
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Procedure CALCULATEME (D) 

1. FORi from 1 to}( DO 

2. IF ICil = 1 THEN 

3 · pi f- 'ExECi,YE(L-Ci) dxy 

4. ELSE 

5. Choose arbitrary {p, q} E D[i] 

6 • Pi f- Pp + Pq - 2 'ExECp,yECq dxy 

7. FOR {p, q} in D[i] DO 

8 . IF I Cp I = 1 THEN 

9. psum t- branchlength(p, q, i) 

10. ELSE 
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11. psum +- MlN(p',q')EDfp]{val(p', q') + branchlength(p', q', q, i,p)} 

12. END (IF-ELSE) 

13. IF ICql = 1 THEN 

14. qsum t- branchlength(q,p, i) 

15. ELSE 

16. qsum +- M I N(p' ,q')ED(qj{ val(p', q') branchlength(p', q', p, i, q)} 

17. END (IF-ELSE) 

18. val(p, q) +- psum + qsum 

19 . END (FOR) 

20. END(IF) 

21. END(FOR) 

22. RETURN MJN{p,q}ED{K]{val(p, q) + branchlength(}(,p, q)} 

END. 

Algorithm 16 : CALCULATEME 
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To construct a tree with weight equal to the value returned by CALCULATEME 

we start from the top and work down recursively. 

Procedure EXTRACT ME TREE (D, val) 

1. Choose {p, q} in D[K] that minimises 

val(p, q) + branchlength(K,p, q) 

2. TK +-EXTRACTMESUBTREE(D ,val, {p, q}) 

3. Attach the single leaf in L-CK to the root of the TK 

4. RETURN this tree 

END. 

Algorithm 17 : EXTRACTMETREE 

Most of the work is done in the recursive procedure EXTRACTMEsUBTREE 

(Algorithm 18). 

Algorithms 17 and 18 can easily be converted into a routine that constructs all 

binary trees with splits in S and minimum sum of edge weights calculated by OLS. 

5.5.2 Verification that the method actually works 

The correctness proofs for the algorithms CALCULATEME and EXTRACTMETREE 

are essentially the same form as the correctness proofs for the Hunting for Trees 

algorithms in Chapter 4. The situation here is complicated by the fact that the 

weight assigned to an edge in a tree depends not only on the split corresponding to 

that edge, but also on the splits corresponding to the adjacent edges. 

There are three parts to the proof. First we show that val(p, q) :::; len(T) for all 

T E Ti such that Cp, Cq E CJ(T) (Lemma 5.8(i)). Second we show that if Tis the 

tree returned by EXTRACTMESUBTREE(D,val,(p, q)) then T E 7;,; Cp, Cq E CJ(T) 

and len(T) = val(p, q). Finally we tie things together (Theorem 5.9) and prove 

that the tree returned by EXTRACTMETREE is a tree with splits in S that has 

minimum summed edge lengths, where the edge lengths are calculated from d by 

ordinary least squares. 
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Procedure EXTRACTMESUBTREE (D, val, {p, q}) 

1. IF ICpl = 1 THEN 

2. Let Tp be the single leaf in Cp 

3. ELSE 

4. Choose {p', q'} in D[p] that minimises 

val(p', q') branchlength(p', q', q, i,p) 

5 . Tp +- EXTRACT ME SUBTREE (D, val, (p1
, q')) 

6. END (IF-ELSE) 

7. IF !Cql = 1 THEN 

8. Let Tq be the single leaf in Cq 

9. ELSE 

10. Choose {p", q"} in D[q] that minimises 

val(p", q") + branchlength(d,p", q",p, i, q) 

11. Tq +- EXTRACTMESUBTREE (D, val, (p", q")) 

12. END (IF-ELSE) 
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13. Create a new vertex and attach it to the roots of Tp and Tq 

14. RETURN this tree 

END. 

Algorithm 18: EXTRACTMESUBTREE 

Lemma 5.8 (i) Suppose that the algorithm CALCULATEME has completed execu

tion. Given any {p, q} E D[i] for some i = 1, 2, ... , K, and any T E 7i such that 

Cp, Cq E a(T) we have len(T) ~ val(p, q). 

(ii} 1fT is the tree returned by EXTRACTMESUBTREE{D,val,(p, q)) then len(T) 

val(p, q) 

Proof 

We use induction on i = 1, ... , K. The result is clearly true when ICPI = ICql 1, 

that is, when the tree T has only two leaves. Suppose that the result is true for all 

i=l, ... ,j 1. 

Choose any {p, q} E D[j] and a tree T E 'Tj such that Cp, Cq E a(T). Let Tp and 
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Tq be the two maximal subtrees ofT, where .C(Tp) = Cp and .C(Tq) = Cq. Construct 

an unrooted tree T' as follows: 

1. Create a new vertex v. Unroot the trees Tp and Tq and attach the vertex v to 

the old root of Tp and the old root of Tq. 

2. Create another vertex, labelled by the vertices in L- Ci. 

3. Attach this vertex to v. 

.· 
... 

I 

"-" 
... ....... 

;'-' 

Figure 38 : The tree T' with maximal subtrees Tp and Tq. 

This tree is equal to the tree constructed in the calculation of len(T) above. Let 

ep be the edge in T' connecting v to the old root of Tp, let eq be the edge connecting 

v and Tq, and let ej be the edge connecting v and the vertex labelled by L - Ci 

(Figure 38). 

In any unrooted tree, the weight assigned to an edge by OLS depends only 

on the input distance function, the split corresponding to the edge, and the splits 

corresponding to the adjacent edges. Hence all of the edge weights assigned to the 

edges of T' during the calculation of len(T), except the weight assigned to edge 

adjacent to the vertex labelled by L- Ci, would be the same no matter how the 

leaves in L - Ci are resolved. 
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It follows from our construction ofT' that 

len(T) = len(Tp) + len(Tq) l(ep) + l(eq) 

l(ep) = branchlength(p, q, i). 

The function branchlength is defined on page 142. Also Tp only has one vertex, so 

len(Tv) = 0. If JCPI > 1 then there is {p', q'} E D[p] such that CP'' Cq' E a(Tp) and 

so 

l(ev) = branchlength(p', q1
, q, i,p). 

By induction len(Tp) ;;::: val(p', q'). Hence l(ep) + len(Tv) ;;::: psum where psum is the 

quantity calculated in lines 5 and 7 of Algorithm 16. 

Likewise either 

l(eq) = branchlength(q,p, i) 

and len(Tp) = 0, or 

l(eq) = branchlength(p", q",p, i, q). 

and len(Tp) ;;::: val(p", q") for some {p", q"} E D[q]. Hence l(eq) + len(Tq) ;;::: qsum. 

In all situations, 

len(T) l(ep) + len(Tp) + l(eq) + len(Tq) > psum + qsum = val(p, q). 

An almost identical argument works for the proof of (ii), except that in this case 

when JCPI > 1 we have 

len(Tp) l(ev) = MI N{v',q'}EDwJ{ val(p', q') branchlength(p', q', q, i, p)} 

and when JCqJ > 1 we have 

len(Tq) + l(eq) = MIN{pn,q"}ED[q]{val(p", q") branchlength(p", q",p, i, q)} 

so that len(T) = val(p, q). 0 

Theorem 5.9 The tree returned by EXTRACTMETREE is a binary tree with splits 

in S that has minimum summed edge lengths} where the edge lengths are calculated 

from d by ordinary least squares. 
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Proof 

LetT' be any tree with splits inS. Suppose that r was the leaf used to convert the 

unrooted problem into a rooted problem. Let v be the leaf adjacent to the leaf r, 

and let T be the rooted tree obtained by removing r from T' and rooting the tree 

at v. 

Let er be the edge in T' connecting the leaf r and the vertex v. The sum of the 

edge weights assigned to the edges ofT' under OLS is equal to 

l(er) + len(T) 

There is {p, q} E D[K] such that CP, Cq E a(T). By Lemma 5.8, len(T) ~ 

val(p, q). Since the edge er is adjacent to a leaf and {r} = L - CK we have 

l(er) branchlength(K,p, q). Hence the summed edge weight ofT' is bounded 

below by 

MIN(p,q)ED[Kj{branchlength(K,p, q) + val(p, q)}. 

This lower bound is the exact summed edge weight of the tree returned by the al

gorithm. 0 

5.5.3 Complexity 

Recall from Chapter 4, section 4.2.2 that for each i = 1, 2, ... , K the list D[i] 

contains at most O(K) entries. Looking then at the algorithm CALCULATEME we 

see that lines 11 and 16, the two minimisation lines, can be done in O(K) time. 

Hence each iteration of the loop incorporating lines 8 through 18 takes O(K) time. 

There is one iteration for each pair {p, q} E D[i] (line 3) so to complete all iterations 

of this loop takes 0 ( K 2) time. Clearly the calculation of Pi in line six takes no 

more than O(n2 time, which is O(K2) since we assume S contains all the trivial 

splits and thus n ::::; K. It follows that a single iteration of the loop incorporating 

lines 2 to 20 takes at most O(K2) time. and the total time taken by the procedure 

CALCULATEME is O(K3). 

If we ignore the recursion then the procedure EXTRACTMEsuBTREE takes O(K) 

time. When we take recursion into consideration we see that the function is called 

only as many times as there are vertices in the final tree, that is, O(n) times. Hence 

extracting the tree takes at most O(nK) steps. 
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5.5.4 Application to local optimisation 

An alternative to modifying intractable problems is to construct heuristic solutions. 

Rzhetsky and Nei describe a heuristic method for Minimum Evolution that appears 

to work quite well in practice [94]. First the neighbour joining tree TNJ is calculated 

[96] and then OLS edge lengths are calculated for all binary trees within a certain 

distance from TNJ· Here (distance' means the symmetric difference distance 

{see [93, 64]). The tree with smallest summed edge lengths is then chosen as a 

candidate for the Minimum Evolution tree. Rzhetsky and Nei implemented this 

method for distances d8 = 2 and ds = 4. Note that the symmetric difference 

between two binary trees is always an even number. 

Given any binary tree T with n leaves and fixed r there are O(n~) binary trees 

within distance r ofT. Calculating the OLS edge lengths on a tree takes O{n2) 

time. Therefore after the neighbor joining tree is constructed, this method takes 

O(n~+2 ) time to complete. 

The problem is that when n is large we can only handle small values of r, and the 

time taken increases rapidly with r. Since n is usually much larger than r, we want 

an algorithm which takes polynomial time with respect to the parameter n with all 

the explosive, exponential time behaviour restricted to the parameter r. That is, we 

want to establish fixed parameter tractability for the problem (41]. 

We utilise the 'ME trees in splits' algorithm of the previous section. Given a 

binary tree T and r ;::: 0 define 

B(T, r) = {T' : T' binary, d8 (T, T') ::;; r }. 

Suppose that d is the metric for which we are trying to find a minimum evolution 

tree. We construct 

BS(T, r) = U f3(T') 
T'EB(T,r) 

where in this case T = TNJ the neighbour joining tree for d. The ME tree in splits 

algorithm is then applied to BS(TN1 , r) with respect to the distance function d. 

This will return a binary tree with summed edge weight less than or equal to the 

minimum summed edge weights for all binary trees T' such that d8 (TN1! T') ::;; r. 

The set BS(T, r) can be easily characterised. 
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Theorem 5.10 AlB E BS(T, r) if and only if AlB is incompatible with at most 

r /2 splits in (3 (T). 

Proof 

Suppose AlB E BS(T, r). There is a binary tree T' such that AlB E (3(T') and 

d8 (T, T') ~ r. Since both T and T' are binary, ds(T, T') = 2lf3(T') - (3(T)I so 

d8 (T, T') ~ r implies lf3(T) n (3(T') I ~ (2n- 3) - r /2. Clearly, AlB is compatible 

with all the splits in (3(T) n (3(T') so it is compatible with at least (2n - 3) - r /2 

splits in (3(T) and is therefore incompatible with at most r /2 splits in (3(T). 

Conversely if AlB is incompatible with at most r /2 splits of T then construct 

the set of splits ofT compatible with AlB. Let T' be any binary tree containing 

these splits as well as AlB. Then lf3(T)n(3(T')I ~ (2n-3)-r/2 and ds(T, T') ~ r. D 

Theorem 5.11 If T is a tree and AlB is a split then the set of edges in T corre

sponding to splits incompatible with AlB is connected. 

Proof 

The result is trivial if there are fewer than two splits in (3(T) incompatible with 

AlB. 

Let X be the set of edges in T with corresponding splits that are incompatible 

with AlB. Choose e1 and e2 in X. We want to show that all of the edges on the 

path from e1 to e2 in Tare in X. The result is clearly true if e1 and e2 are adjacent. 

Suppose that they are not adjacent and let ea be an edge on the path from e1 to e2. 

Let A1IBI, A2IB2 and AaiBa be the splits corresponding to ei, e2 and ea. We can 

write these splits so that there is X E AI n A2 n Aa n A. 

Since AlB is incompatible with A1IBI we have that En B1 i= 0, B, BI. Likewise 

B n B2 # 0, B, B2. Now B2 c Ba c BI so B2 n B ~ Ban B ~ B1 n B. It fol

lows that BanE i= 0, Ba, Band AlB is incompatible with AaiBa. Hence ea is in X. D. 

Our method for constructing BS(T, r) involves cycling through all connected 

subgraphs ofT containing no external edges and at most r /2 internal edges, gener

ating the associated set of splits S for each subgraph and then constructing the set 

of splits incompatible with all of S but compatible with all of (3(T) - S. This will 

also be our strategy for obtaining a rough bound on IBS(T, r)l. 
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Lemma 5.12 LetT be a binary tree with n leaves. The number of connected sub

graphs of T containing no external edges and at most m ~ 1 internal edges is 

bounded above by O(n4m-1). 

Proof 

We describe the choice of an arbitrary connected subgraph T' with at most m 

internal edges and no external edges. Choose an arbitrary leaf x ofT. 

Initially choose an internal edge for T' and label the adjacent vertex furthest 

away from x with 1. For each new vertex, starting with vertex 1, we decide if T' 

contains two more vertices adjacent to that vertex, or one more edge adjacent to 

that vertex (two choices), or no more edges adjacent to that vertex. Hence there are 

at most four possibilities for adding to each vertex. The subgraph T' contains at 

most m edges so we are adding to at most m -1 vertices. Hence the total number of 

connected subgraphs having this initial edge closest to xis bounded above by 4m-l. 

There are n-3 possible initial edges to choose from and therefore at most n4m-l con

nected subgraphs in T containing no external edges and at most m internal edges. 0 

Lemma 5.13 LetT be a binary tree, E' a connected set of internal edges in T and 

V' the set of vertices adjacent to edges in E'. Let K be the number of vertices in V' 

adjacent to at most two edges in E'. If S is the set of splits corresponding to edges 

in T and then the number of splits incompatible with every split in S and compatible 

with every split in f3(T)- S equals 2(,..;-l). 

Proof 

Let 1f be the partition of the £(T) putting two leaves x and y in the same block if 

and only if the path from x to y does not pass through a vertex in V'. Construct a 

graph G with each vertex labelled by the leaves in a unique block in 1f. Put an edge 

between two vertices u and v in G if the paths in T from the leaves in the label set 

of u to the leaves in the label set of v contain no edges from E'. Thus G consists 

of isolated vertices and single edge components. The number of components of G 

equals K. 

We claim that each 2-colouring of G gives a split incompatible with all of S and 

compatible with all of f3(T) S, and conversely, each such split gives exactly two 

2-colourings of G. There are exactly two ways to colour each component of G, and 
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since G contains K components the number of different 2-colourings equals 2x:. The 

result follows. 

But first we have to prove the equivalence claim. 

Consider a 2-colouring of G. Construct a split AlB such that x E A if x is in 

the label set of a vertex coloured white and x E B if x is in the label set of a vertex 

coloured black. 

Let A'IB' be a split in S and let e be the corresponding edge in E'. There are 

vertices u and v in V' on either side of e that are each adjacent to only one edge 

in E'. The vertices u and v correspond to different single edge components of G. 

Therefore there are leaves coloured black and leaves coloured white on both sides of 

the edge e and so the split AlB given by the colouration is not compatible with the 

split A'IB' corresponding to the edge e. 

Suppose instead that A'IB' is a split in f3(T)- S. Once again, let e be the edge 

ofT corresponding to A'IB'. Removing e from T gives two connected components: 

let T1 be the one that does not contain V'. Given any two leaves x and y in T1 there 

is a path connecting x and y that does not pass through a vertex in V'. The two 

leaves must be in the same label set of a vertex in G. Hence the leaves x and y, 

and therefore all the leaves in T1 , are all coloured one colour and the split A'IB' is 

compatible with AlB. 

Conversely, let AlB be a split incompatible with all the splits inS and compatible 

with all the splits in f3(T)- S. Choose x andy in .C(T) such that the path from x 

to y does not contain a vertex in V'. There is at least one edge in T separating x 

andy from T'. Let e be one of these edges and A'IB' the split corresponding to e, 

where x, yEA'. Since A'IB' E f3(T)- S we have A'IB' compatible with AlB. 

Suppose that x E A and y E B. By the definition of compatibility, B' n A = 0 
or B' n B = 0. In either case, AlB would be compatible with the splits in S, a 

contradiction. Hence x and y are both on the same side of AlB. If two leaves are 

in the label set of vertex in G then they are in the same block of AlB. We can 

therefore colour the vertices of G so that a vertex is coloured white if the leaves in 

its label set are in A and black if the leaves in its label set are in B. 

We have to show that this is a legitimate colouring. Let ( u, v) be an edge in G 

and let U and V be their respective label sets. There is a vertex x in V' such that 

the paths from the leaves in U to the leaves in V all pass through x. Furthermore 
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there are edges e1 and e2 incident with x in T with associated splits A1 IB1 and 

A2IB2 such that A1 = U and A2 = V. Let e3 be the third edge incident to x. This 

third edge is in E'. Let its associated split be A3 IB3 , where A3 = A 1 U A2 . 

By our scheme for colouring G we have that U C A or U C B, and V c A or 

V c B. Suppose that U C A and V cA. Then U U V c A so AlB is compatible 

with A3 IB3 . But this contradicts the fact that A3 IB3 E S. The same applies if 

U c B and V c B. We conclude that the U and V are on different sides of AlB 

and the vertices u and v are assigned a different colour. D 

It is now possible to prove the complexity result. 

LOCALISED MINIMUM EVOLUTION 

INSTANCE: Binary tree Ton leaf set L. Distance function don L. Integer r;::: 0. 

PROBLEM Find a binary tree T* such that the minimum evolution score ofT* is 

less than or equal to the minimum evolution score ofT' for any binary tree T' such 

that ds (T, T') :::; r. 

Theorem 5.14 LOCALISED MINIMUM EVOLUTION can be solved in 0(2C4
·
5r-6)n3

) 

time} where n = ILl. 

Proof 

The result is clearly true when r = 0. Suppose that r > 0. 

We construct the set of splits BS(T, r) and then apply the 'ME tree in splits' 

algorithm of the previous section. By Theorem 5.10 each split AlB is incompatible 

with each split in some subset S C /3(T) such that lSI :::; r /2, and by Theorem 

5.11 these subset S correspond to connected subgraphs ofT containing at most r /2 

internal edges and no external edges. The number of these subgraphs is bounded 

above by n4r/2- 1 , and the number of splits compatible with the splits in f3(T) - S 

and incompatible with every split in S is bounded above by 21 8 1 :::; 2r/2 . We must 

also include the 2n - 3 splits from T. Hence 

IBS(T, r)l < n2r-22r/2 + 2n- 3 

n21.Sr-2 + 2n - 3 

which is O(n21.sr-2). The 'ME Tree in Splits' algorithm takes O(K3 + nK) time 

when applied to a set of K splits. We can apply the algorithm to BS(T, r) to 
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solve the LOCALISED MINIMUM EVOLUTION problem in time O(jBS(T, r)j 3 + 
njBS(T,r)j) O(n324·5r-6) time. 0 

We stress that this bound is very rough and the actual time taken by the algo

rithm is almost definitely much smaller. 



Chapter 6 

Comparing Trees - Consensus and 

Agreement 

6.1 Introduction 

In a 1972 paper Edward N. Adams III presented "a new problem in the science 

of classification... along with its solution" [1]. The problem was how to combine 

information from rival trees into one representative tree, called the consensus tree. 

His solution came to be known as the Adams consensus tree and is only one of a 

multitude of possible solutions. 

Ideally, all good tree building methods should produce the same tree when ap

plied to reliable data. In practice this is seldom the case. Sometimes the different 

trees arise from different data sets, perhaps coming from quite different sources or 

different genes. On other occasions a variety of tree building methods are used on the 

same set of data with varying results. Some tree building methods, like maximum 

parsimony, may output thousands of trees and a researcher would like to assimi

late this information into a single tree for interpretation. In all of these situations 

consensus methods are used to construct a tree best representing the conflicting 

classifications. 

The first part of this chapter is spent surveying the theory and methods of con

sensus techniques. We summarise the categories of consensus methods in existence 

and classify them in terms of the information each method retains. We then survey 

developments in the axiomatic approach to consensus. 
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One intuitive consensus method that seems to have b'een overlooked in the past is 

the Maximum Clique Consensus tree, which we define in section 6.4. The Maximum 

Clique Consensus methods is one of the only methods that incorporates edge weight

ing. Taking account of edge weights is surely a prerequisite of realistic consensus 

methods for edge weighted trees. 

We show that, in general, constructing a Maximum Clique Consensus tree is 

NP-hard. However if we accept a restriction on degree bound then the Hunting for 

Trees algorithms provide polynomial time techniques. 

We discuss consensus techniques based on agreement subtrees. The most popular 

of these is the Maximum Agreement Subtree, or MAST. We describe an algorithm 

for calculating a MAST tree that has the same complexity as the algorithm of [50] 

but is much sirripler. 

The MAST method has its shortcomings, as highlighted by Swofford in [107]. We 

show how these shortcomings can be overcome by introducing three new agreement 

subtree methods. We show how to construct the agreement subtree with the most 

edges, or the most internal edges, and also the agreement subtree containing the 

largest number of rooted triples or quartets. Each algorithm executes in polynomial 

time when applied to a profile of trees containing one tree with bounded degree. 

6.2 A Survey of Consensus Methods 

Any investigation of consensus methods should begin with a survey of the wide 

variety of existing consensus methods. We will too. 

6. 2.1 Strict Consensus Tree 

Perhaps the simplest of the consensus methods is the strict consensus tree [2, 18, 

76, 107, 116]. Given a profile of unrooted trees, the strict consensus tree contains 

exactly those splits common to all the trees in the profile. When the profile consists 

of rooted trees the strict consensus tree contains those clusters common to all the 

input trees. 
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6.2.2 Majority Rule Tree 

Let T be a profile of rooted (unrooted) trees and consider the set JVI of clusters 

(splits) contained in more than half the trees. There must be at least one tree 

containing any pair of these clusters (splits) so the set lvf is compatible. The majority 

rule tree, defined for rooted and unrooted trees, contains exactly those clusters 

(splits) in M [16, 75, 76, 107]. The majority rule tree often coincides with the 

median consensus tree (see below, section 6.2.8). 

There are several generalisations of the majority rule method, each corresponding 

to different rules for selecting clusters or splits [15, 14]. 

6.2.3 · Loose Consensus Tree 

This tree was originally called the combinable component tree [24, 107]. We take 

its present name from [18]. Given a profile of unrooted trees examine every cluster 

of every tree in the input profile and check whether it is compatible with every tree 

in the profile. If it is then we include it in the loose consensus tree. Every cluster 

in the loose consensus tree is pairwise compatible with every cluster in every tree in 

the input profile. 

The unrooted loose consensus tree is defined in the same way. 

6.2.4 Adams Consensus 

Adams Consensus was the first consensus method for trees and, perhaps as a conse

quence, is one of the most popular [1, 2, 75, 76, 107, 116]. The method is defined for 

rooted trees and has no analogue for unrooted trees [27]. It is perhaps most simply 

defined in terms of the algorithm for constructing it. 

Given partitions 1r1J 1r2, ••• , 1rk of the same set L, the product partition of 

1r1, 1r2, .•. , 1rk is the partition of L that puts two elements in the same block if and 

only if they are in the same block in all of the partitions 1r1 , ••• , 1rk· The Adams 

consensus tree is constructed recursively from product partitions (Algorithm 19). 

In response to the criticism that the Adams consensus tree has little intuitive 

justification, Adams showed that the tree preserves all nesting information com

mon to all the input trees (see Chapter 2 section 2.3.3 for a definition of nesting). 

Furthermore for every pair of clusters X, Y in the Adams consensus tree we have 
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Procedure ADAMSTREE(T1 , ... , Tk) 

1. IF the tree T1 contains only one leaf THEN return that 

leaf. 
2. Otherwise, for each i 1, ... , k let 1ri be the partition 

given by the leaf sets of the maximal subtrees of Ti. 
3. Let 1r be the partition product of 1r1 , ... ,7rk· 

4. For each block B of 1r construct 

ADAMSTREE(TljB, T2jB, ... 'TkjB). 
5. Append the roots of these trees to a new vertex and RETURN 

this tree. 
END. 

Algorithm 19 : ADAMSTREE 

that X c Y implies X <ri Y for all trees Ti in the profile. These two properties 

characterise the consensus tree [2]. 

A consequence of the nesting property is that the Adams consensus tree also 

preserves the rooted triple information shared by the input trees. We show that the 

Adams consensus tree introduces no new rooted triple information. 

Theorem 6.1 Let TAD be the Adams consensus tree for the profile T = {T1 , T2, ... , Tk}· 

Then 

r(TAD) ~ U r(Ti)· 
i 

Proof 

Choose ab/c E r(TAD). There is some set S such that the product partition given 

by the maximal subtrees of T11s, ... , TkiS has a and bin one block and c in another. 

Hence there is some tree 1i such that a and b are in one maximal subtree of 1i1s and 

cis in another. It follows that ab/c E r(Ti)· D 
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6.2.5 Aho et al. Consensus Tree 

This is not really an established consensus method, though it is used in [68]. Given 

a profile T of rooted trees construct R = nTE'T r(T) and then apply Algorithm 2 

(ONETREE) of Chapter 2 toR. 

The Aho et al. Consensus tree is closely linked with the Adams consensus tree. 

Theorem 6.2 Let R be a set of rooted triples R on leaf set L. The Aha et al. tree 

for R equals the Adams Consensus tree for < R >. 

Proof 

Both the Aho et al. tree and the Adams tree are defined recursively, starting with 

the maximal clusters and working down towards the leaves. If we can show that the 

partition 1r1 given by the maximal subtrees of the Aho et al. tree for R is the same 

as the partition 1r2 given by the maximal subtrees of the Adams consensus tree for 

< R > then the result follows by recursion. 

The Aho et al. tree is in < R > so the partition 1r2 equals the partition product 

of 1r1 together with all the other partitions from trees in < R >. Hence 1r2 is a 

refinement of 11"1. 

If a and b are in the same block of 1r1 then they are in the same component of 

the graph [R, C(R)], defined on page 35. Any two leaves connected by an edge in 

[R, L:(R)] will be in the same maximal subtree of any tree in< R >. Hence any two 

leaves in the same component of [R, C(R)] will also be in the same maximal subtree 

in any tree in < R >. Therefore a and b are in the same maximal subtree in any 

tree in < R > and they are in the same block of 1r2 . 

The two partitions 1r1 and 1r2 are refinements of each other, so 1r1 = 1r2 . D 

Tl /\ T2A Tit\ 
/1\ ~ : /1\ : J\ d 
a b c b c d b c 

Figure 39 : The Adams consensus tree for T1 and T2 is tree T3 , but the Aho et al. tree for T1 

and T2 is the fan tree. 
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Note that the Aho et al. tree does not equal the Adams consensus tree for every 

profile of trees. For example, the two trees T1 and T2 in Figure 39 have no rooted 

triples in common, so the corresponding Aho tree is the fan tree. However both 

trees have the nesting (b, c)a, d, so the Adams consensus tree for the two trees is the 

tree T3. 

6.2.6 Nelson Consensus Tree 

The original definition of the Nelson consensus tree [85] exhibits a remarkable lack 

of rigour. The basic assumption of the method is that clusters appearing in two or 

more trees are likely to be genuine. These clusters are called replicated clusters, 

or replicated components, and the Nelson consensus tree is defined to be the 

tree containing the replicated clusters together with the remaining clusters that are 

compatible with all the replicated clusters. 

There are problems with this definition. The set of replicated clusters might not 

be compatible, so the method does not always give a tree [76, 89, 24]. As well, there 

may be several distinct groups of non-replicated clusters that are compatible with 

the replicated clusters and with themselves, and Nelson gives no indication as to 

how this indeterminacy is to be resolved. "The pitfalls of philosophy are many, and 

some of them are deep." [85] 

Page [89] goes some way towards addressing these oversights. Each cluster in 

the original trees is assigned a weight equal to one less than the number of times 

that cluster appears in the input profile. The Nelson Consensus Tree is then taken 

to be the maximum weight compatible subset of this collection of clusters. If there 

is more than one maximum weight compatible subset then the Nelson Consensus 

tree equals the intersection of these maximal weight compatible sets. Note, however, 

that this version of the consensus tree will not contain any unreplicated clusters. 

6.2. 7 Cluster Height Methods 

This class of consensus methods contains the Neumann consensus tree and its various 

extensions: the Durschnitt consensus tree [86], the cardinality rule consensus tree 

[86], and the s-consensus trees [104, 105]. Each cluster in every tree in the profile is 

assigned a height, and this height increases or decreases monotonically with respect 
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to set inclusion. For any given value h and any tree Ti in the profile there is a 

partition of the leaf set given by those maximal clusters with height less than h (or 

sometimes minimal clusters with height greater than h). The Neumann consensus 

tree is constructed by taking, for each value of h, the partition product of these 

partitions, where the partition product is as defined for the Adams consensus tree. 

The variations on the Neumann consensus tree each stem from use of a different 

height function. 

The construction of the s-consensus tree is a little more complicated. A Neumann 

consensus tree is built using the cardinality rule, and then clusters are removed from 

this tree if they have too little consensus strength, this measure being defined in 

[104, 105]. 

6.2.8 Median Consensus Tree 

Roughly speaking, the median consensus tree represents the 'middle ground' between 

the trees in the input profile. It is based on the use of a distance measure between 

trees. The standard measure used is the symmetric difference measure, where the 

distance ds(T1 , T2 ) between any two unrooted trees on the same leaf set is given by 

The distance between two rooted trees is defined by 

A median consensus tree of a profile of unrooted (rooted) trees T = {T1, ... , n} 
on leaf set L is any unrooted (rooted) tree on L that minimises 

ds(T, T) = L ds(T, Ti)· 
i 

The standard median tree has been characterised in terms of majority rule trees. 

If the number k of trees is odd then the median tree for the profile equals the 

majority rule tree. If the number of trees is even then the majority rule tree is still 

a median tree, but so is any tree containing the splits (clusters) of the majority rule 

tree and any splits (clusters) that appear in exactly half the trees [16]. 

A binary median tree is any binary tree that minimises ds (T, T) over all binary 

trees T. In general, determining binary median trees is an NP-hard problem [79]. 
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We show later that a median binary tree can be found in polynomial time for two 

trees. 

The asymmetric median tree of a profile is the tree that minimises 

L I/3(Ti)- /3(T) I 
i 

in the unrooted case, or 

L Jcr(Ti)- cr(T) J 

i 

in the rooted case [91]. 

6.2.9 Average Consensus Trees 

So far, all of these consensus methods have only been applicable to trees without 

edge weights. This next method attempts to remedy this situation. Let 7 be a 

profile of edge weighted trees. To each tree in 7 there corresponds a metric Pi that 

is the leaf to leaf metric forTi (Chapter Five). An Average Consensus tree [35] 

is an edge weighted tree T with leaf to leaf metric o that minimises 

I: I: (o(x, y)- Pi(x, y)) 2
. 

i x,yES 

This is really only a median tree with a tree to tree metric derived from the Euclidean 

distance between the various leaf to leaf metrics. For each x, y E S, let p(x, y) be 

the average of Pi ( x, y). Then the average consensus tree minimises 

I: (o(x, y)- p(x, y)) 2
. 

x,yES 

Note that the average consensus tree method does not always produce a unique tree. 

6.2.10 A Consensus Classification 

We have established that there are a lot of consensus methods to choose from, but 

which should one use? What information does each method retain and how do we 

interpret the output trees? In a sense we face a classification problem here: we need 

to produce a classification of consensus methods. 
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A consensus method is usually introduced by comparing the amount of informa

tion it retains to the amount of information retained by the strict consensus tree. 

The appeal of this approach is that the strict consensus tree is almost always poorly 

resolved. We extend this analysis further using the partial order :::;! described in 

Chapter Two. Recall that T1 :::;! T2 if T2 extends T1 , that is, if T1 is an induced 

subtree of a contraction of T2 • 

Figure 40 is a classification of consensus trees. An arrow from one consensus 

method to another means that for all profiles of trees the consensus tree returned 

by the second method always extends the consensus tree, or each of the consensus 

trees, returned by the first method. 

We also add a node R representing the set of rooted triples common to all trees. 

This is not necessarily a tree itself, but we include it for reference. 

Strict 

/) ~tyRule 

Adams 

Assym. Median Binary Median 

Figure 40 : A classification of consensus methods. 

Several consensus methods that are different for arbitrary profiles produce the 

same consensus trees when applied to profiles containing only two trees. Figure 

41 portrays the subtree relationships between the consensus techniques on profiles 

containing only two trees. 
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Strict= Majority Rule= Nelson (Page) 

Loose 

Adams Aho et al. I\ 
Assym. Median Binary Median 

Figure 41 : A classification of consensus methods for two trees. 

6.3 Consensus trees via axioms 

McMorris [81] described two related approaches to the study of consensus meth

ods. The first is devising new methods and then determining which mathematical 

properties they satisfy. The second is dreaming up a list of desirable mathematical 

properties and then trying to construct consensus methods that satisfy them. The 

previous section was based on the first approach. We now survey the second. 

Much of the work on axioms for consensus trees derives from the social choice 

theory of Arrow [8]. Many of the following axioms are straightforward analogues to 

Arrows standard consensus axioms. 

The consensus functions we are examining operate on sets of trees. This is not 

universal practice. The axiomatic approaches of [19, 18, 81, 86, 78] assume that the 

consensus functions are defined on ordered tuples of trees. In this context, consensus 

functions on sets become consensus functions satisfying the symmetry axiom [16, 77] 

that ignore repetition of trees within the input tuple. By looking only at consensus 

functions on sets of trees we have to exclude or modify several of the standard 

consensus axioms (see [78, 86, 14, 17, 18] for some of these). 

For the following, let c be a consensus function, let P = {T1 , T2 , T3 , ... , Tk} and 
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P' {T{, T~, T~, ... , TU be arbitrary profiles and let L £(Ti)· LetT- X denote 

the tree with clusters a(T)-{X}, and let P-X denote {T1-X, T2 -X, ... , Tk-X}. 

General Axioms 

At Efficiency (i) 

c( {T}) = T. [16, 14] 

A 2 Independence (of irrelevant alternatives) 

If l'!x = P(x then c(P)Ix = c(P')IX· [17, 18, 19, 81, 86] 

A3 Independence (ii) 

For any X~ S, c(Pjx) = c(P)IX· [19]. 

Cluster Axioms (for rooted trees) 

A4 Pareto 

If X E nio-(11) then X E c(P). (17, 18, 77, 86, 78] 

A5 co-Pareto 

o-( c( P)) ~ Uio-(Ti). (77] 

A6 Removal independence 

If P1x- X= P(x- X then c(P)Ix X= c(P')Ix X. (17, 18, 19] 

A1 Weak independence 

If l'!x = P(x then c(P)jx -X c(P1)jx- X. [18] 

As Autonomy 

Given any X ~ S there is a profile P such that X E o-(c(P)). [77] 

A9 Efficiency (ii) 

If every tree Ti in P either has X as its only non-trivial cluster, or equals the 

fan tree, then c(P) equals the fan tree or the tree with one non-trivial cluster 

X. [16, 14] 

A 1o Betweenness (faithfulness) 

Given any choice of Xi E o-(Ti) for each i, there is some cluster B E a(c(P)) 
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such that 

Most of the above have obvious equivalents for unrooted trees and splits. There 

are also consensus axioms based on other structures in the tree, for instance, quartets 

and rooted triples: 

Other structural axioms 

A11 Pareto on quartets 

If ablcd E niq(7i) then ablcd E q(c(P)). 

A12 co~Pareto on quartets 

q(c(P)) C Uiq(]i). 

A13 Pareto on rooted triples 

If able E nir(7i) then able E r(c(P)). 

A 14 co-Pareto on rooted triples 

r(c(P)) ~ Uir(]i). 

As could be expected there are many logical dependencies between these axioms, 

as well as sets of axioms for which no consensus method exists. 

1. If c satisfies A10 then it satisfies A4 [86]. 

2. If c satisfies A2 and A4 then it satisfies A10 [86]. 

3. If c satisfies A2 then it satisfies A7 [19]. 

4. If c satisfies A3 then it satisfies A2 and A7 [19]. 

5. If c satisfies A6 then it satisfies A2 and A7 [19]. 

6. There is no c satisfying A2 and A 11 [81, 78]. 

7. There is no c satisfying A4 and A6 [17]. 

We present several new logical connections between consensus axioms, all of 

which follow directly from the definitions. 
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Theorem 6.3 1. If c satisfies A 9 then it satisfies As. 

2. If c satisfies A1 then it satisfies As. 

3. If c satisfies An then it satisfies A4 (for splits). 

4. If c satisfies A13 then it satisfies A4, As, Ag and A1o. 

5. If c satisfies A5 then it satisfies An (unrooted) or A13 (rooted). 

6.4 Clique Consensus methods 

In his discussion of the Nelson consensus tree Swofford [107] suggested that the 

construction method of Page be altered to include all clusters in the input trees, 

even if they are not replicated. It is surprising that no one had suggested that 

earlier. Indeed there is very little mention of a whole class of related consensus 

methods that appears to be highly intuitive. 

The basic idea behind these methods, which we will cail Clique Consensus 

Methods, is to take all of the clusters (or splits) of the input trees, apply a weighting 

based on frequency or edge weightings, and then find the maximum weight clique or 

cliques to give a consensus tree. In the case that there is more than one maximum 

weight clique one could be chosen by some other criterion or, as in Page's method 

[89], the intersection of these cliques could be used. 

We define the Maximum Edge Weight Consensus Tree. This tree, like the 

Average Consensus Tree, takes account of edge weights in the input set. A consensus 

method should be biased towards including heavily weighted edges. 

Given a profile T = {T1 , ... , Tk} of edge weighted trees construct the set S 
containing all of the splits (or clusters) of the original set. Weight the elements of 

S by the sum of the corresponding edges in the trees of T. The maximum edge 

weight consensus tree is then constructed from a maximum weight clique of S. This 

method could be easily modified to take account of weights assigned to whole trees. 

A consensus method is called co-Pareto [77] if the splits or clusters in the con

sensus tree all come from the input trees. Hence a method is a Clique Consensus 

Method if and only if it is co-Pareto. This includes not only the Nelson-Page con

sensus tree but a number of the earlier methods. Given a cluster X and a profile of 
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rooted trees T, define freq(X, T) = j{T E T: X E a(T)}j. When AlB is a split 

and Tis a profile of unrooted trees define freq(AjB, T) = I{T E T: AlB E f3(T) }J. 

• If every cluster is weighted by freq(X, T) - k + 1/2 then the Max Clique 

Consensus tree equals the strict consensus tree. 

• If every cluster is weighted by freq(X, T) -k /2 then the Max Clique Consensus 

tree equals the strict Majority Rule tree. 

• If every cluster is weighted by the number of trees it is compatible with, minus 

(k- 1/2) then the Max Clique tree equals the loose consensus tree. 

• If every cluster is weighted by freq(X, T)- k/2 then the set of median trees 

equals the set of maximum weight cliques. 

• The asymmetric median trees correspond to maximum weight cliques when 

the clusters are weighted by freq(X, T) [91). 

6.4.1 Complexity 

Recall that the general maximum compatible subset problem is NP-hard, so de

scribing consensus techniques in terms of clique problems is not going to instantly 

provide fast efficient algorithms. However the Max Clique Consensus problem is 

only a specific case of the maximum compatible subset problem, because the set of 

clusters has to come from a collection of trees. Perhaps a bound on the number of 

trees in the input profile will lead to polynomial time algorithms? 

This is only true to an extent. We formally state the problem, then show that 

it has polynomial time complexity for two trees but is NP-complete for three trees. 

This result is a minor extension of work in [91). 

MAX CLIQUE CONSENSUS 

INSTANCE: Collection of trees T = {T1, ... , Tk}· Weight function w : C -+ ~' 

where C = Uia(Ti). Number K. 

QUESTION: Is there a tree T such that a(T) ~ C and I::xEu(T) w(X) ~ K? 
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Theorem 6.4 MAX CLIQUE CONSENSUS can be solved in polynomial time if 

k :::; 2 but is NP-complete fork ;::: 3. 

Given two trees T1 and T2 construct the incompatibility graph with vertices corre

sponding to the clusters of C = a(T1) U a(T2 ) and an edge between two vertices if 

and only if the corresponding splits are incompatible. Since the clusters in each tree 

are compatible this graph G must be bipartite. Assign the weights to the vertices 

equal to weights of the corresponding splits. We want to find the independent set 

in G that has the maximum weight. This can done use the "Hungarian" matching 

based algorithms [31), taking at most O(n3 ) time. 

For the second part we only have to observe that calculating the Asymmetric 

Median Tree for three trees is NP-complete [91), and this is only a special case of 

MAX CLIQUE CONSENSUS. o 

6.4.2 Restricted Max Clique Consensus 

A new consensus technique is of little use if it cannot be efficiently implemented. 

Therefore in its most general form the Max Clique consensus method is only of 

theoretical interest. However, in the light of the Hunting for Trees algorithms in 

Chapter 4 we can provide polynomial time algorithms for a restricted, but still 

useful, variant. 

We begin with a special case and then generalise. 

Maximum Binary Clique Consensus 

INSTANCE: Profile T = {T1 , ... , Tk} of rooted binary trees. 

PROBLEM: Find a tree T that maximises LXEu(T) freq(X, T) over all binary trees 

with clusters in Uia(7i). 

Since T contains binary trees, the set C = Uia(Ti) will always contain enough 

clusters to construct a binary tree. Therefore we can always find such a tree. There 

are at most O(nk) clusters inC, so by using the algorithms in Chapter Four we can 

calculate this maximum weight binary tree in O(n2k2) time. 

As with the Hunting for Trees algorithm, we do not have to restrict ourselves to 

binary trees, and can generalise the above consensus problem to d-trees. In particular 
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we obtain versions of the Maximum Weight Consensus Tree and the Asymmetric 

Median Tree. These are both NP-hard to construct in the general case but with the 

restriction of degree bound become solvable in polynomial time. 

Maximum weight consensus d-tree 

INSTANCE: Profile 7 of edge-weighted trees on leaf set L, and a degree bound d. 

PROBLEM: Find ad-tree with maximum summed edge weights, where each edge is 

weighted by the sum of the corresponding edge weights in trees in 7 and each edge 

appears in at least one tree in 7, or show that no such tree exists. 

A tree that is a solution to this problem is called a maximum weight consen

sus d-tree. A maximum weight consensus d-tree can be constructed, or shown not 

to exist, in O(n2dKd-l) time, where n ILl and K I Ui C(Ti) I [25]. 

Restricted asymmetric median d-tree 

INSTANCE: Profile 7 of trees on leaf set L, and a degree bound d. 

PROBLEM: Find a tree which minimises 

2: I/J(1i)- fJ(T)I 
i 

of all d-trees that have splits from trees in 7, or show that no such tree exists. 

A tree that solves this problem is called a restricted asymmetric median 

d-tree and can also be constructed in O(n2dKd-l) time, where K =I Ui C(7i)l and 

n =ILl [25]. 

In general we cannot guarantee the existence of a restricted median d-tree or a 

maximum weight consensus d-tree. However, if the input profile contains at least one 

d-tree then their existence is guaranteed. For example if the input profile contains 

at least one binary tree, as is often the case, then for all d 2 3 there exist restricted 

median d-trees, asymmetric median d-trees and, if the the trees in the input profile 

have weighted edges, maximum weight consensus d-trees. 
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6.5 Agreement Methods 

All of the consensus methods we have described take a collection of trees and return 

a trees, or set of trees, on the same leaf set. However this might not be the best 

way to represent the information shared by the trees. For example, consider the two 

trees (1) and (2) in Figure 42. 

~ 
a b c d e f x 

f 

e 

f 
e 

X a a b 

a b 

Figure 42 : The strict consensus tree of (1) and (2) equals the fan tree (3), but the MAST 

tree contains a lot more information (4). 

Trees (1) and (2) are identical except for the position of the taxa x, and yet 

the strict consensus tree of these trees contains no information (3). A far more 

representative tree ( 4) is obtained by removing the taxa x. 

We describe several methods for extracting information common to trees that do 

not return trees with a full leaf set. Collectively these methods are called Agree

ment Methods. 

6.5.1 Reduced Consensus Profiles 

One problem with many consensus techniques is that the consensus tree can contain 

information that is not present in all of the input trees, and sometimes not in any 

of the trees. It has been long recognised that the Adams consensus tree suffers from 
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this problem [107] so that interpretation of the tree must be made with considerable 

care. Wilkinson [116] proposes to reduce ambiguity by outputting not the single 

Adams tree, but the set of trees T satisfying: 

1. Tis an induced subtree of the Adams tree. 

2. T :::! Ti for all trees 1i in the input profile. 

3. There is no tree T' =I= T satisfying 1 and 2 such that T :::! T'. 

4. T is not a fan tree. 

This possibly empty collection of trees is called the Reduced Adams Consensus 

(RAC) profile for T. Given a profile T = {T1, ... , Tk}, let R = ni r(Ti) and let 

TAD be the Adams consensus tree for T. The RAC profile is equal to the maximal 

elements of the set 

{1j1P : (/J C r(1jiD) ~ R}. 

In addition to the RAC profile, Wilkinson describes the Reduced Cladistic Con

sensus profile. Given a profile of trees T, the RCC profile contains those trees T 

satisfying 

1. T :::! 1i for all trees 1i E T. 

2. There is no tree T' =I= T satisfying 1 such that T :::1 T'. 

3. T is not a fan tree. 

In terms of our earlier notation, the RCC profile equals the maximal members of 

the set 

{T: (/J c r(T) ~ R}. 

These approaches may work well for trees with a small number of taxa, but are 

not really practical for large trees. Wilkinson does not appear to have considered 

the problem that the size of the RAC and RCC profiles can grow exponentially with 

respect to the number of taxa. 

Theorem 6.5 For each n > 1 there exist trees T and T' with 5n leaves such that 

the RAG and RCC profiles forT and T' contain more that 4n trees. 

Proof 

For each i = 1, ... , n construct Ti, T/ T/' as in Figure 43. 
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a. e. b. c. d. 
1 1 1 I 1 

a. 
1 

b. c. e. d. a. b. 
1 1 1 1 1 I 

Figure 43 : The trees Ti, Tf Tf' in the proof of Theorem 6.5. 

Note that Tf' is the Adams consensus tree of 1i and Tf. 
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C. d. 
I I 

Construct a rooted caterpillar tree with leaves xb x2 , ... , Xn, labelled in any 

order. For T replace each leaf Xi of the caterpillar tree with the tree 1i,. For T' 

replace each leaf Xi of the caterpillar tree with Tf. The Adams consensus tree of T 

and T', which we will denote T" is the caterpillar tree with each leaf Xi replaced by 

T !' z . 

n 

S = u { ei, Ui, Vi}. 
i=l 

Then 11~ :::1 T and 11'~ :::1 T'. This will not be true if we add any more leaves to S, so 

11~ is in the RAC profile for T and T'. The tree 11'~ is also in the RCC profile for T 

and T' because we cannot add any edges to 11'~ and still get 11'~ :::1 T and 11'~ :::1 T'. 

For each i = 1, ... , n there are four different choices of ui and Vi. Hence there 

are at least 4n trees in the RAC and RCC profiles ofT and T'. 0 

It appears that a further criterion needs to included in the definition of the RAC 

and RCC profiles, in order to avoid this mushrooming effect. For example we could 

check each candidate for the RAC or RCC profile as soon as we construct it, making 

sure that it contains at least one rooted triple not contained in the previous trees. 

In this way the RAC or RCC profile would not be unique, but its size would be 

limited to O(n3) trees, n being the number of leaves. 
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6.5.2 Agreement subtrees 

A tree T with leaf set X is an agreement subtree of a profile of trees T = 
{T1, ... , Tk} if 

that is, if T is an induced subtree of all the trees Agreement subtrees provide 

an intuitive way to represent branching information shared by a collection of trees. 

They were introduced by Finden and Gordon [53] who called them 'common pruned 

trees'. 

A Maximum Agreement Subtree or MAST of a profile is an agreement sub

tree with the maximum number of leaves. There can be several maximum agreement 

subtrees for a given profile, indeed exponentially many [72]. An exact, but super

polynomial time, algorithm for computing a MAST of two binary trees was presented 

by Kubicka et al. [71] (submitted in 1992). Polynomial time algorithms for comput

ing a MAST of two trees were developed independently by Steel and Warnow [103] 

and Goddard et al. [57]. The problem of computing MAST for three or more trees 

was shown to be NP-hard by Amir and Keselman [7). Even approximating the size 

of the MAST tree is difficult [63]. 

Fortunately in real life the trees that people want to calculate MAST trees for 

tend to have small vertex degree. If we can place a degree bound on one of the input 

trees then a Maximum Agreement Subtree can be constructed in polynomial time. 

Amir and Keselman [7] discovered an O(kndd+l + n2d) algorithm. Farach et al. [50] 

improved this bound, describing an O(kn3 + nd) algorithm. 

The algorithm for MAST that we give here also has complexity O(kn3 + nd) but 

is simpler than the algorithm of [50] thanks to the use of rooted triples and closed 

sets. Let R be the set of rooted triples common to the trees in a profile T. If one 

of the trees in T is binary then the number of leaves in the MAST tree of T is just 

the maximum over all leaves a, b of 

lviAST(a,b) max{lv!AST(a,x) + MAST(b,y): x E A,y E B} 

where A= {x: axlb E R} U {a} and B = {y: byja E R} U {b}. 

We extend our algorithm to solve related problems: constructing an agreement 

subtree with a maximum number of edges, constructing an agreement subtree com

patible with the maximum number of rooted triples and constructing an agreement 
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subtree compatible with the maximum number of quartets. 

First we present an algorithm for constructing all agreement subtrees. The al

gorithm provides the basis of all of the agreement subtree algorithms. 

In all of the following, let 7 = {T1 , ... , Tk} be a profile of rooted trees on leaf 

set L such that at least one of the trees in 7 is ad-tree. Given two leaves a, b E L let 

/(a, b) denote the set of agreement subtrees T of 7 such that a and bare in different 

maximal subtrees ofT, that is, the root ofT equals the least common ancestor of a 

and b. We define 7( a, a) to be the singleton vertex a. Finally, let 

R = n r(Ti) and F = n f(Ti). 
i i 

Refer to Chapter 1 for definitions of r(T) and f(T). 

The basis for our agreement subtree techniques is the following observation: 

Lemma 6.6 A tree T is an agreement subtree for 7 if and only if 

r(T) ~ R and f(T) ~F. 

Proof 

T is an agreement subtree for 7 if and only if Tis an induced subtree of each tree 

Ti E 7 if and only if r(T) C r(Ti) and f(T) c f(Ti) for all Ti E 7 if and only if 

r(T) ~ Rand f(T) ~ F. o 

Though we have so far only discussed inference rules for rooted triples and quar

tets there are some extremely useful inference rules involving fan trees. 

Lemma 6. 7 (i) If wxiy, yziw E R then wxiz E R. 

(ii) If wxiy E R and (w, y, z) E F then wxiz E R. 

(iii) Suppose that xyiu ~ R for all u in some set U C L. Ifxyiz E R then u1u2iz E R 

for all u1,u2 E UU {x,y}. Ifxyiz E Rand (w,x,z) E F then (w,z,u) E F for all 

u E U and u1u2iw E R for all u1, u2 E U U {x, y}. 

Proof 

Part (i) is just the standard dyadic rule for rooted triples (Chapter 3, section 3.2). 

Part (ii) follows from the fact that every tree that extends wxiy and (x, y, z) must 

also extend tree (1) in Figure 44. For (iii) we note that if xyiz E r(T) for some tree 
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T and xylu tf. r(T) then there are only three possibilities for the subtree induced by 

{x,y,z,u} (Figure 44 (2)). The second part of (iii) is similar. D 

(1) 

z 
y 

w X X U y 

Figure 44 : The two trees (1) and (2) for the proof of Lemma 6.7. 

The procedure AoSUBTREE (Algorithm 20) returns an arbitrary member of 

T(a, b). 

Theorem 6.8 (i) The algorithm AoSUBTREE always returns a tree in T(a, b). 

(ii) The algorithm AoSUBTREE can return any tree in T(a, b). 

Proof 

(i) We prove the theorem using induction with respect to the partial order -< defined 

on pairs of leaves in T1 (see section 2.3.5, page 24). The theorem is clearly true if 

a = b. Suppose that it is true for all { c, d} -< {a, b }. 

LetT be a tree returned by AGSUBTREE(a, b). LetS= {s1 , s2 , .•. , sm} be the 

clique of G chosen in step 7. We have (a, si, b) E F for all Si E S and (a, si, sj) E F 

for all si, Sj E S. By Lemma 6.7 (i) we have (si, Sj, b) E F for all si, Sj E S. Therefore 

all of the fans with leaves in S U {a, b} are in F and so the fan tree Tp of Figure 45 

is an agreement subtree of T. 
Now by the construction of A and B in line 2 of AGSUBTREE, if a =f. x* then 

ax*lb E Rand if b =f. y* then by* Ia E R. By repeated application of Lemma 6.7 (ii) 

we see that the tree Tj;. of Figure 46 is also an agreement subtree forT. 

Note that a could equal x* or b could equal y*, in which case the pendant pairs 

would be replaced by a single vertex. The resulting tree would still be an agreement 

subtree. 
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Procedure AGSUBTREE(a, b) 

1. IF a= b THEN RETURN the vertex a. 

2. Construct: 

3. Choose x* E A. 

4. Choose y* E B. 

A +- { x : axlb E R} U {a} 

B +- {y:bylaER}U{b} 

C +- { z : ( azb) E F} 
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5. For each z E C, choose z* E C such that either z* = z or 

z*ziaER. 
6. Construct a graph G with vertex set C and an edge between 

v and w if and only if (avw) E F. 
7. Choose a cliqueS of G 
8. Construct the trees AGSUBTREE(a, x*), AGSUBTREE(b, y*) and 

AGSUBTREE(s, s*) for all s E S. Attach the roots of these 

trees to a new root v. 
9. RETURN this tree. 

END. 

Algorithm 20 : AGSUBTREE 

Figure 45 : Tree TF in the proof of Theorem 6.8. 
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Figure 46 : Tree r; in the proof of Theorem 6.8. 

For each i = 1, 2, ... , m such that si =/= si we have from lines 2 and 5 that 

sisiia E Rand (a, si, b) E F. Again using Lemma 6.7 together with a smattering of 

Lemma 6.6 we conclude that the tree Ta of Figure 47 is an agreement subtree for 

T. 

a X* s ..$ s .-<+: 1 ::sl 2 ::)2 s 1 y* b m m 

Figure 47 : Tree To: in the proof of Theorem 6.8. 

As before, the pendant pairs si, si would be replaced by a single leaf if si = si. 

Since Ta is an agreement subtree for T it is an induced subtree of T1 , from 

which we can conclude that {a, x*} --<: {a, b} in T1 and { b, y*} --<: {a, b} in T1 and 

{si, si}--<: {a, b} in T1 for all i = 1, 2, ... , m. Let Sa, Sb and 51 , ... , Sm be the trees 

returned by the recursive calls in line 8: AGSUBTREE(a, x*), AGSUBTREE(b, y*) and 

AGSUBTREE(si, si) fori= 1, ... , m. By the induction step these are all agreement 

subtrees forT, so r(Si) ~Rand f(Si) ~ F for all i E {1, ... , m, a, b}. 
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Given any {i,j,k} ~ {1, ... ,m,a,b}, Lemma 6.7 (iii) tells us that (ui,Uj,uk) E 

F for all ui E £(Si), Uj E £(Sj) and uk E £(Sk)· Lemma 6.7 (iii) also gives us 

UiVi)Wj E R for all Ui,vi E £(Si), Wj E £(Sj) and {i,j} ~ {1, ... ,m,a,b}. Put 

and 

Fp = {(u,v,w): u E Sj,V E Sk,w E St,{j,k,l} ~ {1, ... ,m,a,b}}. 

What we have shown is that Rp ~ Rand Fp ~ F. 

Since 

and 

j(T) = j(So) U j(S1) U j(S2) U · · · U j(Sm+I) U Fp 

we have that r(T) ~ Rand f(T) ~ F soT is an agreement subtree for 'T, completing 

part (i) of the proof. 

(ii) Suppose that T is member of T(a, b). Let Sa be the maximal subtree con

taining a, let Sb be the maximal subtree containing b, and let S1 , S2, ... , Sm be the 

remaining maximal subtrees, if there are any. Choose x* in £(Sa) such that the 

lowest common ancestor of a and x* equals the root of Sa and choose y* such the 

lowest common ancestor of bandy* equals the root of Sb. For each subtree Si choose 

two leaves si and si so that the lowest common ancestor of si and si equals the root 

of Si. It is not hard to see that x*, y* and each si and si could be selected by the 

algorithm. By the induction step, the trees Sa, Sb and Si, i = 1, 2, ... , m could be 

returned by the algorithm. Hence the algorithm AaSuBTREE(a, b) can choose any 

agreement subtree T E 'T(a, b). 0 

6.5.3 Maximum Agreement Subtree (MAST) 

The algorithm AaSUBTREE provides the means to optimise agreement subtrees us

ing dynamical programming. Given the appropriate function, we can find the max

imum on subtrees, then build up until we have found the maximum over the whole 
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domain. The first example of this approach is the classical Maximum Agreement 

Subtree problem .., find an agreement subtree with the largest number of leaves. 

Algorithm 21 returns the number of leaves in the MAST and can be easily 

modified to return the actual tree after this value is calculated. 

Procedure MAST( a, b) 

1 . IF a = b THEN RETURN 1 . 

2. Construct: 

A+- {x:axlbER}U{a} 

B +- {y:bylaER}U{b} 

C +- {z: (azb) E F} 

3. Choose x* E A that maximises MAST( a, x*) 

4. Choose y* E B that maximises MAST(b, y*) 

5. For each z E C, choose z* that maximises MAST(z, z*) over 

all {z' E C: zz'ia E R} U {z}. 
6. Construct a weighted graph G with vertex set C and 

an edge between v and w if and only if (avw) E F. Weight 

each vertex v of G by MAST(v, v*). 
7. Choose a maximum weight clique S of G 

8. RETURN MAST(a, x*) + MAST(b, y*) + I:sES MAST(s, s*) 

END. 

Algorithm 21 : MAST 

Theorem 6.9 The procedure MAST( a, b) returns the largest value of I.C(T)I over 

all T E T(a, b). 

Proof 

The algorithm works correctly when a = b. Assume that it works for all { c, d} --< 

{a, b} in T1 (see section 2.3.5, page 24 for the definition of--<). 

Choose T E T(a, b). Let Sa be the maximal subtree of T containing a, let 

Sb be the maximal subtree containing b, and let 8 1 , 82 , •.. , Sm be the remaining 
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maximal subtrees, if there are any. Choose x*, y*, the leaves si and the leaves s~, 

so that Sa E T(a, x*), sb E T(b, y*) and si E T(si, sD for i = 1, ... l m. The set 

{s 11 •.• , sm} forms a clique in the graph G (step 6). 

Using the induction step we have: 

!L:(T)j - !L:(Sa)! + !L:(Sb)! !L:(SI)I + · · · + IL:(Sm)l 

< MAST( a, x*) MAST(b, y*) + L MAST(si, sD 

< maxxeAMAST(a, x) + maxyeBMAST(b, y) +Maximum clique weight in G. 

value returned by MAST(a, b) 

Conversely, suppose that the leaves x*, y* and { Si, si} were chosen as in the algorithm 

MAST( a, b). By the induction step there are trees Sa E T(a, x*), Sb E T(b, y*) and 

si E T(si,sD fori= 1,2, ... ,m such that IL:(Sa)l = MAST(a,x*), !L:(Sb)! = 

MAST(b, y*), and IL:(Si)l = MAST(si, sD fori= 1, 2, ... , m. 
i 1, 2, ... , m. Create a new vertex and connect it to the roots of these trees. 

The number of leaves in this tree will then equal the value returned by MAST(a, b). 

By Theorem 6.8 this tree is an agreement subtree of 7 and so is in T(a, b). It must 

therefore be a tree in 7( a, b) with the largest number of leaves. D 

Theorem 6.10 We can use the procedure MAST {Algorithm 21} to calculate the 

number of leaves in the Maximum Agreement Subtree forT= {T1, T2, ... , Tk} in 

O(kn3 nd) time, where d is the vertex degree of at least one of the trees. 

Proof 

Consider first the number of calculations required for one pass through the procedure 

MAST. The sets in step 2 can be constructed in O(n) time, which is the same time 

complexity as the maximisation in steps 3, 4 and 5. The step that takes the most 

time is finding the maximum weight clique in step 7. This takes O(nd-2) time. 

Hence for each a,b the procedure MAST(a,b) takes O(max(nd-2 ,n)) time. 

This procedure MAST(a, b) is called for every pair of leaves (a, b) in order to 

calculate the Maximum Agreement Subtree. Note that constructing R and F takes 

O(kn3 ). Hence the total time complexity is O(kn3 + nd) which, incidentally, is the 
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same time complexity as the algorithm of Farach et al. [50]. D 

If T contains a binary tree then d = 2 and, at each pass through the procedure 

there is no need to optimise over cliques. Hence we can simplify the algorithm to 

obtain the formula 

MAST(a,b) max{MAST(a,x) MAST(b,y): x E A,y E B} 

where A= {x: axlb E R} U {a} and B {y: byia E R} U {b}. 

6.5.4 Maximum Information Agreement Subtree (MIST) 

Swofford (107] identified a problem with the Maximum Agreement Subtree: some

times the agreement subtree with the most leaves is less informative than an agree

ment subtree with fewer leaves. We reproduce his example in Figure 48. 

abcdefghijk abcdefgh jk 

A A\ 
abcdef ghijk 

Figure 48 : An example from [107] demonstrating that the agreement subtree with the 

largest number of leaves is not always preferable. 

Tree (3) is the Maximal Agreement Subtree of (1) and (2) but it conveys much 

less information than does a smaller agreement subtree {4). 

In response to Swofford's criticism we present a new criterion for selecting agree

ment subtrees. In Figure 48 the preferred agreement tree is just the tree with the 

most non-trivial clusters. With this in mind we define the Maximum Information 
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Agreement Subtree (MIST) problem. 

INSTANCE: Profile T = {T1 , ... , Tk} on leaf set L. 

PROBLEM: Find an agreement subtree T for T that has a maximum number of 

non-trivial clusters. 

We show that this problem can be solved in time O(kn3 + knd) where d is a 

degree bound on one of the trees. We actually solve a more general problem, one 

that combines both MAST and MIST. 

INSTANCE: Profile T = {T1 , ... , Tk} on leaf set L. Real numbers a, (3 2: 0. 

PROBLEM: Find an agreement subtree T forT that maximises faf3(T), where 

faf3(T) = aj.C(T)I + f31{X E CJ(T) :X non-trivial }j. 

Procedure MIST(a, b, a, (3) 

1 . IF a = b THEN RETURN a . 

2. Otherwise, construct: 

A +- { x : axjb E R} U {a} 

B +- {y:byjaER}U{b} 

C +- {z: (azb) E F} 

3. Choose x* E A that maximises MIST(a, x*, a, (3) 

4. Choose y* E B that maximises MIST(b, y*, a, (3) 

5. For each z E C, choose z* that maximises MIST(z, z*, a, (3) 

over all {z' E C: zz'ia E R} U {z}. 
6. Construct a weighted graph G with vertex set C and 

an edge between v and w if and only if (avw) E F. Weight 

each vertex v of G by MIST(v, v*). 
7. Choose a maximum weight cliqueS of G 
8. RETURN 

MIST(a, x*, a, (3) + MIST(b, y*, a, (3) + LsES MIST(s, s*, a, (3) + (3 
end. 

Algorithm 22 : MIST 
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Both of the MIST problems have unrooted equivalents. We can convert each un

rooted problem into a rooted problem by solving n instances of the rooted problem, 

rooting the trees at a different leaf each time. 

The correctness and complexity proofs are omitted because they are almost iden

tical to those for MAST in the previous section. 

Theorem 6.11 The procedure MIST(a, b, a, (3) returns the largest value of ai£(T) I+ 
f31{X E a-(T): lXI > 1}1 over all T E 'T(a, b). 

Theorem 6.12 Using the algorithm MIST the size of the Maximum Information 

Subtree for 7 = {T1 , T2 , ..• , Tk} can be calculated in time O(kn3 + nd) 1 where d is 

the vertex degree of at least one of the trees. 

6.5.5 Maximum Number of Triples Agreement Subtree (MAN

TAT) 

Even the agreement tree with the largest number of internal edges is not always 

the most informative agreement tree. The example in Figure 49 also comes from 

Swofford [107], though not in the same section. 

a b c d e f g h i j k 1 

(2) 

a b cdefghijkl 

Figure 49 : An example reproduced from Swofford (107) showing that trees with the same 

number of non-trivial clusters convey different amounts of information. 
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Here we have two trees with the same number of leaves and the same number 

of clusters, yet the first tree (1) allows more statements of relationship to be made 

than the second tree. Therefore it will sometimes be necessary to optimise another 

with respect to another criterion, in this case the number of rooted triples in the 

agreement tree. In the example, tree (1) contains 136 rooted triples while tree (2) 

contains only 28. We define, then, the Maximum Number of Triples Agreement 

Subtree (MANTAT) problem. 

INSTANCE: Profile T {T1 , .•. , Tk} on leaf set L. 

PROBLEM: Find an agreement subtree T forT that contains the maximum number 

of rooted triples. 

We show that this problem can also be solved in time O(kn3 +n2d), where dis a 

degree bound on one of the trees. More efficient algorithms should be possible; the 

aim here is to show that the problem can be solved in polynomial time. 

For each pair of leaves a, b the following algorithm returns an n-tuple. The 

m-th number in this tuple equals the maximum number of rooted triples over 

all trees in T( a, b) with m leaves, or -1 if there are no such trees. For sim~ 

plicity let MANTAT(a, b)[m] denote the m-th number in the tuple returned by 

MANTAT(a, b). 

The function p(m11 ••• , mq) in step 18 is defined by 

p(mb ... , mq) = L mi(mi- 1)mi/2 
i=/=j 

Theorem 6.13 The m-th entry of the vector returned by MANTAT(a, b) is equal 

to 

max{jr(T)I: T E T(a, b), I£(T)! = m}. 

Proof 

The algorithm works correctly when a b. Assume that it works for all { c, d} -< 

{a, b} in T1 (see section 2.3.5, page 24 for the definition of-<). 

Choose T E T(a, b) and put m = I£(T)I. Let Sa be the maximal subtree of 

T containing a, let Sb be the maximal subtree containing b, and let S1 , S2 , ... , Sq 

be the remaining maximal subtrees (if any). Put ma = !£(Sa) I, mb i£(Sb)i and 
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Procedure MANTAT(a, b) 

1. For all i = 1, ... ,n put M[i] t- -1. 

2 . IF a = b THEN 

3. NI[1] t- 0 

4. RETURN M. 

5. ELSE 

6. Construct: 

A t- { x : ax I b E R} U {a} 

B t- {y:bylaER}U{b} 

C t- {z: (azb) E F} 

7. FOR each m = 1, 2, ... , n DO 

8. Let MZ[a, m] be the largest value of MANTAT(a, x)[m] 

over all x E A 
9. Let MZ[b, m] be the largest value of MANTAT(b, y)[m] 

over all y E B. 
10. FOR each z E C DO 

11. Let MZ[z, m] be the largest value of MANTAT(z, z')[m] 

over all z' E C such that zz'ia E R or z' = z. 
12. END (FOR) 

13. END(FOR) 

14. Construct a graph G with vertex set C and an edge between 

v and w if and only if (avw) E F. 
15. FOR all cliques S = { s 1, ... , sq} of G DO 

16. FOR all 1 :::; ma, m1 , m 2, ... , mq, mb with sum at most n DO 

17. IF MZ[si,mi]~O for all i=a,1, ... ,q,b THEN 

18. X t- MZ[a, ma] + MZ[b, mb] + 2:::{=1 MZ[si, mi] + p(ma, m1, ... , mq, m 

19. IF X > M[ma + 2:::{=1 mi + mb] THEN NI[ma + '£,{=1 mi + mb] +-X 

20. END(IF) 

21. END(FOR) 

22. END(FOR) 

23. RETURN M 

24. END(IF-ELSE) 

END. 

Algorithm 23 : MANTAT 
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mi = I£(Si)l fori= 1, 2, ... , q. We can select leaves x, y, s1, ... , Sq and si, ... , s~ 
such that Sa E T(a, x), sb E T(b, y), and si E T(si, sD for all i = 1, ... 'q. Because 

Tis an agreement subtree r(T) ~Rand f(T) ~ F and therefore (a, si, sj) E F for 

all i, j E {1, ... , q}. Hence { s11 ... , sq} forms a clique in G. 

For each i, 

lr(Si)l < max{jr(Ti)l :TiE T(si, sD, I.C(Ti)l = mi} 

MANTAT(si, s~)[md 

< max{MANTAT(si, o:)[mi]: sio:ja E R} 

- MZ[si,mi] 

In the same way, lr(Sa)l s; MZ[a,ma] and lr(Sb)l s; MZ[b,mb]· Putting T back 

together again we get Now 

q 

lr(T)I jr(Sa)l + lr(Sb)l + L ir(Si)! + L !{xyjz: x,y E .C(Si),z E .C(Sj)}l 
i=l {i,j}<;;;{a,l, ... ,q,b} ' 

q 

- !r(Sa.)l + !r(Sb)! L jr(Si)l + p(ma, mll ... , mq, mb) 
i=l 

q 

< M Z[a, ma] + M Z[b, mb] + L M Z[i, mi] + p( ma., m1, ... , mq, mb) 
i=l 

< MANTAT(a, b)[m] 

We now show that when MANTAT{a, b)[m] 2: 0 there is a tree T E T(a, b) 

with m leaves such that lr(T)I = MANTAT(a, b)[m]. Choose the clique S of G 

and tuple ma, mb ... , mq, mb that last gave an update to M[m]. Choose x andy 

that give the maximum values M Z[a, maJ and M Z[b, mb]· For each Si E S choose 

a leaf s~ giving the maximum value MZ[i, mi]· By the induction step there are 

trees Sa, sb, sl, 82, ... 'Sq such that I£(Sa)l = ma, I.C(Sb)l = mb, I.C(Si)l = mi and 

!r(Sa)i = MZ[a,ma.J,ir(Sb)l = MZ[b,mb], jr(Si)! = MZ[i,mi]for i = 1,2, ... ,q. 

Create a new root r and connect r to the roots of Sa, S1 , ... , Sq, Sb giving the tree 

required. D 

Theorem 6.14 The number of rooted triples in a MANTAT forT can be calcu

lated in O(kn3 + dn2d) time. 
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Proof 

It takes O(kn3 ) time to construct the sets Rand F. We call the procedure MANTAT(a, b) 

for every pair of leaves a, b, storing the values as we proceed. We store the values 

calculated by MANTAT(a, b) in a table, so each need only be calculated once. The 

maximum value is then the maximum of MANTAT(a, b)[m] over all pairs of leaves 

a, b and values for m : 1 ::; m ::; n. 

Looking at the algorithm for MANTAT(a, b) an iteration of the inner loop (steps 

17 to 20) takes O(d) time, so the loop in steps 16 to 21 takes O(dnd) time. The 

graph G has fewer than n vertices, so there are at most nd-2 cliques and the whole 

loop in steps 15 to 22 takes O(dndnd-2 ) = O(dn2d- 2 ) time. Steps 1 to 14 take only 

O(min{n3 ,nd}) time, so the entire procedure takes at most O(dn2d-2
) time. 

The procedure MANTAT(a, b) is called O(n2) times, once for each pair of 

leaves. Hence calculating MANTAT(a, b) for all a, b takes O(dn2d) time, giving 

O(kn3 + dn2d) for the whole problem. D 

6.5.6 Maximum Number of Quartets Agreement Subtree 

The unrooted equivalent of MANTAT involves not rooted triples but quartets: 

INSTANCE: Profile 7 = {T1 , ... , Tk} of unrooted trees on leaf set L. 

PROBLEM: Find an agreement subtree T for 7 that contains a maximum number 

of quartets. 

The algorithm solving this problem is essentially the same as the MANTAT 

algorithm, but a lot messier, so we omit it. For MANTAT we calculated the 

weight of a clique over all possible distributions of the number of leaves. In this 

unrooted algorithm we have to calculate the weight of a clique over all distributions 

of the number of leaves AND all distributions of the number of rooted triples. The 

resulting algorithm has complexity O(kn3 + dn5d) for each different rooting, and 

O(kn4 + dn5d+l) for the entire problem. We anticipate that a faster version is 

possible, but will be content with breaking the polynomial time barrier. 
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Appendix A 

A List of NP-complete problems 

A.l General Compatibility Problems 

QUARTET COMPATIBILITY 

INSTANCE: A set Q of quartets on a leaf set L. 

QUESTION: Is Q compatible? That is, is there a tree T such that Q £;;; q(T)? 

Reference: Steel [101]. Transformation from BETWEENNESS. 

Comment: Can be solved in polynomial time if there is a leaf common to all quar

tets. Remains NP-complete, however, if there are two leaves a, f3 such that each 

quartet in Q contains either a or f3 [87]. 

SPLIT-QUARTET COMPATIBILITY. 

INSTANCE: Set Q of quartets on a leaf set L. 

QUESTION: Is there are non-trivial split not contradicted by Q? That is, is there 

a split AlB of L such that there is no quartet abjcd E Q with a, c E A and b, d E B? 

Reference: Chapter 2, section 2.4.2. Transformation from 3SAT. 

TREE COMPATIBLE WITH PARTIAL ORDER 

INSTANCE: Leaf set L. Partial order SP on pairwise distances in L. 

QUESTION: Is there a weighted tree T such that the leaf to leaf distance metric in 

T satisfies the partial order SP? 

Reference: Kannan and Warnow [70]. Transformation from QUARTET COMPAT

IBILITY. 
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Comment: Remains NP-complete if the tree Tis forced to have unit edge weights, 

and if the partial order is defined only on subsets of three leaves (TOM and POM 

consistency in [70]). 

RESOLVED TREE COMPATIBLE WITH TRIPLES AND FANS 

INSTANCE Set R of rooted triples and set F of fans. Number K ~ 0. 

QUESTION Is there a tree T with K or more internal edges such that R ~ r(T) 

and F ~ f(T)? 

Reference: Chapter 2, section 2.6.3. Transformation from GRAPH K-COLORABILITY. 

Comment: Remains NP-complete even if R = 0 and there is a leaf common to all 

fans. (Chapter 2, Theorem 2.21). Can be solved in polynomial time ifF= 0 (Com

patibility of rooted triples). 

A.2 Maximum Compatible Subset Problems 

MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE. SUBSET OF CHARACTERS 

INSTANCE: Set C of r-state characters. Positive integer B::; ICI. 
QUESTION: Is there a compatible subset C' ~ C such that B ::; IC'I? 
Reference: Day and Sankoff [39]. Transformation from CLIQUE. 

Comment: Remains NP-complete if r = 2 (binary characters) (39]. Clearly it is also 

NP-complete if we assign weights to characters and look for a subset with a weight 

greater than B. Also NP-complete if the characters in C correspond to weakly 

compatible splits (Chapter 4, Theorem 4.12). Becomes polynomial if we insist that 

C' = o-(T) for some tree T with fixed maximum vertex degree d (Chapter 4). 

MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE SUBSET OF ROOTED TRIPLES 

INSTANCE: Set R of rooted triples. Positive integer B ::; IRI. 
QUESTION: Is there a compatible subset R' c R such that B ::; IR'I? 
Reference: Proof suggested by Warnow. See Chapter 2, section 2.6.1. Transforma

tion from FEEDBACK ARC SET. 

Comment: Remains NP-complete even if we insist that R' = r(T) for some binary 

tree T (transformation from FORBIDDEN TRIPLES). 



A.3. Forbidden Subtrees Problems 

MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE SUBSET OF QUARTETS 

INSTANCE: Set Q of quartets. Positive integer B :::; jQj. 

QUESTION: Is there a compatible subset Q' c Q such that B :::; IQ'I? 

203 

Reference: Trivial transformation from MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE SUBSET OF 

ROOTED TRIPLES, or from QUARTET COMPATIBILITY. 

SUBCHARACTER COMPATIBILITY 

INSTANCE: A collectionS of splits of a set L, integer k. 

QUESTION: Is there a subset L' of L of size at least k such that the set of splits 

SIL' ={An L'jB n L': AjB E S} is compatible? 

Reference: Hamel and Steel [61]. 

A.3 Forbidden Subtrees Problems 

FORBIDDEN QUARTETS 

INSTANCE: A collection Q of quartets on leaf set L. 

QUESTION: Is there a binary tree Ton L such that q(T) n Q = 0? 

Reference: Trivial transformation from FORBIDDEN TRIPLES (below) 

FORBIDDEN SUBTREES 

INSTANCE: A collection S of rooted binary trees whose leaf sets are subsets of a 

label set L. 

QUESTION: Is there a leaf-labelled rooted binary tree T with label set L having no 

induced subtree 7lu equal to a tree in S? 

Reference: Ng, Steel and Wormald [87]. Transformation from BETWEENNESS. 

Comment: Remains NP-complete is all the trees in Shave three leaves (FORBID

DEN TRIPLES below). 

FORBIDDEN TRIPLES 

INSTANCE: A collection R of rooted triples on leaf set L. 

QUESTION: Is there a rooted binary tree T such that R n r(T) = 0.? 
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Reference: Chapter 2, section 2.6.2. Transformation from 3SAT. 

Comment: Solvable in polynomial time if we constrain T to be a caterpillar tree. 

(Chapter 2) 

A.4 Consensus Tree Problems 

BINARY MEDIAN TREE 

INSTANCE: A profile T = {T1, T2 , .•. , Tk} of trees on a leaf set L. Number K. 

QUESTION: Is there a binary tree T such that 

where d(T, Ti) = 1/J(T) - /3(1i) I + 1/J(Ti) - /)(T) I? 

Reference: McMorris and Steel (79]. Transformation from 3-DIM MATCHING 

Comment: Solvable in polynomial time if we drop the constraint that T be binary 

(16]. 

MEDIAN SUPERTREE 

INSTANCE: A collection T = {T1 , ... , Tk} of rooted trees whose leaf sets are subsets 

of a label set L. Number K. 

QUESTION: Is there a rooted tree T such that 

L d(Tj.c(T;)' Ti) :::; K 
i 

where d(T, T') = la(T)- O'(T')I + IO'(T')- O'(T)I? 

Reference: Transformation from MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE SUBSET OF ROOTED 

TRIPLES: PutT= R, then d(Tj.c(T;), able) = 0 if able E r(T), otherwise d(Tj.c(T;), able) = 
2. Hence Tis a median supertree if and only if r(T) n R is a maximum compatible 

subset of rooted triples. 

MAXIMUM AGREEMENT SUBTREE 

INSTANCE: Profile T = {T1 , ... , Tk} of trees on leaf set L. Number K. 

QUESTION: Is there a subset L' ~ L such that T1!L' = T21L' = · · · = TkiL' and 

K:::; IL'I? 
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Reference: Amir and Keselman (7]. Transformation from 3-DIM MATCHING. 

Comment: Shown to be NP-complete for three trees [7], solvable in polynomial time 

for two trees [102, 57]. Can be solved in polynomial time for fixed d if one of the 

trees in T has maximum vertex degree d [7, 50]. 

MAXIMUM COMPATIBLE SUBTREE 

INSTANCE: Profile T = {T1 , ... , Tk} of trees on leaf set L. Number K. 

QUESTION: Is there a tree T and a subset L' ~ L such that TilL' ::9 T for all 

i = 1, 2, ... , k and K::; IL'I? 

Reference: Two trees: [63]. NP-complete for six trees by [61]. 

ASSYMETRIC MEDIAN TREE 

INSTANCE: A profile T = {T1, T2 , •.. , Tk} of trees on a leaf set L. Number K. 

QUESTION: Is there a tree T such that 

where d(T, Ti) = I,B(7i)- ,B(T)I? 

Reference: Shown to be NP-complete for three trees by [91]. Transformation from 

3-DIM MATCHING 

A.5 Perfect Phylogeny and Tandyfications 

PERFECT PHYLOGENY 

INSTANCE: A collection C of qualitative characters on leaf set L. 

QUESTION: Is there a perfect phylogeny for C? A tree Tis a perfect phylogeny for 

C if for every c E C the tree T can be broken down into subtrees T1, ... , Ts so that 

two leaves are in the same subtree if and only if they are assigned the same state by 

c. 

Reference: Proved independently by Steel [101] (transformation from QUARTET 

COMPATIBILITY) and Bodlaender, Fellows and Warnow [22] (transformation from 

3SAT via TRIANGULATING COLORED GRAPHS). 

Comment: Can be solved in polynomial time when k = ICI is fixed [82] or when 
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n = ILl is fixed (by searching all trees) or when the number of states of characters in 

Cis bounded [4, 68]. See also [52] for polynomial time algorithms for "near-perfect" 

phylogeny with bounded number of states. Extensions to generalised or polymor

phic characters have also been shown to be NP-complete, even with bounds on the 

number of states [20, 23]. 

A.6 Parsimony 

Given a rooted or unrooted tree T with leaf set L and a character c on L an exten

sion Xc of c on T is a function from the vertices of T to the states of c that agrees 

with c on L. The length l(xc) of an extension on T is the number of edges in T 

which are assigned different states by Xc· 

PARSIMONY 

INSTANCE: Set of characters Con leaf set L. Number B. 

QUESTION: Is there a tree Ton leaf set Land an extension Xc on T for each c E C 

such that 

E l(xc) :::; B. 
cEC 

Reference: Shown NP-complete by [58, 38]. Comment: Remains NP-complete for 

binary characters and for ordered or unordered characters. The problem with no 

constraints on the extensions Xc is called parsimony with the Fitch criterion. Alter

natives are (i) Wagner parsimony, where the characters are ordered. (ii) Camin-Sokal 

parsimony for rooted trees, where Xc the state of a vertex v assigned by Xc must 

be equal to or a derivative of the state assigned to any ancestor of v. (iv) Dollo 

parsimony, for rooted trees, where character state change is reversible but the origin 

in T for every character state is unique. (v) Generalised, where the formula for 

calculating the length of an extension is expanded to include differently weighted 

transitions. Each alternative is NP-complete. 

The problem becomes polynomial [52] if we fix r and require that the imperfection 

ofT is bounded, where the imperfection equals 

E(l(xc)- (number of states of c)). 
cEC 



A. 7. Distance Based Methods 

A. 7 Distance Based Methods 

FITTING ADDITIVE TREES 

INSTANCE Metric don leaf set L. Number K. 

QUESTION Is there an additive metric p such that 

207 

Reference: For a = 1, 2. [36] Transformation from FITTING ULTRAMETRIC 

TREES. 

Comment: Remains NP-complete if we specify that pis ultrametric, though there is 

a polynomial time algorithm for when pis constrained to be ultrametric and a= oo. 

NP-complete for additive trees when a= oo (3]. 

MATRIX COMPLETION TO ADDITIVE METRIC 

INSTANCE Matrix M for which only some entries are known. An unset matrix 

entry is indicated by M[i, j] = "*"· 
QUESTION Does a matrix M' corresponding to an additive metric exist such that 

M'[i,j] = M[i,j] whenever M[i,j] =/= "*"· 
Reference: Farach, Kannan and Warnow [49]. Transformation from QUARTET 

COMPATIBILITY. 

Comment: Solvable in polynomial time if we specify that M' corresponds to an 

ultrametric distance metric [49]. 

A.8 Open Problems 

QUARTETS DEFINING TREE 

INSTANCE: Compatible set Q of quartets. Binary tree T E< Q >. 
QUESTION: Does < Q >= {T}? 

HUNTING FOR TREE IN r-STATE CHARACTERS 

INSTANCE: Set of r-state characters C on leaf set L. 

QUESTION: Is there a subset C' ~ C such that there is exactly one binary tree T 
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compatible with the characters C'? 



Appendix B 

List of Algorithms 

Name Function Page 

1 CONSTRUCTTREE Constructs trees compatible with a set of quartets 34 

2 ONETREE Constructs a tree compatible with a set of rooted triples 36 
3 CREATETABLE Constructs decomposition table 80 
4 COUNTTREES Counts d-trees with clusters in a given set. 81 
5 GETS UBCOLLECTIONS Extracts trees from a decomposition table 84 
6 MAXWEIGHTTREE Calculates weight of maximum weight d-tree with clus-

ters in a given set. 

7 MINIMUMd Calculates smallest d such that a given set of clusters C 88 
contains the clusters of some d-tree. 

8 lNTERSECTD Calculates the intersection of two decomposition tables. 92 
9 PRUNETOlNCLUDE Removes rows and tuples from a decomposition table to 94 

exclude trees not containing a given cluster. 

10 COUNTlNCLUDETREE Counts trees in a decomposition table that include a 95 
given cluster 

11 MAXlNCLUDETREE Calculates maximum weight of trees in a decomposition 97 
table that include a given cluster. 

12 Qu ARTETSPLITS Constructs the set of splits AlB such that q(AIB) is con- 106 
tained in a given quartet set Q 

13 BUILDTREE Constructs a decomposition table containing all binary 108 
trees in < Q >, where Q is a given set of quartets 

14 CALCULATEAd Given a tree T, calculates AT d where dis a vector and 123 

A is the topological matrix forT. 

209 
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Name Function Page 

15 CALCULATEEDGES Optimal time algorithm for calculating edge lengths of a 139 
tree under OLS 

16 CALCULATEME Calculates the lowest ME score of any binary tree with 143 
splits in a given set 

17 EXTRACT ME TREE Extracts the binary tree with lowest ME score that has 144 
splits in a given set 

18 EXTRACTMESUBTREE Recursive procedure called by EXTRACTMETREE 

19 ADAMS TREE Constructs the Adams consensus tree 158 
20 AGSUBTREE Returns an arbitrary agreement subtree of a given profile 177 
21 MAST Calculates size of Maximum Agreement Subtree 180 
22 MIST Calculates size of Maximum Information Agreement 183 

Subtree 

23 MAN TAT Calculates the maximum number of rooted triples of any 186 
agreement subtree of a given profile 



Appendix C 

List of Symbols 

Symbol Usage Meaning Page 

E xES x is an element of S 

rf. xrf.S x is not an element of S 

c AcE A is a proper subset of B 
c As;;;B A is a subset of B 

0 0 The empty set 

{:} {x: ... } The set of x such that · · · 

0(·) O(f(n)) Order of f(n) 10 
p p The set of polynomial time solvable problems. 10 

£() .C(T) The leaf set of tree T 6 

able able A rooted triple 10 

ablcd ablcd A quartet 9 
(a, b, c) (a,b,c) A fan tree with leaves a, b, c 10 

AlB AlB A split (bipartition) with blocks A and B 8 

r() r(T) The set of rooted triples of a rooted tree T 10 

J() f(T) The set of fan triples induced by a rooted tree T 10 
q() q(T) The set of quartets of an unrooted tree T 9 

q(AIB) The set {a1a2lb1b2: a1,a2 E A,b1,b2 E B} 27 

0"() O"(T) The set of clusters in a rooted tree T 8 

(3() f3(T) The set of splits in an unrooted tree T 8 
<J S~T T extends S 19 

<> <T> The span of the set of trees T 19 

<T A<TB A nests in B 22 

211 
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Symbol 

ROOT() 

Usage 

ROOT(T,x) 

Appendix C. List of Symbols 

Meaning 

The tree obtained by removing leaf x from the 

unrooted tree T and rooting Tat the adjacent 

vertex. 

Page 

7 

ROOT(AjB,x) The set A if x E B or the set B if x E A 90 

ROOT(S, x) The set {ROOT(AjB, x) : AjB E S} 90 

UNROOT() UNROOT(T, x) The tree obtained by attaching x to the root of 7 

(} 
l 

CS() 

[.' . ] 
freq() 

T 

UNROOT(A, x) 

UNROOT( C, X) 
(A)B 

T and unrooting T. 
The split Aj(L- A) U {x} where A is a subset 

of L. 

The set {UNROOT(A, x) :A E C} 

n-taxon statement 

The subtree ofT induced by A 

The set {A n X : A E C, A n X =f. 0}, where C 

is a set of clusters 

90 

90 

23 

18 
22 

S1x Theset{AnXjBnX:AjBES,AnX# 22 

0,BnX 0} 

{a, b} -< { c, d} Least common ancestor of a and b is a descen- 24 

dent of the least common ancestor of c and d 

Q The closure of the set of quartets Q 52 

Q 1- abjcd 

R 1- able 

CS(Q) 

[R,S] 
jreq(X, 'T) 

The closure of the set of rooted triples R 

Quartet inference rule 

Rooted triple inference rule 

The set of splits {AlB 

Q for all ab a2 E A, b1, b2 E B} 

52 

50 

52 

30 

The rooted triple graph for R on leaf set S 35 

The number of trees in T containing the cluster 168 

X 
jreq(AIB, 'T) The number of trees in T containing the splits 168 

AlB 
T 

T(D) 

T(C,d) 

T(S, d) 
T(a,b) 

A set of trees 

The set of trees that can be extracted from the 92 

decomposition table D 

The set of rooted d-trees with clusters in C 92 

The set of unrooted d-trees with splits in S 92 

The set of agreement subtrees of T with roots 175 

equal to the least common ancestor of a and b 
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